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Cover

The Arrival of the American Fleet off 
Scapa Flow, December 1917, a 1920 oil 
painting by Bernard F. Gribble, depicts 
the arrival of U.S. Battleship Division 9 
in Scotland. Although the United States  
entered World War I in April 1917, 
hesitation among the Navy’s senior 
leaders led to an eight-month delay in 
the dispatch of American battleships 
to join the conflict. In December 1914, 
Rear Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan, 
the premier theorist of big-ship naval 
warfare, had died. In “Mahan’s Theory 
and the Realities of the First World War: 
His Final Considerations on Sea Power,” 
Kevin D. McCranie analyzes what can be 
gleaned about Mahan’s thinking during 
the first months of the war and the last 
of his life. In “The Final Countdown? 
Charting a New Course for Capital 
Ships in Pacific War Plans,” Cameron 
M. Rountree acknowledges that naval 
leaders’ concerns regarding the safety and 
viability of modern navies’ capital ships 
continue today.

Source: Courtesy of Naval History and 
Heritage Command
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FROM THE EDITORS

The aircraft carrier remains the largest question mark surrounding the future 
fleet architecture of the U�S� Navy� If anything can be learned from the current 
conflict in Ukraine, it would seem to be that high-tech warfare in the future will 
be dominated by missiles and drones of various kinds, and that large platforms 
at sea will face perhaps unprecedented threats� Is the aircraft carrier’s lot in the 
Pacific fated to parallel that of the battleship in World War II? In “The Final 
Countdown? Charting a New Course for Capital Ships in Pacific War Plans,” 
Cameron M� Rountree revisits this contentious issue� While making clear that 
the carrier is not going away anytime soon, he makes the case that its days as the 
“capital ship” of the Navy very well may be numbered� Cameron M� Rountree is 
a captain in the U�S� Navy Reserve�

In “Strategy, Uncertainty, and the China Challenge,” Jeffrey W� Meiser, Renny 
Babiarz, and David Mudd argue that underestimation of the China threat in the 
past should not give way to overestimation of that threat in the present� They cau-
tion that the Chinese military buildup of recent years and the aggressive edge to 
Chinese foreign policy under Xi Jinping exist against a backdrop of fundamental 
uncertainty about Chinese national goals and intentions, an uncertainty fostered 
to a significant degree by the complex crosscurrents of Chinese strategic culture� 
According to the authors, American strategic thinking needs to be more attuned 
to recognizing and adjusting to such uncertainty—in particular, they recommend 
a more systematic approach to “shaping” the strategic environment in Asia by 
strengthening existing alliance relationships� Jeffrey W� Meiser is a professor at 
the University of Portland (Oregon), of which David Mudd is a recent graduate; 
Renny Babiarz is a vice president of AllSource Analysis�

Joel Wuthnow and Margaret Baughman, in “Selective Engagements: Chinese 
Naval Diplomacy and U�S�-China Competition,” show that the Chinese are engaged 
in active efforts to shape the international security environment, especially via the 
People’s Liberation Army Navy� The PLAN, with its increasingly global reach, has 
emerged in recent years as an important arm of Chinese soft power� Senior-leader 
visits, port visits, and joint exercises with foreign navies are its principal tools� 
Through meticulous analysis of extensive databases on this topic now available, the 
authors show that the Chinese have prioritized engagements with advanced naval 
powers, including the United States and its NATO allies as well as the Russians� 
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While the pandemic has led to a marked decrease in these events, and although 
the United States has shown itself increasingly reluctant to participate in them, 
they nevertheless will continue to be an important factor in the global maritime 
environment, as well as to provide useful insights into Chinese foreign policy over-
all� Joel Wuthnow is a senior research fellow at the Institute for National Strategic 
Studies at the National Defense University; Margaret Baughman is an analyst at 
SOS International’s Center for Intelligence Research and Analysis�

That small navies are something other than large navies with fewer ships 
may seem obvious, yet the peculiar challenges they face often are not analyzed 
carefully� In “Dilemmas Faced in Developing Small Navies,” Andrzej Makowski 
does just that� Rather than a collection of case studies, what the author provides 
is something approaching a theory of small navies in the contemporary security 
environment� While acknowledging that there can be no single theory encom-
passing the varied circumstances in which small navies operate, he shows that 
there are remarkable commonalities� He especially emphasizes the importance of 
these navies’ interoperability and integration with maritime allies and partners� 
Andrzej Makowski, a retired captain in the Polish navy, is on the faculty of Po-
land’s naval academy in Gdynia�

Parallels between the rise of China and that of imperial Germany at the turn of 
the twentieth century are noted frequently, amid warnings that the world needs 
to avoid a repeat of the great-power dynamics that culminated in the First World 
War� In “Tirpitz’s Trap,” Jeremy Stocker revisits the series of strategic blunders 
that the Germans, under the influence of Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz, made in 
building a navy intended to challenge Britain’s dominance of the seas� While the 
Chinese show awareness of these parallels, their ham-handed diplomacy, like that 
of the kaiser, only has reinvigorated their many potential foes, while the evident 
faltering of the Chinese “rise” itself arguably increases the pressure on Beijing to 
attempt a Bismarckian “roll of the iron dice�” Jeremy Stocker, a retired captain in 
Britain’s Royal Navy, is an associate fellow of the Royal United Services Institute 
in London�

Another look at this same era is provided by Kevin D� McCranie in “Mahan’s 
Theory and the Realities of the First World War: His Final Considerations on Sea 
Power�” It often is held that Mahan’s conception of naval warfare was to prove 
obsolete in the face of new technologies such as submarines and aircraft� While 
Mahan died in December 1914, the author argues that he had a better apprecia-
tion of the character and likely course of the war than generally is thought� A 
complicating factor was the—in retrospect, astonishing—muzzling of American 
military officers from commenting on the war by President Woodrow Wilson� 
Kevin D� McCranie is the Philip A� Crowl Professor of Comparative Strategy at 
the Naval War College�
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 F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R S  5

Naval War College Press Launches a Podcast

As a new part of the outreach mission of the Naval War College Press, the 
Center for Naval Warfare Studies, and the Naval War College, we are launch-
ing a podcast� Called Sea Power, it will showcase the College’s research and 
education missions, bolstering our efforts to disseminate NWC research and 
communicate knowledge via published articles, books, reports, and other 
multimedia products to the wider public, in an unclassified, readily acces-
sible format� The podcast episodes can stand alone as engaging summaries of 
research and analysis on critical national-security issues, or they can serve as 
introductions to the published material on which the conversations are based�

The Sea Power podcast allows NWC to use the free and readily accessible 
podcast medium to expand the development of ideas and the availability of 
information to all our partners� It will deliver cutting-edge knowledge from 
thought leaders to naval officers (and other national-security professionals) 
“from coast to coast and to all the ships at sea�” Further, it will enhance our 
ability to engage in and foster relationships with naval, joint, interagency, and 
international alumni, partners, and other stakeholders�

The podcast’s convenience and brevity will allow the busy midcareer officer 
in the fleet and other professionals to learn about the research under way in 
and around NWC on the broad subject of sea power� Each 40–45-minute epi-
sode will present a conversation with one or more leading experts (generally 
from NWC) about their research and educational activities� The first season’s 
overarching theme is “Strategic Competition at Sea,” with special emphasis on 
Chinese and Russian maritime strategy�

The files will be in MP3 format, accompanied by show notes that summa-
rize each episode and link to author bios and publications� The podcast should 
be distributed on all major commercial platforms, but look first on the NWC 
servers and web domains at https://digital-commons�usnwc�edu/seapower/�

NEW TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR PRESS 
The Naval War College has updated its telephone system� New telephone numbers 
for the NWC Press are as follows:

General
Editorial, Circulation, or Business 401-856-5772
Fax 401-841-1071

Editor/Director Carnes Lord 401-856-5761
Managing Editor Robert Ayer 401-856-5773
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Grove, California, she graduated from Boston Uni-
versity in 1987 with a bachelor of arts in interna-
tional relations and French language and literature. 
She received her commission through the Naval Re-
serve Officers Training Corps in 1988 and earned her 
wings of gold in 1989. Chatfield was awarded the Na-
vy’s Political/Military Scholarship and attended the 
Kennedy School of Government, receiving a master 
in public administration from Harvard University in 
1997. In 2009, the University of San Diego conferred 
on her a doctorate of education in leadership studies.
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PRESIDENT’S FORUM

WHILE DEVELOPING a comprehensive strategic plan for the 
Naval War College (NWC), we have returned numerous 

times to consider what role the institution should have in a “prewar/wartime” 
environment� I am not an alarmist who sees an inevitable war just around the 
corner, but in planning we must consider our role during a regional or global 
conflict�

The ability to synthesize data from disparate sources, analyze trends, and 
shape an informed vision of future political and military environments is criti-
cal to leaders in and out of uniform� Our College focuses on improving these 
skills for all our students� This form of forecasting is far from an exact science; 
still, it is vitally important as the foundation of realistic national-security plan-
ning� By its very nature, restructuring military forces to prepare for expected 
futures is a long process� Conceiving, designing, building, and fielding weapon 
systems can take years, if not decades� Recruiting, training, and educating war-
riors with the proper skill-sets and experience can take even longer� As it has for 
fourteen decades, the College will continue to play a crucial role in developing 
the warriors and weapons the nation will need in the unprecedented years to 
come�

Russia and China have demonstrated a willingness to undermine overtly 
the established rules-based world order� The trend lines are clear and unmis-
takable� The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Mark A� Milley, 
recently stated that the “potential for significant international conflict between 
great powers is increasing, not decreasing�” In this context, the College’s educa-
tional and research programs need to be resilient and forward leaning�
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In his thoughtful 2010 essay “Too Busy to Learn,” retired major general 
(and former U�S� Army War College commandant) Robert H� Scales discussed 
the importance of professional military education� He postulated that the 
British army’s excessive embrace of operational experience at the expense of 
education had cost it dearly in the early decades of the twentieth century� His 
essay exhorted today’s military leaders to avoid such a dangerous pitfall, and 
particularly to spend years of relative peace preparing for conflict� During the 
“golden era” of the Naval War College—between the First and Second World 
Wars—midgrade officers prepared themselves intellectually for the often ill-
defined but broadly foreseen challenges ahead� These officers ultimately would 
assume senior leadership positions�

Considerations about the role of our College in the prewar and wartime 
periods have evolved� For example, NWC professor John B� Hattendorf, former 
Naval War College Review editor B� Mitchell Simpson, and retired rear admiral 
John R� Wadleigh, in their 1984 book, Sailors and Scholars, noted that during 
the Spanish-American War and World War I the College was closed and all 
officers went out to sea or to various duty stations� However, leading up to 
and during World War II, primarily owing to the efforts of Admiral Chester 
W� Nimitz and Admiral Edward C� Kalbfus, rather than closing its doors the 
College condensed its courses down to five months� Kalbfus insisted that naval 
officers needed foundations on which to exercise command properly during 
wartime�

In a 1960 address at the College, Fleet Admiral Nimitz asserted that taking 
our correspondence courses in 1922–23 was “one of the most valuable experi-
ences I’ve had�” He particularly highlighted the need to study geography and the 
requirement to write a long paper on logistics across the Pacific, commenting 
how much those undertakings had helped him during the war� In addition, 
Nimitz said, “[T]he war with Japan had been re-enacted in the game rooms 
here by so many people and in so many different ways that nothing that hap-
pened during the war was a surprise—absolutely nothing except the kamikaze 
tactics towards the end of the war�”

It is enlightening to consider the role of the College before and during the 
Second World War and how we might carry those lessons into the future� Cur-
rent policy calls for investment in the intellectual capacity of our most impor-
tant asset: our people� The Secretary of the Navy’s recent decision to guarantee 
a 100 percent fill rate for all student billets proves the service’s commitment�

Following the attacks on September 11, 2001, a series of special Newport 
Papers on the global war on terror, primarily written by our faculty, provided 
insights on which top decision makers relied heavily� In October 2001, then–
Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Vernon E� “Vern” Clark stated, “This effort 
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is timely because our nation is at war� It is important because, in times of con-
flict, our Navy and our nation depend on the intellectual capital invested in the 
Naval War College� We need the product that will come from this conference� 
This superb institution is composed of our best and brightest—officers and 
civilians who are not just doers but also thinkers�”

To be clear, we are not now at war� However, if we do not invest in education 
today, our future leaders will be less prepared for any possible conflict� Our task 
is to build a cadre of officers with the intellectual strength and flexibility to out-
think our competitors in all domains� In the future, it will be our alums who 
lead the way� They will ensure the continuance of our freedoms, our prosperity, 
and the international rules-based system that has supported the advancement 
of the global community of nations for more than seventy years�

As we look internally at our programs and processes, we can ask several 
salient questions: Who are our students likely to be in the years leading up to 
and during wartime? What skills and talents do they have on arrival, and where 
do they need to be strengthened? By the time they reach Newport, most of our 
students have become quite adept in the tactical aspects of their profession; 
they know how to fight the ship, employ weapon systems, and handle their 
airframe, and how their platform, group, service, and organizations fit into 
the larger tactical picture� However, they need to expand beyond this scope: to 
consider the operational and strategic levels of war; to understand time, space, 
and logistics; and to know how joint war-fighting integration empowers our 
forces� After all, to engage and defeat any adversary, they will need to work in 
unfamiliar domains across services and agencies and to integrate with interna-
tional partners and allies�

The landscape of war continues to change, which means our curricula and 
research efforts also must change� We continually must adapt content and 
process to enable our students to learn new skills and hone existing ones to 
face these new challenges� The 2022 National Defense Strategy and the 2020 
triservice maritime strategy define China’s activities in the Indo-Pacific region 
as the pacing challenge, considering that country’s rapid military and techno-
logical growth and its increasingly aggressive posture toward Taiwan� At the 
same time, we are mindful that the Russian threat to the nations of the West 
is ever present and growing� The unprovoked and brutal invasion of Ukraine 
has shown that Russian forces are formidable but not unstoppable� The fact 
that the specter of nuclear warfare is now a factor in defense planning returns 
much of the world to the prospect of horrors not considered since the height 
of the Cold War�

We are the nation’s premier war college and the Navy’s “Home of Thought�” 
In executing our missions, functions, and tasks, we inform today’s decision 
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makers and educate tomorrow’s leaders across our three lines of effort: educa-
tion, research, and outreach� We provide experience and support our students’ 
intellectual development to enable them to anticipate the most likely future 
environments; we prepare them strategically for the future� This investment 
in education ultimately will strengthen the foundations of peace, provide a 
decisive war-fighting advantage, and ensure the national security of the United 
States and our allies� I can think of no more significant or noble challenge for 
us all�

SHOSHANA S� CHATFIELD

Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy
President, U.S. Naval War College
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Captain Cameron M. Rountree, USN, received an 
MA, with distinction, from the Naval War College 
and a JD from the William and Mary School of Law. 
His active-component assignments included tours in 
USS Simpson (FFG 56), USS Milius (DDG 69), USS 
Mahan (DDG 72), and Combined Joint Task Force–
Horn of Africa. His reserve-component assignments 
have included command tours as Company Com-
mander, Bravo Company, Coastal Riverine Squadron 
8, and Commanding Officer, NR MSC Expeditionary 
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THE FINAL COUNTDOWN? 
Charting a New Course for Capital Ships in Pacific War Plans

Cameron M. Rountree

If the United States of America falls under attack our job is to defend her in the past, 
present or future.

CAPTAIN MATTHEW YELLAND, USN (KIRK DOUGLAS),  
THE FINAL COUNTDOWN, 1980

 For decades, from the nineteenth to well into the twentieth century, the battle-
ship served as the capital ship of the world’s fleets�1 The dreadnought’s decline 

came about not because the ship type was defeated definitively in conflict but rath-
er because weapons technology eclipsed its greatest strengths, and it became too 
expensive to operate relative to other warships confronting the same threats�2 In 
the twenty-first century, the aircraft carrier occupies the prestigious position once 
held by the battleship: the peerless capital ship undoubtedly suited for the wars in 
the epoch in which it was conceived� Yet the carrier now is challenged similarly by 
the twin existential dangers the battleship faced: waning effectiveness and grow-
ing inefficiency� These vulnerabilities are symptomatic of a broader concern that 
the military is overly invested in expensive platforms that our competitors have 
paced�3 As the Navy is confronted with this reality, a historically minded observer 
may contextualize the current conundrum and suggest a solution�

In the lead-up to World War II, the U�S� Navy designed war plans that relied 
overwhelmingly on the battleship� In the aftermath of the war, the maritime 
foundation of those plans was abandoned precipitously, and the dreadnought was 
relegated quickly to second-tier status� This change occurred despite the battle-
ship’s comparative success in the war and the innovative ways it was employed 
in conjunction with vanguard carrier aviation to achieve victory�4 In designing 
Pacific war plans today, the Navy and joint force are significantly dependent on 
the aircraft carrier in much the same way the battleship was the keel of War Plan 
ORANGE one hundred years ago� Now, of course, a robust continental China, with 
a rapidly maturing navy, has displaced the imperial fleet of archipelagic Japan as 
the projected foe�
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Even in the absence of the transformational war that the battleship met at its 
denouement, but cognizant of the hazards confronting modern aircraft carriers, 
the Navy and joint force should consider alternative approaches to Pacific war 
plans that are substantially predicated on one vessel type� As World War II dem-
onstrated, the fleet of that time met success when the capital ship was employed 
collaboratively with aircraft carriers� Today, in anticipation of next-generation 
maritime strategy, the Navy and the joint force should redesign and redirect 
today’s capital ship—the aircraft carrier—and combine it with a reinvestment in 
surface and undersea platforms with extended-range standoff weapons in the age 
of the “mature maritime precision-strike regime�”5

THE PAST: CLOCK, WAR, ORANGE

Dreadnought Predominance
Not long after the United States defeated Spain in 1898 and gained control of the 
Philippines and other Pacific territories, it began to formalize plans to counter 
threats at the farthest reaches of its protectorate� In 1907, War Plan ORANGE 
emerged�6 In essence, its objective was simple: get the fleet out to the western 
Pacific quickly, establish sea control, and defeat Japan through blockade� The fleet 
was to sail to a designated advance base at Guam and prepare to meet the main 
Japanese force as it steamed to the Philippines� The well-worn design matched 
the Navy’s pre–World War II theories of naval warfare—and also the assumptions 
of the Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN)�7 Both forces anticipated the decisive fleet 
engagement that Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan had professed to be critical for 
achieving sea control, like that which the Japanese had experienced at Tsushima 
earlier in the century� The official version of War Plan ORANGE adopted in 1924 
emphasized three principles to counter the anticipated enemy: offense, speed, 
and superior strength through armor and firepower�8

Unsurprisingly, to achieve its Pacific War objectives the Navy designed a force 
centered on battleships�9 As affirmed by the Navy’s General Board in October 
1916, prior to direct American intervention in the First World War, nothing had 
transpired in that conflict to disabuse the board of its earlier belief that the battle-
ship was the principal “backbone” of American sea power�10 Indeed, the recently 
concluded Battle of Jutland represented the historical acme of battleship engage-
ment and substantiated the General Board’s view�

By 1932, however, the U�S� surface force advantage had faded and, in compli-
ance with obligations imposed by the London and Washington Naval Treaties, 
Japan had invested earnestly in noncapital ships, at a rate that allowed it to 
exceed the U�S� cruiser and destroyer inventories� Aware of this incongruity in 
fleet composition, American naval leaders gave battleship modernization pri-
ority over burgeoning aircraft carrier development because the dreadnoughts 
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still were believed to be the best way to bring maximum firepower across the 
Pacific to combat Japan�11 In fact, in 1938, while complying with its own treaty 
obligations and reflective of the relative importance of battleships in relation to 
carriers, Congress authorized the Navy a “capital ship” (i�e�, battleship and battle-
cruiser) allocation of 630,000 tons, compared with 175,000 tons for carriers�12 
This statutory ratio, favoring battleship tonnage by a factor of more than three 
and a half, was enacted seventeen years after Brigadier General William “Billy” 
Mitchell’s performative sinking of the decommissioned German battleship SMS 
Ostfriesland, and a mere three years before U�S� entry into World War II� Nev-
ertheless, the joint Army-Navy Board demurred on the importance of aviation, 
stating, “The airplane, like the submarine, destroyer, and mine[,] has added to 
the dangers to which battleships are exposed, but has not made the battleship 
obsolete�”13 The Navy did not yet envision aerial-borne warfare replacing surface 
combat; it thought instead that the former served merely a supplementary func-
tion to gain air control as a condition precedent to battle-fleet engagement�14

By necessity, the Pacific War deviated from the closely hewn strategy that the 
Army-Navy Board had spent decades developing—a design that was prescient in 
its major movements but incomplete in its anticipated order of battle�15 The at-
tacks on Pearl Harbor diminished the Pacific battleship fleet, so the United States 
began the war with few of its flagships for the forthcoming battle with Japan� 
Fortuitously, American carriers were not in port during the raid and were spared 
the IJN’s striking surprise blow� Three days later, however, Japanese torpedo 
bombers sank the British battleship HMS Prince of Wales and the battle cruiser 
HMS Repulse while the ships were en route to defend the endangered outpost 
at Singapore� This sinking reiterated the plausibility of aviation as an effective 
offensive weapon against armored ships� At last and unavoidably, “[battleship] 
proponents were forced to change their thinking drastically and embrace the car-
rier as the sole surviving centerpiece of offensive naval lethality�”16

As the war progressed, “[f]ew if any of the great campaigns � � � resembled 
those embodied in the venerable ORANGE Plans�”17 The Pacific islands that had 
been projected as logistical hubs at which the surface fleet would refuel, repair, 
and replenish came to life, equally importantly, as springboards for aviation�18 
In fact, naval airpower during the war was sufficiently transformative that Chief 
of Naval Operations (CNO) Fleet Admiral Ernest J� King highlighted the func-
tion it played in storied battles as a foreshadowing of the changes to come for 
the Navy� In his 1945 final report to Secretary of the Navy James V� Forrestal, 
he obliquely remarked about the role of carrier aviation in the defeat of Japan� 
“Our fleet in World War II was not solely engaged in fighting enemy fleets� On 
numerous occasions a large part of the fleet effort was devoted to operations 
against land objectives� A striking example is the capture of Okinawa� During 
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the three months that this operation was in progress our Pacific Fleet � � � was 
engaged in a continuous battle � � � yet at this time the Japanese Navy had virtually 
ceased to exist—we were fighting an island, not an enemy fleet�”19Admiral King’s 
commentary was, thus, symbolic of naval airpower’s dramatic evolution from an 
interesting curiosity during the decades before the war to an unanticipated pillar 
of the Pacific fight�

Still, while carriers and aircraft were useful contributors to the Pacific War ef-
fort, they seldom determined sea control in their own right� Recent reexamination 

of the historical interrelation-
ship between battleships and 
carriers makes clear that the 
lore of carrier—and carrier-
borne aircraft—supremacy is 
more myth than reality� As a 

point of fact, aviation generally, and carrier aviation specifically, was never deci-
sive against battleships in combat in any theater, and certainly it did not lead to the 
demise of the dreadnought, as is commonly misunderstood� For example, out of 
eighty-nine capital ships in the combined Allied and Axis fleets during the war, a 
mere five were lost to aircraft at sea in combat conditions� Furthermore, only two 
of those five aerial victories, the losses of the Japanese battleships Musashi and 
Yamato, were at the hands of carrier-based aircraft�20

Undeniably, though, U�S� carrier aircraft were very effective at destroying Japa-
nese planes, accumulating approximately fifteen thousand kills� Furthermore, 
carriers and their aircraft were successful at fighting other carriers, which even 
aviation proponents deemed to be “sitting ducks” to both surface gunfire and 
aerial bombardment�21 In fact, U�S� carriers accounted for eleven of nineteen sunk 
Japanese aircraft carriers� But carrier-borne kills of both nations’ capital ships 
were few, and smaller, less-armored warships were too elusive for reliable aerial 
targeting, strikes by carrier aircraft accounting for just 21 percent and 5 percent 
of the Japanese and American destroyers, respectively, sunk�22

Despite the mixed results of carrier aviation in and of itself, after the war 
there was a precipitous change in Navy doctrine� In the period 1946–47 the Navy 
decided that the surface fleet was incapable of achieving command of the sea 
unaided� Disregarding contemporaneous evidence to the contrary, Vice Admiral 
Forrest Sherman, Deputy CNO for Operations, believed that deeper air strikes 
were at the core of a future sea-control strategy, and he solidified the role of 
carrier aviation by keeping “carriers at the core of his planning�”23 Subsequently, 
the Navy radically altered the composition of its capital-ship fleet� From a  
17 : 8 proportion favoring battleships to carriers (seven fleet carriers and one 
escort carrier) on 7 December 1941, the fleet was transformed to a 4 : 22 ratio 

Yet the carrier now is challenged similarly 
by the twin existential dangers the battleship 
faced: waning effectiveness and growing  
inefficiency.
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favoring carriers (fourteen fleet, eight escort) within two years of V-J Day, on 30 
June 1947� This imbalance only grew further until the battleship reached its nadir 
in 1962 with zero commissioned battleships compared with twenty-six aircraft 
carriers in service�24

The Battleship’s Looming Perils
While the carrier clearly replaced the battleship as the capital ship of the post-
war fleet, it did not defeat the battleship� The “battleship proved to be the most 
resilient surface ship against air and other attacks, and remained the ultimate 
determinant of sea control throughout the war�”25

In the immediate aftermath of the conflict, what actually vanquished the 
battleship was the lack of an enemy battle fleet� This vacuum was filled in due 
course, but even after there was a new opponent, the dreadnought succumbed 
to existential infirmities� For instance, advanced weapons technology, such as 
guided missiles, neutralized its greatest assets: firepower and armor�26 Then, 
given that weapons seemingly as lethal as large-caliber guns could be fired 
from lighter, lesser-armed, equally fast ships with smaller crews, the lumbering 
behemoths became too costly to operate routinely� At the twilight of their com-
missioned use, the annual cost of operating one U�S� battleship was $35 million 
in 1989 dollars—the equivalent of more than $76 million today�27 This amount 
represented more than twice the $15 million price tag to operate a cruiser and 
three times the $11 million cost for a destroyer�28 As University of Kentucky 
professor Robert Farley summed up, “The battleship era ended not because the 
ships lacked utility, but rather because they could no longer fulfill their roles in a 
cost-effective manner�”29 This is a sentiment echoed by James FitzSimonds, who 
stated that “battleships were still the most survivable vessels at sea, but proved 
too expensive to operate�”30

The battleship lost considerable favor because of these realities, coupled with 
the still-fresh impression remaining on the minds of naval leaders left by the 
successes of American flattops in defeating Japanese carriers and the Navy’s 
shift in its priorities toward staving off the Air Force to preserve naval aviation�31 
Notwithstanding these potentially fatal challenges, a few battlewagons remained 
in some status of readiness in the fleet for decades� Finally, on 31 March 1992, 
the last of the four Iowa-class battleships, USS Missouri, was decommissioned�32

Visionary Operational Approach
In the long run, the utility the battleship offered was not enough to eclipse the 
persistent challenges the ship faced from guided missiles and its own inordinate 
costs� Ultimately, as British military historian John Keegan correctly remarked, 
“salthorse admirals at the head of navies were misinterpreting the future � � � if 
they believed that the dreadnought could live for ever�”33
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Still, USS Iowa, USS New Jersey, USS Missouri, and USS Wisconsin all contribut-
ed to post–World War II conflicts, up through the Gulf War�34 So not only did the 
battleship survive beyond World War II, but through a symbiotic relationship with 
the aircraft carrier it continued to represent a potent arm of American sea power�

When employed creatively, the tandem of battleships and carriers was suc-
cessful in ruling the maritime domain� American World War II commanders’ 
exercise of what modern joint doctrine defines as the functions of maneuver and 
fires led to an operational art in the Pacific that alternately amassed battleships 
and carriers, in composite task forces, to achieve decisive effects� A few tactical 
examples highlight their successful interdependence�

Owing to the dearth of battleships available in the spring of 1942, carriers took 
the lead first� At the Battle of Coral Sea in May and at Midway the next month, 
Admiral Chester W� Nimitz was compelled to replace battleship gunfire with 
the “mobility and long-range striking capacity of aircraft�” Instead of employing 
the traditional battle line, Navy leadership reorganized the fleet into several task 
forces centered on carriers� Although carriers achieved indecisive results against 
capital ships in these battles, they inflicted sufficient carrier losses on the Japa-
nese to prevail�35

On the other hand, later in the war, when battleship inventories were replen-
ished, “[d]uring offensive amphibious assaults, or any time the Japanese fleet was 
expected to appear in force, the command organization reverted to the traditional, 
prewar model of massed battleships forward as the main striking element with car-
riers behind in a supporting role�”36 The preferred prewar doctrine that relied on 
the battleship was restored� This preference was observed when, in October 1944, 
Admiral William F� Halsey Jr� ordered his fast battleships to intercept the main 
Japanese battle force, which was approaching the island of Leyte from the north 
and putting the amphibious invasion in jeopardy� Instead of leaving it to the carrier 
task force to dispatch the Japanese dreadnoughts, Admiral Halsey acknowledged 
the “practical difficulty” of relying solely on air strikes to stop the IJN battle fleet�37

As the war progressed, however, battleships provided more support func-
tions divorced from traditional battle-fleet engagement� Commanders dispersed 
dreadnoughts into carrier groups and employed the “PAC-10” doctrine that 
placed surface ships in front of carriers to screen the latter from enemy surface or 
air threats�38 Battleships also were assigned additional non-sea-control tasks such 
as shore bombardment in support of amphibious assaults�39

By April–June 1945, plans for the Battle of Okinawa sidelined battleships 
and gave priority to carrier aviation to support the amphibious operations and 
counter Japanese aircraft� In fact, as Fleet Admiral King highlighted in the report 
to Secretary Forrestal cited earlier, much of the fighting at Okinawa was enabled 
by carrier aviation� As had been occurring with increasing frequency, carrier air 
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facilitated the amphibious invasion and provided defensive counterair (DCA) 
against the marauding kamikaze threat—a menace nearly 1,500 strong that 
destroyed approximately seven hundred American aircraft throughout the bat-
tle�40 Notably, one of the few aviation victories against a capital ship was scored 
at Okinawa� Consigning the battleship to its ultimate destiny, Admiral Raymond 
A� Spruance opted to sink the Japanese megabattleship Yamato through aerial 
bombardment rather than sic his dreadnoughts on the flagship�41

In sum, after decades of relying on the battleship, the Navy was forced to adapt 
its war plans creatively and employ all the maritime weapons at its disposal to 
confront new threats in a practical manner� The modus operandi became less 
dogmatic and more utilitarian� As Edward Miller stated, “The naval war was de-
cided more by the sheer weight of U�S� naval force than by a specific weapon�”42 
Although the legacy capital ship inescapably was destined for obscurity, during 
its twilight it was able to operate in conjunction with a new tool of naval war—
creating a prophetic framework�

THE PRESENT: TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY ADVERSARIES,  
TWENTIETH-CENTURY PLANS

The Primacy of Carriers
Today’s Navy is centered on the carrier and carrier aviation� This modern rev-
erence for the carrier offers sharp parallels to the prioritization of battleships a 
century ago� If there were any doubt, the U�S� Code clearly lays out the Navy’s 
statutory composition and functions in five subparagraphs of § 8062 of Title 10� 
Four of these five subparagraphs specifically reference “aircraft carriers,” “naval 
aviation,” “aircraft,” and “carrier air wings�” Remarkably, the words “vessel,” “ship,” 
and “submarine” are absent; and, tellingly, so is the word “missile�”43 Federal law 
requires the Navy to maintain eleven operational carriers, and at least nine carrier 
air wings until enough carriers exist to support a tenth carrier air wing�44 Con-
gress imposes no similar law for any other naval weapons system� Unequivocally, 
the aircraft carrier is an institutionalized priority� In addition to their unique 
statutory status, carriers organizationally are specially aligned to U�S� Pacific and 
Atlantic Fleet air component commanders�45

Yet even though the Navy classifies aircraft carriers as aviation assets, at bot-
tom they are ships� As surface ships they are susceptible, if not more vulnerable, 
to the same threats as cruisers and destroyers (CRUDES ships)� Also, irrespec-
tive of the express statutory partiality toward carriers, the laws of naval warfare 
dictate that they exist in the same multidomain threat environment as other 
surface vessels� This realization is critical to maintaining maritime superiority 
in the Pacific as the United States returns to operations within the confines of 
great-power competition�
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Operational Limits of Carriers
As established as the carrier may be as a ship type, it faces a far different maritime 
environment from what it faced previously, and certainly much has changed 
since the end of the Cold War� As Andrew Krepinevich analyzed in detail several 
years ago, the future of maritime competition will be different from that to which 
most in naval service have grown accustomed� Many aspects of the next era re-
main opaque because of significant advances in technology and a lack of available 
data points for analysis since the last major naval war�

Yet despite the dearth of evidence, the contours of the anticipated competi-
tion are derivable from some well-founded assumptions� Relative to the future 
employment of carriers, a mainstay of Krepinevich’s maritime assessment is rec-
ognition that the modern maritime environment is marked by a rise in precision 
antiaccess/area-denial (A2/AD) weapons that have become more capable and 
more accessible to those on the lower rungs of military evolution� This “democ-
ratization,” or reduced barrier to entry, makes previously dominant maritime 
powers more vulnerable than at any time in decades, because of an expansion in 
the “gray zone” within which an actor can influence maritime affairs�46

At present, military technology—such as hypersonic/velocity weapons that 
reduce reaction time, maritime reconnaissance and targeting forces that extend 
existing weapons’ reach and accuracy, offensive cyber operations that disrupt and 
degrade battle networks, and artificial intelligence and autonomous weapons that 
make the application of lethality faster and more remote—is in the hands of less 
advanced powers and nonstate actors as well as great powers�47 This multivarious 
proliferation of weapons and capabilities imposes a need for a doctrinal paradigm 
shift reminiscent of the alternating tactics that World War II–era naval leaders 
employed in their use of battleships and carriers� When today’s newly propagated 
dangers are combined with long-existing technologies—such as coastal-defense 
cruise missiles (CDCMs), antiship cruise missiles (ASCMs), mines, midget subma-
rines, and torpedoes—the operational environment for carriers becomes daunting�

This collection of threats, dubbed the “mature maritime precision-strike 
regime” (MMPSR), poses the greatest risk to naval powers, such as the United 
States, that are unaccustomed to a sudden capability symmetry�48 It especially 
upends the traditional carrier freedom of maneuver that the Navy has enjoyed 
for decades� The risk is manifest in contested locations such as the East and South 
China Seas, where the overlapping ranges of A2/AD weapons intersect vital sea 
lines of communication (SLOCs)� The practical impact is clear: in a permissive 
weapons-control environment, a carrier and its accompanying antiair warfare 
(AAW) CRUDES ship(s) could be saturated quickly�

The MMPSR fundamentally presents a math problem for the carrier—or, 
perhaps better said, a math and geography problem� Krepinevich addressed a 
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myriad of complications that pervade the current maritime competition, and all 
deserve their attendant scrutiny� Arguably, though, the finite limit of its offensive 
range is what plagues the carrier most acutely�49 Whereas the trinity of battleship 
design principles balanced armament, speed, and armor, the traditional defining 
characteristics of carrier aviation were aircraft mass, payload, and range�

Regarding range, it is axiomatic that in an exclusively kinetic engagement, 
physical standoff is a bedrock advantage� If an opponent can strike another reli-
ably without fear of retaliation, the former maintains a degree of security that is 
unmatched in conflict� This principle cascades throughout history, with David’s 
sling and the Macedonian sarissa, the trebuchet, the mortar, the V-2 rocket, and 
the intercontinental ballistic missile providing a few examples� Devoid of organic 
strike missiles, a carrier’s offensive range extends to the limits of its air wing� 
On this score, since the end of the Cold War the carrier Navy has prioritized in-
creased generation of shorter-range sorties over longer-range power projection 
and fleet defense� To that end, since the sunsetting of the F-14 Tomcat and A-6 In-
truder, the offensive foundation of a modern carrier air wing is the F-18E/F Super 
Hornet, which has an unrefueled combat radius of five hundred nautical miles 
(nm)�50 This modest range is extended only marginally by the recently deployed 
F-35C, with its unrefueled combat radius of 600 nm�51 These figures represent a 
notable retreat from the fleet’s historical air wing average range of 1,210 nm in 
1956 to a mere 496 nm today�52

In contemplating naval war in the Pacific, the problem is that China, like many 
U�S� adversaries, has CDCMs and ASCMs boasting ranges that are at least equiva-
lent to those of Navy tactical aircraft (TACAIR)� Thus, launching TACAIR having 
a range of only 500 nm when roughly 500 nm away from a threat would leave 
few carrier commanding officers feeling comfortable loitering at the periphery� 
Further, this concern does not even address more-advanced antiship ballistic 
missiles (ASBMs), such as China’s DF-26 and DF-21D with ranges up to, and 
beyond, 1,000 nm�53

The critical importance of strategic and operational standoff is not lost on  
China, America’s most prominent Pacific competitor� The People’s Republic of 
China (PRC) and the Chinese Communist Party owe their very existence to Mao 
Zedong’s clever strategy of trading space for time to outlast and defeat the Na-
tionalists in the Chinese Civil War (1945–49)� Regarding operational standoff, 
today’s China jealously guards the water space and terrain features within its 
so-called nine-dash line to the south and its territorial claims in the East China 
Sea� As seen by its three militarized reefs in the Spratly Islands, Woody Island 
(among the cluster of terrain features) in the Paracels, and its ongoing dispute 
with Japan concerning the Senkakus, China has established, or is expanding, its 
ability to project power from its near shores to the littorals and out to the blue 
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water of the western Pacific�54 In doing so, it has advanced concentric rings of 
A2/AD protection well into a familiar USN operating area� These circles now ex-
tend beyond the range where carriers can strike effectively without engendering 

substantial risk� Like battle-
ships before them, “carriers 
possess the U�S� fleet’s greatest 
combat potential”; however, 
“unless they can project that 
potential over much greater 
ranges � � � they will run a 
high risk of detection and 
damage or destruction” in the 

MMPSR�55 This is not just idle prophecy� Since the mistaken U�S� bombing of 
the Chinese embassy in Belgrade in 1999, China has set its sights on the carrier 
by building over-the-horizon radars, long-range reconnaissance satellites, and 
aircraft to hunt American carriers�56

As long-range, precision-guided weapons become more prevalent and more 
perilous, the United States must reconsider risk-based decisions to employ 
carriers as the center of Pacific naval war plans� As recent Vice Chief of Naval 
Operations Admiral William K� Lescher made clear, critical to defeating China, 
should conflict arise in the next decade, is an ability to “send long-range fires 
down range, maneuver in the adversary’s weapons engagement zone, operate 
ships without needing frequent resupply in a contested logistics environment, 
and defend against incoming missiles through hard-kill and soft-kill defenses�”57 
Unfortunately, as a capital ship, the carrier is insufficiently capable of at least two 
of these requirements�

Cause for alarm is not isolated to military planners� The concern over carri-
ers’ future viability has risen to such a level that lawmakers, even proponents of 
the Navy, have questioned the underlying reliance on them� As Senator Angus 
S� King (I-ME) stated in summer 2019, “Every aircraft carrier that we own can 
disappear in a coordinated attack�”58 He added, “I think it does raise a question of 
the role of the aircraft carrier if we cannot figure a way to counter this capability� 
� � � I don’t want indefensible, $12 billion sitting ducks out there� I’m not prepared 
to say the carrier is obsolete, but I say that [the hypersonic missile] undermines 
the viability of the carrier�”59

This sober forewarning is resonant of the Army-Navy Board’s remarks disre-
garding the threat of aviation to dreadnoughts, yet simultaneously and paradoxi-
cally it is the same critique lodged against the carrier eighty years ago by some 
of its own proponents, extending even to use of the same language—“sitting 
ducks�”60 The criticism of carriers is not reserved solely for their operational 

Today, in anticipation of next-generation 
maritime strategy, the Navy and the joint  
force should redesign and redirect today’s  
capital ship—the aircraft carrier—and  
combine it with a reinvestment in surface 
and undersea platforms with extended-range 
standoff weapons.
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limitations, though� Carriers’ price tags and preeminence relative to other war-
ships in the fleet are also problematic�

Carriers’ Costs Impose a Zero-Sum Proposition
In addition to the operational concerns surrounding carriers in the MMPSR, 
expense further exacerbates the strains the carrier fleet imposes on operational 
plans in the Pacific� As a useful benchmark, the total fiscal year (FY) 2021 De-
partment of the Navy (DON) budget was $207 billion�61 Even understanding that 
the procurement costs of carriers are dispersed across several fiscal years, they 
still are expensive� One aircraft carrier costs approximately $13 billion, which 
is roughly ten times more than an installation on land, and multiple ships are 
required to provide a continuous theater presence� Thus, “depending on carriers, 
rather than land bases, to provide constant combat airpower in a given region is a 
generally a [sic] dubious economic proposition if you know that the threat is go-
ing to be around for a while�”62 This is especially cogent when every dollar spent 
on carrier procurement is one that cannot be invested otherwise in emerging 
technology for the fleet or simply more-efficient weapons systems�

Furthermore, the costs associated with the ship exclude the price of the air-
craft flown from it� The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that DON 
aircraft procurement outlays will average approximately $12�5 billion a year from 
2020 to 2050, and that estimate does not include expenditures for maintenance, 
training, development, or personnel� To be clear, this is procurement cost of all 
DON aircraft, which includes non-carrier-based aircraft such as the P-8A Posei-
don and Marine Corps aircraft found aboard other ship types or ashore� Never-
theless, CBO notes that carrier-based fighter/attack aircraft such as the F-18E/F 
and F-35C represent half the thirty-year total, or $190 billion�63

Training is an additional cost consideration for carriers� The initial training of 
a naval aviator is estimated conservatively to cost in the range of $5–$11 million� 
On top of that, the price for the minimal hours of annual sustainment training 
for TACAIR aviators, who fly offensive carrier missions, is approximately $2�2 
million each�64 There are approximately seven thousand naval aviators (pilots 
and naval flight officers), and just over half fly TACAIR, resulting in approxi-
mate annual sustainment training costs of $7�7 billion per year�65 That amount 
includes nothing for the training of enlisted sailors associated with carrier avia-
tion� Moreover, these procurement and training costs assume the DON fleet size 
remains static at four thousand aircraft and does not increase; however, as noted, 
an increase is in fact the congressionally desired end state, reflected in the statu-
tory reference to a tenth carrier air wing�66

These carrier-aviation expenses accumulate quickly and represent a sig-
nificant portion of the overall DON budget� Even considering procurement and 
training costs exclusively, it is reasonable to question whether maintaining such 
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a sizable carrier fleet is worth the continued capitalization, especially considering 
the ships’ operational limitations in the MMPSR� If this criticism sounds famil-
iar—reduced efficacy coupled with ballooning cost—that is because it is the same 
line of reasoning that led to the scuttling of battleships�

THE FUTURE: A WEATHER EYE OVER THE HORIZON

Latitude to Adapt
If carriers are expensive, the relative cost of missiles is cheap� As comparison, for 
the procurement price of just one carrier the Navy could purchase over seven 
thousand Block IV Tactical Tomahawk land-attack missiles (TLAMs) at $1�79 
million each�67 Even if that figure were halved so as to include the cost of one 
or more additional substitute vessels as TLAM firing platforms, that still would 
represent a stunning volume of strike missiles—roughly fourteen years’ worth 
of DON TLAM procurement�68 And that is just one aircraft carrier, and those 
trade-offs do not include the savings for deferred TACAIR purchases associated 
with the reduction of an air wing and the concomitant personnel, operations, 
and training savings�69 These figures suggest that land-attack cruise missiles 
(LACMs) and other standoff weapons, such as the TLAM and Block V ASCM-
TLAM, are an efficient means to provide strike capability in the joint force’s 
Pacific war plans in which geography, adversaries’ capabilities, and costs are 
critical factors�

Introduced in 1984, the TLAM comes in several variations� The original, well-
known, Block III version—employed famously in the Gulf War and other strikes 
in the Middle East and Africa in the 1990s—includes two adaptations� The first, 
TLAM-C, contains a standard thousand-pound blast/fragmentary warhead with 
a range of 1,000 nm� The second, TLAM-D, “includes a submunitions dispenser 
with combined effect bomblets,” making it particularly effective for use against 
airfields and runways�70 Introduced in 2004, the second-generation Block IV 
TLAM adds several improved features, including an ability to loiter over a target 
area, increased flexibility via satellite communications for in-flight retargeting, an 
ability to provide battle-damage information to warfighters, improved navigation, 
and antijamming capabilities�71 The latest evolution, the Block V maritime-strike 
TLAM, was introduced to the fleet in 2021 and adds even more capability, includ-
ing the capacity to strike surface ships, improved communication and navigation 
systems, stable cost, and the TLAM’s customary extended range�72

Not only has the Navy iteratively improved the TLAM, to the point that a 
weapons system older than most sailors in the service is still used, but it is also 
highly sought after� The success of the program and desire for it are self-evident� 
To date, the missile has been reserved exclusively for the arsenals of the U�S� and 
Royal Navies, but there now is a demand, and plans, for further distribution to 
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Canada, Australia, the Marine Corps, and even the U�S� Army�73 This should be 
no surprise� The TLAM is an unmanned strike weapon with an extended range, 
able to minimize or neutralize the standoff advantage of ASCMs, CDCMs, and 
ASBMs; it is adaptable, affordable, and, therefore, relatively expendable, with an 
appreciable payload�74

As a comparison, the joint air-to-surface standoff missile (JASSM) has a com-
parable price at $1�2 million, and it also has a thousand-pound warhead, but even 
the extended-range variant, JASSM-ER, has an unclassified range of just greater 
than 500 nm�75 Similarly, the air-launched long-range antiship missile (LRASM), 
which attained early operational capability with the Navy only in November 
2019, has a thousand-pound warhead but comes at a cost roughly double that of 
the TLAM�76

Collectively, though, these weapons are the Navy’s most-offensive, long-
range, nonnuclear, cost-effective response available to challenge China’s land-
based A2/AD weapons and its control of the approaches to and around the 
western Pacific� In addressing the critical importance of having a long-range 
standoff weapon to counter surface combatants in addition to land targets, Vice 
Admiral Joseph Tofalo, former commander of Naval Submarine Forces, noted 
that, “[along with] our surface brothers and sisters, we got to get the long-range 
missile so we’re not held out by that A2/AD bubble and we have the stick to hit 
inside�”77 Consequently, with such a versatile and effective tool in the proverbial 
kit bag, TLAM (and the JASSM and LRASM, for that matter) provides naval 
planners with another reason to reconsider seriously the traditional employ-
ment of capital ships�

Obviously, the proposition to employ carriers in a different way is not simply 
a matter of decommissioning one Nimitz-class carrier to purchase several thou-
sand missiles immediately; an exchange of seven thousand TLAMs for one car-
rier is unrealistic� To start, since TLAMs were added to the Navy’s arsenal, only 
a total of approximately two thousand have been employed; therefore, seven 
thousand would be excessive under almost any scenario�78 Furthermore, long-
range cruise missiles are not invincible� TLAMs are subsonic and vulnerable 
to sophisticated surface-to-air defenses� Additionally, with limited exceptions, 
even “tactical” cruise missiles cannot adapt to highly maneuverable, real-time 
changes on the surface to engage targets on the sea or land the way TACAIR 
can� Yet naval aviation pioneers such as Chambers, Moffett, and Towers per-
sisted in advocating revolutionary thinking to graybeard battleship stalwarts 
over one hundred years ago�79 Their ideas can be extrapolated to support the 
broad proposition to use long-range, unmanned, precision-guided munitions 
in place of a portion of the well-established, yet exposed, aircraft carrier fleet; 
this proposition should not fall on deaf ears�80
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Longitudinal Concerns

U.S. Advantage. To start, one rationale to rebalance U�S� fleet employment be-
tween missile platforms and carriers is the advantage the United States maintains 
over China in ship and submarine vertical launch system (VLS) missile cells� 
With an estimated 10 : 1 ratio favoring it, the United States could exploit this 
dominance fully by putting teeth behind additional surface and subsurface strike 
combatants in lieu of carriers—in the form not only of more missiles but of more 
missile-capable platforms from which to fire them�81 Capital-ship reemployment 
would be particularly advantageous considering the Chinese numerical superior-
ity in battle-force ships�82 More Chinese surface ships and submarines represent a 
greater threat to carriers, but Chinese ships also represent more Block V TLAM 
targets for U�S� submarines and CRUDES ships� The United States could “flood 
the zone” with missile cells, and thereby increase the volume of strike missiles 
(both land and maritime) to saturate air-defense systems� In fact, this concept is 
already under some consideration, as the Navy is exploring once again the fea-
sibility of an “arsenal ship” by incorporating in the fleet a large, unmanned sur-
face vessel capable of carrying scores, even hundreds, of missiles to augment the 
Navy’s need for long-range fires�83 As Navy veteran and U�S� representative Elaine 
Luria (D-VA) has explained, there may be efficient and expedient techniques to 
create “Tomahawk arsenals” out of noncombatant ships, similar to the way in 
which the fleet retrofitted Spruance-class destroyers to be VLS shooters in the 
1980s and ’90s�84 This particular prospect provides general support to the feasi-
bility of shifting from expensive, vulnerable capital ships to more-practical assets 
that provide capability and efficiency�

Operational Environment. A second consideration in favor of capital-ship reem-
ployment in the Pacific is the nature of the operational environment and the low 
density of available carriers� With only eleven flattops in the entire fleet, there 
are simply not enough to threaten credibly the vast Chinese littorals, associated 
A2/AD batteries, and land-based maritime tactical and patrol aircraft� Without 
question, maneuverable carriers augment Air Force and ally airfields in Guam, 
the Philippines, Taiwan, South Korea, Australia, Japan, and other locations, but 
given China’s nine-thousand-mile coastline it is reasonable to assume that at least 
six carriers would be required to provide the necessary sorties in a significant 
conflict with that country�85 This is a rough estimate, using the Gulf War as a 
comparator, in which six carriers were deployed to U�S� Central Command dur-
ing Operations DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM to face a far-less-potent op-
ponent�86 Importantly, though, the U�S� fleet in 1991 consisted of fifteen carriers, 
not eleven�87 Forty percent of that U�S� carrier inventory was deployed to coun-
ter the world’s fourth-largest army, a navy of only a few thousand sailors, scarce 
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“warships,” no naval aircraft, and certainly no aircraft carriers�88 Clearly, the PRC 
would represent an enemy orders of magnitude more formidable than Iraq, and 
even four carriers (if rounding up generously to near the historical percentage of 
commissioned carriers) would not be sufficient in a major conflict� In fact, the 
level of carrier support required, if carriers were to remain the nucleus of naval 
doctrine, has not been seen at least since World War II�

On the other hand, the Navy currently has guided-missile submarines, attack 
submarines, destroyers, and cruisers in spades� This includes an inventory of four 
Ohio-class nuclear-powered guided-missile submarines (with a payload of 154 
TLAMs each), nineteen Virginia-class nuclear-powered attack submarines (each 
equipped with up to twelve VLS cells), thirty Los Angeles–class submarines (each 
equipped with up to twelve VLS cells), sixty-nine Arleigh Burke–class guided- 
missile destroyers (DDGs) (each equipped with up to ninety-six VLS cells), 
and over twenty Ticonderoga-class cruisers (each equipped with up to 122 
VLS cells)�89 Not all CRUDES-ship VLS cells are available for LACMs and 
ASCMs, owing to the need to carry AAW missiles, but a fraction of these plat-
forms could provide more cost-effective, menacing combat power, at distance, 
than even multiple carriers, given the latter’s operational vulnerability in the 
MMPSR�

Carrier Scarcity and Renown. A third reason for concern about the overreliance 
on carrier operations is precisely because of their scarcity and associated renown� 
Simply put, carriers are too prized to risk� The last sinking of a U�S� carrier in 
battle occurred in February 1945 at Iwo Jima� It was the escort carrier USS Bis-
marck Sea, a ship whose name is largely lost to history�90 As Fleet Admiral King 
described, that fleet was part of “the greatest naval force ever assembled in the 
history of the world,” when U�S� ships numbered in the thousands�91 The gravity 
of the war and the ubiquity of “carriers” such as Bismarck Sea made such losses 
inevitable, but there is no comparison between a Ford- or Nimitz-class supercar-
rier of today and a Casablanca-class escort carrier of yesteryear� The latter ships 
displaced a mere 10,200 tons fully loaded, a fraction of the more than one hun-
dred thousand tons of today’s carriers� Escort carriers were 498 feet long—even 
less than the 505 feet of the modern Flight I/II Arleigh Burke–class destroyers� 
They had a complement of eight hundred sailors, compared with the over three 
thousand of today’s carrier crews, and were powered by oil-fired reciprocating 
engines, not complex nuclear-powered steam turbines�92

The unspeakable sinking of a modern aircraft carrier in any battle short of 
one for the preservation of the homeland would be profoundly more grave than 
any preceding USN casualty� The psychological blow would be devastating under 
normal circumstances, let alone in America’s polarized twenty-four-hour news 
cycle� Perhaps the most fitting analogy would be to make use of the historical 
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coincidence� Few remember the Navy’s loss of Bismarck Sea—a second-rate, non-
capital ship—but even a casual observer of military history recalls Britain’s May 
1941 quest for and sinking of the German battleship Bismarck—a world-class 

capital ship—that presaged 
the downfall of the Kriegs-
marine surface force� While 
the destruction of any U�S� 
warship would be a disaster, 
there can be little doubt that 
the effect would be magni-

fied exponentially if the loss were of a capital ship such as a supercarrier� Critics 
subscribing to the overwrought “Thucydides’s Trap” theory would need no more 
evidence to relegate the United States to permanent decline�

Offense versus Defense. An added reason underscoring a need to pursue capital-
ship reemployment is the principle that offense is cheaper than defense� Missile 
defense, whether ballistic or cruise, requires a great deal of resources� A carrier 
with limited AAW defenses relies almost entirely on its escort—its “shotgun” 
CRUDES ships—to engage enemy missiles� Moreover, a carrier likewise has lim-
ited antisubmarine warfare (ASW) defenses, relying primarily on underwater 
surveillance, its maritime-strike helicopter squadron, and any ASW escort (sur-
face or subsurface)� In addition to its shotgun escort, a carrier at least requires a 
helicopter squadron, if not more, to provide a fig leaf of ASW coverage� Thus, to 
provide the striking capability associated with the carrier air wing, the ship must 
trail along several inorganic defensive assets, many of which can provide a com-
parable, albeit shorter-duration, strike capability of their own�

On the other hand, while streams of TLAMs or other long-range strike weap-
ons are not inexpensive, they are markedly cheaper than the costs of a carrier 
and all its attendant enablers� The daily operational cost of a carrier, its air wing, 
accompanying surface combatants, and a fast-attack submarine is estimated to be 
about $6�5 million�93 During a notional six-month deployment, that would total 
$1�17 billion—without ever firing a shot� If a number of missiles equal to half 
of all the TLAMs ever fired was added to Pacific fleet inventories, it still would 
represent a cost less than the amount the DON budgeted in FY21 for sailors’ basic 
allowance for subsistence�94 In conflict, waves of hundreds of TLAMs would be 
difficult for any adversary, even China, to defend against; but an equally impor-
tant factor is that in times of peace such a strike posture imposes an immense 
defensive financial onus and presents a planning conundrum�

Efficiency. Related to the cost of defense, a fifth reason capital-ship reemploy-
ment is logical is the efficiency of self-sufficiency� When it comes to noncyber 

Recent reexamination of the historical inter-
relationship between battleships and carri-
ers makes clear that the lore of carrier—and 
carrier-borne aircraft—supremacy is more 
myth than reality.
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threats, CRUDES ships and submarines are organically self-defensive and require 
fewer enablers� This is a corollary to the fact that carriers require escorts, whereas 
submarines and CRUDES ships often steam alone� To be sure, both carriers and 
CRUDES ships would not last long without fleet replenishment oilers and other 
combat-logistics force support, but these vital assets are a relative wash between 
Pacific air forces and surface forces since both require that assistance� CRUDES 
ships and submarines transport the weapons necessary to defeat their counter-
parts� For example, with regard to surface warfare, in addition to the Block V 
TLAM that both CRUDES ships and submarines can embark, both platforms 
also employ the Harpoon ASCM; carriers carry neither weapon� With regard to 
ASW, CRUDES ships and submarines carry torpedoes (either the Mk 46 light-
weight or the Mk 48 heavyweight advanced capability, respectively); carriers can-
not fire torpedoes� And as it pertains to AAW, the one domain in which a car-
rier possesses some organic self-defense, CRUDES ships carry a broader array of 
AAW missiles (including the Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile, Sea Rolling Airframe 
Missile, Standard Missile [SM] 2, and SM-6), well beyond the limited inventory 
on which a carrier relies� This capability is only improved with the addition of 
Aegis Baseline 10, the integrated air and missile defense system inherent in all 
forthcoming Flight III Arleigh Burke–class DDGs, which allows them to provide 
ballistic-missile defense (BMD) and AAW simultaneously�95 Yes, carriers also are 
protected from nonmissile aviation threats by their DCA, but DCA cannot pro-
vide protection from ASCMs or ASBMs� Thus, not only do the surface and sub-
surface assets pack an offensive punch with their strike weapons organically, but 
they also have better means of self-defense�

Shared Domain. Yet another reason for redesigning the role of the carrier as to-
day’s capital ship is because it operates in a shared domain� While submarines and 
CRUDES ships exercise a virtual monopoly on U�S� operations on the sea surface 
and below, the Air Force can, and likely will, vie to fill the same aviation function 
in the Indo-Pacific theater as carriers and carrier aviation perform� With a net-
work of airfields in allied and friendly nations, the Air Force can provide longer-
range aircraft, capable of greater payloads, at a reduced price—when account-
ing for the costs associated with the carrier (not necessarily the per-flight-hour 
cost)� The same long-range aerial-strike capability exists regardless of whether a 
JASSM or LRASM is launched from an Air Force F-15 or a Navy F-18� If it is ac-
knowledged that the Air Force is going to play some role in the air domain, even 
over the sea, then USN efforts to establish a carrier-borne strike capability most 
likely will achieve, at best, half a loaf—and even then, only after bargaining with 
the joint force air component commander, who is likely to be an Air Force offi-
cer� Meanwhile, there is no interservice competitor able to provide sea surface or 
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subsurface strike capacity� And to be clear, no matter how beneficial the aviation 
strike potential, it is safe to say that no force can provide long-distance strike as 
stealthily or as voluminously as a guided-missile submarine�

Budget Considerations. Finally, a temporal reason to consider capital-ship reem-
ployment has to do with budgeting cycles� If the military procurement process 
is like the turning radius of a battleship, any doctrinal deviation will need space 
to implement�96 With some Nimitz-class carriers exceeding forty years of com-
missioned service, hard choices will be required regarding the future of naval 
warfare, especially whether to replace the ships at a one-for-one ratio� Factoring 
into this calculus is the question of whether to pursue costly midlife refueling 
and complex overhaul for later hull numbers�97 Can the carrier be a powerful 
weapon for the next ten years? Yes� The next twenty years? Probably� The next 
thirty years? Probably not� And even if it remains potent for that long, should 
it continue to serve as the cornerstone of the fleet, at its current expense? If not, 
does the United States need so many? If the ships average a fifty-year service life, 
now is the time to think about the replacement rate, and now also is the time to 
think about capital-ship employment in the Pacific in a more deliberate way than 
that reflected in the battleship’s sudden, inglorious withdrawal�

Anticipated Headwinds
Significant deviations from the status quo invite and deserve criticism� Prudence, 
indeed, dictates that naval doctrine long established should not be changed for 
light and transient causes�

Insufficient VLS Cells. To start, critics of employing capital ships differently in 
the Pacific would be right to point out that the number of VLS cells on CRUDES 
ships is insufficient for the volume of attacks necessary to counter the threats 
from China’s vast coast in a major conflict� Even guided-missile submarines, with 
their considerable TLAM inventories, are not capable of providing the sustained 
punishment of cyclical strike-fighter operations using cheap joint direct-attack 
munitions and laser-guided bombs� In fact, turning once again to the example 
of the Gulf War, in the six weeks preceding the ground invasion of Operation  
DESERT STORM allied air forces dropped a staggering 88,500 tons of munitions�98 
Even if sufficient precision-strike ordnance to approach such a massive expen-
diture as seen in that war was possessed in the current U�S� inventory, long-
range precision missiles are too expensive to employ on a similar scale� There 
is no question that these criticisms highlight valid limitations of standoff weap-
ons� They also implicate another legitimate weakness of surface and subsurface 
TLAM-capable platforms: their inability to replenish missiles at sea� Although 
requiring solutions, these concerns do not abrogate the need for a doctrinal shift 
away from overreliance on the carrier in war plans�
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First, the scale of a potential conflict in the Pacific needs to be considered� 
Certainly, one harrowing scenario has the PRC crossing the strait to invade 
Taiwan, and the United States responding with a ground force� Setting aside the 
likelihood of this, or the immense risk of escalation should this occur, it is reason-
able to assume that a ground component of at least half a million combatants—to 
mirror the component that forcefully ejected Iraq from Kuwait—would be neces-
sary� In such a scenario, faced with deploying a similar scale of munitions, the 
Navy already would be at a considerable disadvantage� To recall, relative to its 
composition and end strength in 1991, the carrier fleet is diminished� Then, six 
of fifteen carriers deployed in support of Operations DESERT SHIELD and DES-

ERT STORM� It is difficult to see how a six-carrier force, leave aside a larger one, 
would be available from an inventory of eleven to confront a much fiercer foe in 
China� Moreover, the Gulf War generated 2,500 sorties per day�99 Nimitz-class 
carriers are capable of surging to 240 daily sorties through twenty-four-hour 
operations�100 If the Navy were responsible for only half the air-tasking-order sor-
ties in a similar conflict, this would require more than five carriers operating at 
a breakneck pace� Thus, the Air Force or allies would be required to make up the 
difference—thereby exposing an unenviable capability asymmetry for the Navy 
or the U�S� joint force� Almost by necessity, a reconceptualization of carrier use 
in this era is required� Alternatively, in a less direct confrontation—perhaps one 
for control of the SLOCs to and around Taiwan—CRUDES ships and submarines 
would be well suited� Thanks to CRUDES ships’ increased survivability against 
CDCMs and ASCMs and their ability to conduct AAW and ASW, added to 
American submarine superiority over China, these platforms represent a compel-
ling option to deny the PRC access to Taiwan via the SLOCs and airspace of the 
East China Sea� Consequently, in anything less than a major conflict, the reduced 
volume of standoff strike weapons may not be problematic�

Second, the point is not to eliminate carriers but to consider better their indis-
pensability in war plans vis-à-vis their costs and vulnerabilities in the MMPSR� 
As stated, the Navy is at a comparative disadvantage (particularly when facing a 
near peer today) to its own past peak capacity, and the service ought to reevaluate 
its emphasis, in dollars and doctrine, on a single platform that Father Time may 
jettison as effortlessly as the dreadnought�

Employing Current Assets. Skeptics also would be right to point out that the Unit-
ed States already owns the eleven carriers and nine air wings; why would we not 
use them? Of course, that is true� Yet, as alluded to, now is the time for choos-
ing� Three of the ten Nimitz-class carriers have not undergone refueling and 
complex overhaul, nor are they yet scheduled to begin that expensive and time- 
consuming process� Furthermore, with an anticipated fifty-year service life, ships 
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such as USS Nimitz and USS Dwight D. Eisenhower will reach their operational 
horizon in the next five years� Combined, these five ships represent potential cost-
shifting and cost-saving opportunities over the next decade� Ultimately, as the  
proverbial law cautions, if you find yourself in a hole, stop digging� History sug-
gests that unchallenged reliance on the status quo, without introspection and 
foresight, can result in abrupt and inefficient change, as demonstrated in the 
mid-1940s� And again, the argument in favor of capital-ship reemployment is not 
to stop using carriers entirely, but rather to reimagine their use in a new relation-
ship with CRUDES ships and submarines and with unmanned, extended-range, 
maritime-strike capabilities�

Air Bases Make Easy Targets. Additional criticism might come from air planners, 
who point out that air bases are at higher risk than carriers in the Pacific, since 
they are static and more easily targetable than mobile carriers� This is a rational 
concern� Admittedly, in this sense carriers possess the same superior survivabil-
ity over airfields and runways—at the operational level—that ballistic-missile  
submarines maintain relative to missile silos and bomber bases at the strategic level� 
This is a unique USN contribution to the joint force that should not be understated�

However, the setting is not irrelevant� In the Pacific theater, save for Guam—
at a greater physical distance from China than alternatives—no prospective air 
bases are located on sovereign U�S� territory, in contrast with their strategic coun-
terparts (bomber bases and missile silos), which are in the continental United 
States� Therefore, other risk-to-force considerations (i�e�, personnel, aircraft, 
infrastructure) being relatively equal between carriers and air bases, one side of 
the equation implicates a runway on foreign soil and the other a U�S� national 
asset� Comprehensively, the analysis is of whether the heightened risk to one 
of multiple airfields on allied/friendly territory, each representing a fraction of 
a carrier’s financial cost, outweighs putting a U�S� nuclear-powered capital ship 
in increased danger� Not only would the mission kill or sinking of a U�S� super-
carrier usher in a tremendous loss of national prestige and reduced combat ef-
fectiveness, but a destroyed, or even severely damaged, nuclear-powered carrier 
would pose dire economic and ecological impacts affecting the energy, shipping, 
fishing, and tourism sectors in the region, with cascading effects throughout the 
globe� On the other hand, a recomposed fleet presence with fewer carriers could 
mitigate the naval risk while still providing a degree of increased survivability to 
compensate for the static presence of terrestrial airfields�

Missile Risk. Detractors also might posit that CRUDES ships will be at no less 
risk from long-range missile attacks than carriers� Thus, VLS cells on those plat-
forms will not be a survivable substitute for carrier air strikes� However, CRUDES 
ships are accustomed to operating in waters within an adversary’s CDCM and 
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ASCM weapons engagement zone; therefore, the long-range cruise-missile threat 
(supersonic and subsonic) would not be an unusual challenge� In fact, there 
have been only two carrier transits of the Taiwan Strait in roughly the last fifty 
years, whereas CRUDES ships often make the same freedom-of-navigation pas-

sage within the PRC’s cruise-
missile weapons engagement 
zone�101 Meanwhile, with re-
gard to ASBMs, the danger 
may not be as dire as critics 
assume� As mentioned, Aegis 
Baselines 9 and 10 incorpo-
rate simultaneous AAW and 

BMD capabilities, even if BMD success against ASBMs is unproved�102 Still, this 
critique overlooks a simpler rebuttal: the stark numerical imbalance of CRUDES 
ships to carriers and the planning dilemma that reemploying those capital ships 
would impose on the adversary�

To recall, there are around ninety CRUDES ships in the fleet, compared with 
the eleven carriers� Targeting one high-value asset, or even a few, is an uncom-
plicated decision and provides a much greater return on investment than using 
valuable and scarce ASBMs on one of dozens or scores of smaller warships� No 
doubt classified intelligence assessments could confirm this, but logic suggests 
that China does not have an endless supply of DF-26 or DF-21D missiles� The 
DF-21D, after all, is branded the “carrier killer,” not the “destroyer killer�”103 Al-
though it is arguable that CRUDES ships are similarly endangered by ASBMs, 
China is less likely to prioritize noncapital ships with these missiles, for the 
simple reason that they are not worth the expense� Even in the disastrous event 
that one or more CRUDES ships were destroyed by ASBMs, the fleet balance 
makes these ships more easily replaceable, their loss less injurious to American 
stature and less costly in human lives� Reemploying carriers would not eliminate 
the targeting risk to carriers deployed to the western Pacific� In fact, reducing the 
overall quantity of carriers in the region would make any one carrier arguably 
more exposed to the ASBM threat� Nevertheless, as Senator King noted, fewer 
carriers in the operating area decreases the likelihood that multiple aircraft car-
riers are targeted in a coordinated attack and would preserve a larger share of 
the carrier fleet for operations in other phases of a Pacific war or for use in other 
geographical combatant commands�

A useful framework for considering this alternate means of projecting Ameri-
can naval power, ironically, is a maritime analogue of the ancient Chinese practice 
of lingchi. Instead of concentrated power originating from a single decisive source, 
as represented by the awe-inspiring might of the Ford-class supercarrier, the future 

In sum, after decades of relying on the battle-
ship, the Navy was forced to adapt its war 
plans creatively and employ all the maritime 
weapons at its disposal to confront new threats 
in a practical manner. The modus operandi 
became less dogmatic and more utilitarian.
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lies in an ability to deliver a spectrum of lethal “pinpricks.” As CNO Admiral 
Michael M� Gilday recently stated, when “[l]ooking through the lens of the dis-
tributed maritime operations concept,” he keeps “coming back to long-range fires 
as a key capability for the future that we’re going to need to deliver on,” noting that 
missiles capable of such fires will be “central to power projection” at sea�104

In sum, despite reasonable skepticism, the combination of operational vulner-
ability, cost, and the relative merits of alternatives puts the carrier on a course 
similar to that of the dreadnought a century ago� When comparing the Navy 
of the 2020s to that of the 1920s, one must note the alarming parallels between 
the current statutory and administrative prominence of the aircraft carrier 
and the General Board’s prioritization of battleships in the early twentieth 
century� Then, the Navy overlooked the battleship’s enduring weaknesses, only 
to upend decades of doctrine abruptly� In this era, the transition should follow 
a smoother glide slope, guided by historical experience and the foresight of 
today’s USN leaders�

DON’T GIVE UP THE SHIP . . . YET
To be sure, few are yet ready to borrow a phrase from Admiral William S� Sims 
and pronounce “the aircraft carrier dead�”105 As argued above, the future role of 
carriers and their associated air wings requires introspection and evolution, not 
eradication�

Modern soft-kill and countertargeting techniques, such as decoys, obscurants, 
and electronic attack measures, have not been developed and tested sufficiently to 
support the conclusion that the carrier, categorically, will not be survivable within 
an enemy weapons-engagement zone� Similarly, some potential hard-kill defenses 
such as antiballistic missiles, directed energy, lasers, and electromagnetic rail guns 
may be capable of defeating MMPSR threats, although they have not been proved 
yet�106 There also is the prospect that other technology, including high-powered, 
rapid-pulse microwaves, could offer up an effective close-in defense that could 
disable scores of simultaneous incoming antiship-weapon seekers—producing an 
effective missile-defense shield analogous to the Aegis weapons system�107

A viable alternative also might mean a return to building less complex “car-
riers” like those of yesteryear, such as light carriers or escort carriers, instead 
of post-Forrestal-class supercarriers—something akin to the fleet’s current 
America-class amphibious assault ship or the sea-control ship envisioned in the 
1970s� Such a vessel could be powered conventionally and would be relatively 
cheap to build� It could leverage a broader industrial base and provide ASW 
protection and DCA to both the “carrier” and CRUDES ships—which could 
allocate more missile real estate to long-range precision-strike weapons�108 
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Presumably, unlike USS Gerald R. Ford, which took over seven and a half years 
from keel laying to delivery, these ships could be produced at a rate closer to 
that of USS America, which reached the Navy in just under five years—a time 
savings of over 33 percent�109 Producing a larger number of smaller, nonfleet 
carriers, at a faster pace, is another creative diversion from the supercapital 
ships of the twentieth century that consume so much of our resources and of 
the adversary’s attention�

Additionally, carriers likely can continue to succeed with the advent and in-
corporation of longer-range aircraft� If area denial is presently the carrier’s great-
est weakness, extending offensive reach is a potential solution� The answer may 
lie in increased use of unmanned aircraft�110 Currently, unmanned carrier-based 
aircraft are envisioned only for aerial refueling, but the addition of extended-
range unmanned tactical aircraft also could be key to prolonging the viability of 
carriers�111 As Jerry Hendrix expertly summarized, the Navy could “build on the 
lessons of naval aviation’s evolution in the post–World War II period and pur-
chase a carrier-based unmanned combat aerial system [that] could provide the 
long-range, deep strike capability necessary to keep the supercarrier relevant and 
in the fight, even in a mature anti-access/area-denial environment�”112

Aside from hardware providing a panacea, other prospective solutions rely on 
creative thinking� One suggestion would be to employ carriers more agilely—the 
way Admirals Nimitz, Halsey, and Spruance used the capital ships of their day� A 
logical start would be to reconsider and redefine the fleet’s supporting/supported 
relationships� For instance, instead of massing carriers in A2/AD waters of the 
western Pacific with their air wings as the primary offensive threat, these capital 
ships could be used better in the converse of their traditional application� By 
supporting CRUDES AAW capabilities, especially against land-based maritime 
patrol aircraft and TACAIR, the carrier and its wing could free up support for 
CRUDES ships’ long-range strike missions� With fewer carriers in theater requir-
ing protection, the 1 : 1 or 1 : 2 carrier-to-CRUDES ship ratio would be loosed� 
Proportionally, this would allow CRUDES ships to carry fewer AAW SMs to 
fulfill fleet air-defense responsibilities, owing to the reduced number of carriers 
in theater� The result would be that CRUDES ships could alter the balance of 
strike and AAW missiles in their magazines to carry more TLAMs (LACMs and 
ASCMs)� Moreover, carriers also could supplement antisubmarine missions with 
additional maritime-strike helicopter squadrons in support of TLAM-capable 
submarines and ships, instead of the customary four strike-fighter squadrons� 
In this modified function, a reduced but attainable number of carriers still could 
support Pacific war plans, but in a new way�

However, this “distributive offensive” idea is not new� Vice Admiral Henry C� 
Mustin promoted the concept clairvoyantly at the twilight of the Cold War� His 
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idea envisioned carriers replacing offensive assaults with a defensive umbrella 
for TLAM submarines and CRUDES ships� In 1988, Vice Admiral Mustin stated, 
“The power projection capability represented by U�S� SLCMs [sea-launched 
cruise missiles] is as important to our naval strength as were earlier developments 
of the aircraft carrier and nuclear submarines�” Mindful of the symbiosis between 
carrier aviation and long-range strike weapons, he went on to add, “The synergis-
tic effect of combining carrier � � � air with cruise missiles has � � � revolutionized 
the very nature of naval war�”113

These are just a few suggested adaptations that portend a diminished, but not 
eliminated, future for carriers� Although they may sound revolutionary, they are 
not as far-fetched as might initially be perceived, particularly in consideration of 
a sister service’s recent course change�

As of 2020, the Marines, after thoughtful examination, fundamentally modi-
fied their principal doctrine� The Marine Corps, as Commandant General David 
H� Berger wrote in a starkly candid article, “is at its core optimized for amphibi-
ous forcible entry and sustained operations ashore�”114 In reversing course on a 
mission hand selected by Major General John A� Lejeune in 1919, General Berger 
went on to add that he was “convinced that the defining attributes of our current 
force are no longer what the Nation requires of the Marine Corps�”115 The Com-
mandant argued that the Corps “is weighted too heavily toward amphibious forc-
ible entry and sustained land operations” and must change� Among his proposed 
revisions are to divest the service of performing those same amphibious opera-
tions, to develop new doctrine and technology, and to contemplate new ways to 
compete with great powers in other-than-lethal conflicts� The net effect will be a 
force that is lighter, smaller, and capable of greater standoff—even if that comes 
at the (almost heretical) cost of downsizing exalted Marine infantry battalions�116

With this frank analysis, the Corps began the process of uprooting one hun-
dred years of tightly embraced doctrine and tradition� In turning aside from en-
during ground campaigns and occupations, the Marines have opted to embrace 
a future with expeditionary advanced base operations, area AAW capabilities, 
antisurface artillery and missiles, and even possibly ASW capabilities�117 This 
change reflects a return to the Corps’s traditional naval roots� The Commandant, 
thus, has made the focus of the future Marine Corps reflective of its past—pre-
cisely what the Navy should consider in reinvesting in surface and subsurface 
strike platforms� If the Marines can make such a surprising foundational change, 
the Navy is capable of the same self-reflection�

The sun has not set on the aircraft carrier, nor does the future diminish the 
significant contributions of naval aviation throughout the Cold War or in the last 
generation of conflict� Indeed, in the past twenty years naval aviators were far 
more likely to have been engaged in combat in sorties over Iraq or Afghanistan 
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than their subsurface and surface-bound comrades, who often were relegated 
to support responsibilities in noncombat or less-intense-combat environments� 
The carrier’s future is jeopardized in a context in which confronting an ascend-
ing China constitutes the U�S� military’s greatest challenge, but the carrier is still 
quite capable, particularly in less foreboding environments� It will maintain a 
dominant role against adversaries that are incapable of creating an offshore “no 
man’s land” in the MMPSR�118

In the first forty years of the twentieth century, the Navy adhered to conventional 
wisdom—at the cost of obscuring the future of the capital ship� It never devi-
ated significantly from that course despite the flickers indicating naval aviation’s 
broadening importance and the battleship’s plaguing vulnerabilities� Fortunately, 
American adaptability, ingenuity, and resilience overcame creative complacency 
and led to victory in World War II and thereafter�

Similarly to the period a century ago, the Navy finds itself at an inflection 
point� The aircraft carrier still has a part in the Navy and in Pacific war plans, 
just as Iowa-class battleships played a role in foreign affairs and defense policy 
for fifty years after Leyte Gulf� Now, however, the carrier no longer should be 
the sole anchor of great-power-competition maritime strategy� Reflecting on 
the cooperative, adaptive approach of our naval forebears and respecting the 
history of the carrier while leveraging the capabilities of modern precision-
strike weapons, we of the Navy can take solace in another CNO’s words: that it 
“has both a tradition and a future—and we look with pride and confidence in 
both directions�”119
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 China is the “pacing threat” for American defense planning�1 An increas-
ingly assertive and hostile China has triggered a “return to great power 

competition�”2 China is “less interested in coexistence and more interested in 
dominance�”3 China’s grand strategy is meant to “displace the United States as the 
global leader�”4 Now that China’s leader, Xi Jinping, has secured a third term in of-
fice, “he’s able to focus even more on [the] contest for superiority with the United 
States�”5 The China threat is militarized and hostile, requiring a response in kind 
by the United States and its allies�6 The United States not only is going to suffer 
defeat in an increasingly likely military confrontation over Taiwan but also is 
“going to lose fast�”7 The Biden administration must move quickly to increase the 
lethality of U�S� forces in East Asia and “assemble a coalition to contain China�”8 
And so on and so on � � � or so we are told�

These assertions, and many like them, are characteristic of the growing hawk-
ish consensus that seems overly confident in its as-
sumptions about Chinese intent and capabilities�9 
This level of confidence is unsettling because of 
the complexities involved in understanding the 
intentions and capabilities of rising powers and 
the potential for overconfidence to play a harmful 
role in analysis and decision-making�10 According 
to some commentary, the United States has drifted 
perilously close to groupthink� For example, schol-
ar and practitioner Joseph Nye has warned—with 
only slight exaggeration—that “if you’re a bright 
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young staffer, Republican or Democrat, the more anti-Chinese you can be, the 
better your future career�”11 Diplomacy has fallen on hard times: “Those who 
preach moderation towards the Chinese government risk being tarred by the 
most strident hawks as apologists, their motives called into question�”12

It is impossible to have 100 percent certainty, and choices must be made us-
ing analysis of the best available information� Waiting for certainty is foolish 
and counterproductive� We agree that there is significant evidence that China is 
hostile to American interests and, in particular, toward the U�S�-dominated “lib-
eral international order�” We agree that there is significant evidence that China is 
increasingly aggressive in its rhetoric and actions, particularly in the South China 
Sea� However, we also see significant evidence that China’s intentions are indeter-
minate and, in some arenas, neutral or even possibly aligning with U�S� national-
security interests� Furthermore, we think there is a significant likelihood that, even 
if it does have aggressive and hostile intent, China will fail in its efforts both to 
undermine the existing order and to replace the United States as the preeminent 
power in the international system� We also question whether China successfully 
can carry out major military operations, such as an invasion of Taiwan� Given this 
existing uncertainty, we do not think it is wise to base American policy and strat-
egy on any specific prediction about Chinese intentions or abilities�

From this perspective, the U�S� strategy of engagement is something of a cau-
tionary tale� In the 1990s and early years of the following decade, it was the doves 
in America who were overconfident� As early as 1979, we were told that “the 
seeds of democracy are growing in China”; in the 1990s, that economic openness 
would “increase the spirit of liberty” in China; and at the beginning of the cur-
rent century, that “[e]conomic freedom creates the habits of liberty, and habits of 
liberty create expectations of democracy� � � � Trade freely with China and time is 
on our side�”13 While periods of openness did emerge in the 1980s and again late 
in the first decade of the twenty-first century, the predicted transformation of 
Chinese politics and society did not occur, and instead we see a more closed and 
authoritarian China than we have seen in decades� This might tempt one to say 
that this proves China hawks are correct, but in reality the United States gained 
considerably from engagement; maintaining a hard line against China would 
have entailed significant costs�14 In hindsight, a stronger appreciation for uncer-
tainty could have resulted in a more balanced strategy and policy� The United 
States could have done more to maintain leverage and hedge against the more 
harmful effects of engagement�

In the remainder of this article, we attempt to improve the discourse on 
American strategy toward China by offering an analysis that is sensitive to the 
uncertainty inherent in the U�S�-China relationship while also presenting practi-
cal advice for policy makers and strategists� An understanding of developing 
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strategy in the context of high uncertainty is at the center of our analysis� When a 
range of scenarios are possible but probabilities are difficult to estimate, strategy 
created on the basis of specific predictions about the future generates high levels 
of risk�15 Instead, U�S� strategists should develop a response that focuses on shap-
ing conditions, invests in self-strengthening initiatives, and keeps options open 
while gathering additional information� Not only can such an approach improve 
the U�S� position vis-à-vis China; it also can improve the U�S� position relative to 
a variety of other threats and risks�

The article proceeds in three parts� First, we suggest reasons why analysts 
should view Chinese intentions and actions as uncertain� We focus on the vari-
able and inconsistent nature of Chinese goals, methods, and policy outcomes, as 
viewed through the lens of strategic culture� Second, we suggest a framework for 
crafting strategy in situations of high uncertainty� Third, we propose an “entan-
glement” approach that deepens core alliances in East Asia and strengthens the 
U�S� role in East and Southeast Asian intergovernmental regional organizations� 
This approach aims both to shape the conditions underlying the U�S�-China rela-
tionship and to develop capabilities and capacity (self-strengthening moves) for 
responding to a variety of China challenges as well as global problems ranging 
from climate change and economic crisis to pandemics�

UNCERTAIN INTENTIONS OF A RISING CHINA
What kind of challenge does China pose for the United States? The nature of the 
challenge is determined by both what China intends to do with its rising eco-
nomic and military power and what it is able to achieve given these intentions� 
Although it is tempting to see Chinese intentions as correlating perfectly with its 
capabilities and ultimate outcomes, doing so betrays an overly simplistic under-
standing of great-power politics�16 While a rising power may have incentives to 
increase its influence in the world, its methods for asserting that influence are 
uncertain, and it may not be able to achieve its intended goals�17 If we accept that 
capabilities, intent, and outcomes are not correlated perfectly, it is then necessary 
to understand China’s intent as well as its capabilities to have a sense of what kind 
of challenge it poses�18 We conceptualize intent as national goals envisioned by a 
country’s top political leadership, tempered by the variable of national strategic 
culture�

While this approach emphasizes the importance of understanding ideas, we 
do not argue that a single idea causes a specific outcome in all circumstances� 
Further, strategic culture is not a simple, monocausal variable; rather, it is an ide-
ational framework shaping what political leaders see as plausible national goals 
and appropriate methods to achieve those goals� By combining strategic culture 
with stated goals and analyzing two case studies of China’s policy actions, we 
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hope to provide a realistic view of China that highlights uncertainty with respect 
to China’s words, actions, and outcomes� In the next section, we analyze the inter-
play between Chinese national goals and strategic culture and then examine two 
cases of China’s attempts to achieve its national goals through the Belt and Road 
Initiative (BRI) and its nuclear-weapons program�

Scholarly Debates about China’s Strategic Culture
The appropriate way to understand national intentions combines how the lead-
ership of a country envisions national success with how a framework of norms 
empowers and restrains those leaders’ ideas� This approach pays particular atten-
tion to norms regarding how best to achieve national goals, especially with regard 
to the use of force to achieve national-security objectives� Norms concerning the 
use of force fall under the broader construct of strategic culture, which we define 
as the “set of ideas shared among state leaders ordering strategic preferences 
regarding the role of military force within interstate affairs�”19 While the term 
strategic culture often suggests a monolithic way of thinking within a country, our 
approach emphasizes strategic culture as a background set of competing “sub-
cultures” defining a variety of norms that bear on the role and efficacy of using 
military force to achieve national goals�20 Different subcultures coexist within a 
broader culture, and each subculture will rise and fall as the respective influence 
of different norms waxes and wanes over time� A historical view of Chinese stra-
tegic culture reveals distinct strategic subcultures and suggests that use-of-force 
norms are contested, and therefore cause uncertainty�

As noted, the matter of defining the norms that apply to the efficacy and ap-
propriateness of using military force to conduct statecraft occupies the center 
of debates about Chinese strategic culture� Some scholarly work argues that a 
single operative subculture—be it offensive or defensive—dominates Chinese 
thinking� For example, Alastair Iain Johnston argues that Chinese strategic cul-
ture is dominated by a “parabellum” culture that views “sufficient” military ca-
pabilities and an enemy’s military defeat as the “sine qua non of state security�”21 
Other studies, such as the impressive work by Yuan-Kang Wang interpreting 
six hundred years of Chinese history, provide some support for Johnston’s posi-
tion�22 However, while Johnston’s work on both ancient Chinese texts and Mao 
Zedong’s strategic thought de-emphasizes the role of debates within strategic 
subcultures in shaping the evolution of strategic norms, we see ample evidence 
that strategic culture shifts over time as different norms come to the fore and 
others recede�23 For example, work by Huiyun Feng and Derek Yuen emphasizes 
the importance of Taoism, Confucianism, nonmilitary means, and defensive 
orientation in Chinese strategic thought�24 This interpretation of Chinese stra-
tegic culture is supported by historical work noting that during China’s long 
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run as regional hegemon it did not seek to conquer or colonize its neighbors 
but instead created conditions for hierarchical coexistence through “cultural 
attraction and voluntary submission�”25 However, even this more nuanced view 
smooths over rough edges of contrary evidence, including early Qing dynasty 
conquests as well as Ming dynasty policies toward Vietnam and the non-Chinese 
inhabitants in modern Manchuria and southwestern China�26

Other research shows how elements of strategic subcultures can combine in 
unpredictable ways� For example, Andrew Scobell argues that the Confucian-
Mencian and realpolitik traditions interact to create a “Chinese Cult of Defense�” 
According to this perspective, Chinese leaders demonstrate a “realist outlook” 
privileging military action while simultaneously believing they possess a unique-
ly Chinese and pacifist approach to interstate relations�27 As a result, leaders 
embrace the use of force but consistently justify doing so as a defensive measure� 
Scobell suggests that expanding Chinese interests and increasing military power 
will result in more opportunities for China to take aggressive-defensive actions 
toward its neighbors�

Derek Yuen complicates the issue further, arguing that Scobell misses the 
crucial Taoist strand of Chinese strategic thought, leading to an incomplete un-
derstanding of Chinese strategic culture� According to Yuen, Taoism operates at 
the “strategic-philosophical” level and focuses on a dialectical view of balance 
(e�g�, yin and yang) as a core element of Chinese thinking that is not reducible 
to Western notions of realism or offensive and defensive military doctrines�28 
Feng and Kai He also emphasize realpolitik (“realist threat perceptions”) and 
Confucian ideas (“moralist cultural norms”), arguing that under high levels of 
threat China will follow an offensive realpolitik approach, but under lower levels 
of threat will follow a defensive approach�29 These studies suggest that different 
Chinese strategic subcultures interact to shape Chinese goals and methods in 
combination with a variety of contextual factors�

Taken together, this research demonstrates a vigorous and evolving debate 
about how, when, and why Chinese leaders view the use of force to be legitimate� 
While some analysts seem to side with the arguments that best support their 
preexisting beliefs, a more responsible approach would note the diverse sets of 
norms relevant to Chinese national strategy and realize the unpredictable ways 
in which different strategic subcultures could combine to support a variety of 
national goals and methods for achieving those goals�30 Further, strategic sub-
cultures can be used instrumentally as rhetorical and ideological resources for 
different political factions within a society�31 The existence of multiple Chinese 
strategic subcultures suggests enduring and ongoing debates over national goals 
and methods; this uncertainty compels analysts to refrain from concluding that 
any one set of ideas has won out and alone will determine decision-making�
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Interaction between Strategic Culture and National Goals
The indeterminacy of abstract debates about strategic culture matches the his-
torical variation in Chinese leaders’ contribution to strategic-culture principles 
through visions of national success—that is, national goals—and methods of 
achieving that success� By identifying the evolution of leaders’ ideas about China’s 
use of force, tracing the ideas’ implementation, and conducting historical analysis 
to assess whether and how they have been put into practice, we can take a more 
complete view of the inconsistencies of Chinese strategic thought� Following this 
method reveals a clear shift in China’s strategic culture between the Mao Zedong 
and Deng Xiaoping eras, followed by an inconclusive amalgam of concepts, goals, 
and visions of success articulated by Presidents Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao, and Xi 
Jinping�

During the Mao era (1949–76), China’s leaders rooted norms about the use of 
force in the concept of People’s War: 

People’s War defined warfare as a constant state of the human experience; threats 
to the Chinese state were defined as global in terms of socialist ideology, and the 
United States (and later, the Soviet Union) was China’s primary adversary; warfare 
was perceived as � � � justified for preserving the security of the state from existential 
threats [both internal and external]; and ideological commitment to socialism was a 
higher-ranking strategic preference than military technology for mitigating China’s 
national security threats�32

Externally, this People’s War strategic culture framed state decision-making 
with regard to China’s participation in the Korean War, its military activities in 
the Taiwan Strait during the 1950s, its 1962 border war with India, and its 1969 
border conflict with the Soviet Union that risked nuclear escalation� Internally, 
People’s War concepts framed state-led mass mobilization of people’s militias 
throughout the Mao era, including the Great Leap Forward (1959–62) and the 
Cultural Revolution (1966–76)�

Following the post-Mao leadership change of 1976–78, China incorporated 
radically different “Opening Reform” ideas regarding the role of military force 
in statecraft, shifting toward integrating with the Western liberal international 
order (i�e�, Opening) and introducing market-based economic systems within 
China (i�e�, Reform)� According to these Opening Reform strategic-culture prin-
ciples, China’s new leaders assessed that the threat of major war had decreased; 
political “stability” defined threats to the Chinese state; and domestic economic 
development, international diplomacy, improved scientific education, and the 
professionalization of China’s political and military institutions enhanced China’s 
ability to practice statecraft within the international system�33 While they did 
not prohibit warfare entirely—see China’s 1979 border war with Vietnam, for 
example—leaders still asserted that China did not seek hegemony, and they 
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de-emphasized military confrontation in favor of a generally nonintervention-
ist approach focusing on bilateral diplomatic engagement, domestic economic 
development, and military reform and modernization�34

Note that noninterventionist does not entail being pro-West or pro–United 
States, nor does it mean neglecting military modernization, which began during 
the Deng era and continues in earnest through the current, Xi era�35 Rather, non-
interventionist refers to an emphasis on not engaging in military action against 
other countries� During the initial phase of this transition, Deng Xiaoping, Chi-
na’s paramount leader, emphasized the need to “hide your strength and bide your 
time” and focus on internal economic development rather than seeking influence 
abroad�36 By balancing the United States and the USSR against each other during 
the Cold War, China could ensure geopolitical flexibility and a peaceful environ-
ment for strengthening its economy and reforming its military�37

Later, under the leadership of Jiang Zemin and then Hu Jintao, China aug-
mented Opening Reform strategic principles to include links among domestic 
stability and international interests, ongoing military reforms, and a continued 
emphasis on noninterventionist norms�38 This coincided with increased state-
led investment in other countries (such as several African states), participation 
within economy- and security-focused multilateral institutions, and maintaining 
a public emphasis that China’s development was not a threat to the international 
status quo�39 For example, between 2003 and 2005 China debated and ultimately 
changed the public name of its dominant foreign policy theory from “peaceful 
rise” to “peaceful development” because it did not want to portray itself as chal-
lenging the dominant international security order�40 Although they varied in their 
respective details, these norms still did not incentivize the Chinese government 
to adopt an expansionist foreign policy—focused on the use of force—while it 
nonetheless still pursued ongoing military reform and modernization�

The shift in leadership from Hu Jintao to Xi Jinping marked a clearer shift of 
national goals, with Xi Jinping articulating that China currently is “striving for 
achievement” as an emerging world power�41 Distancing himself from Deng’s 
foreign politics, Xi proclaimed the need to “strive for achievement” to achieve 
the “Chinese Dream,” a goal of national economic and military “rejuvenation”; 
this official discourse overlaps with a widely accepted (domestically) unofficial 
narrative of China’s “century of humiliation” at the hands of foreign powers that 
took advantage of China’s internal weakness�42 Furthermore, China increasingly 
thinks of itself as a great power worthy of respect and prestige on the level of the 
United States, portraying China’s state-led development model as an alternative 
to the chaotic excesses of Western rights-based liberal democracy�43 Methods for 
achieving these emergent national goals have shifted as well, as the Chinese mili-
tary has accelerated its ambitious modernization campaign—steadily increasing 
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military spending to its highest level ever—to build a “world-class force” capable 
of fighting and winning global wars�44 Further, China’s creation of seven military 
bases in the Spratly Island area of the South China Sea during the period 2013–18 
is one example of a newly unilateral method for advancing national-territory-
sovereignty claims initiated during the Xi Jinping era, which has sparked routine 
interstate confrontations in the region�45 Such unilateralism is manifesting itself 
domestically as well—Xi Jinping recently began a norm-breaking third term as 
the Chinese Communist Party’s General Secretary (while remaining chairman 
of the Central Military Commission and PRC president), and he has centralized 
power by installing allies in top leadership positions�

Yet China’s recent words and deeds do not point uniformly toward an aggres-
sive orientation, and there are indications that national goals as articulated by 
President Xi remain rooted within the Opening Reform strategic culture frame-
work� For example, both the “hide your strength” and “peaceful cooperation” 
(i�e�, noninterventionist) strategies still have vocal defenders among the Chinese 
intelligentsia today�46 Yang Jiechi, China’s top diplomat, wrote that “[t]he Chinese 
Dream requires a peaceful and stable international and neighboring environ-
ment, and China is committed to realizing the dream through peaceful devel-
opment,” in keeping with the Opening Reform strategic-culture framework�47 
President Xi echoed this sentiment by referring to China’s Asian neighbors as 
a “community of common destiny” bound together by mutual cooperation and 
driven by shared interests in security and development� Yan Xuetong equates the 
national goal of “striving for achievement” with an increased Chinese influence 
that naturally follows China’s positive moral character�48 Indeed, since the turn 
of the century a chorus of Chinese academics have elucidated various visions 
that argue that China’s uniquely humane characteristics (Confucianism, most 
notably) could contribute to a more “harmonious world�”49 Further, the long-term 
effect of Xi Jinping’s third term in office, and his apparent centralization of power, 
remains fundamentally uncertain; does this make China more likely to engage in 
military action, or less?50

While it might be tempting to map abstract strategic-cultural principles such 
as realpolitik and Confucian moralism to the shifts in salient strategic norms 
described above, the bigger point is to note the variation in norms, goals, and 
policy methods over time� Different constellations of norms rise to prominence at 
different times in Chinese history as a result of a variety of contextual factors, and 
no single way of thinking about the role of military force has dominated Chinese 
thinking or national strategy�51 In the Mao era, the government felt a deep sense 
of threat, which combined with ideological principles that encouraged belief in 
the high efficacy and necessity of the use of mass-mobilized military force� Un-
der Deng, Jiang, and Hu, a reduced salience of ideological principles fostered a 
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lower sense of threat and a more defensive belief in self-strengthening through 
modernization and professionalization of China’s military� While a more aggres-
sive set of ideas currently seems ascendant under President Xi, Opening Reform’s 
noninterventionist norms—rooted in the success of China’s economic develop-
ment in the post-Mao period—are still part of Chinese strategic culture and will 
continue to have some influence on Chinese goals and methods in the future�

Uncertainty of Outcomes
Even if we were able to know China’s national intentions perfectly, there would 
remain an enduring gap between intended national goals and their actual 
achievement�52 Examples of contradictions among China’s Xi-era goals, meth-
ods, and eventual outcomes are demonstrated in two of the country’s most 
important national-strategic programs: the BRI and the recent expansion of its 
nuclear-weapons program� Both initiatives appear to be designed to strengthen 
China politically and militarily as it develops an expanded range of advantageous 
foreign-policy dispositions� However, as described below, uncertainty related to 
gaps among foreign-policy intentions, methods, and actual outcomes illustrates 
the difficulties in understanding how the China challenge will evolve over time�

The BRI. The ideas of “national rejuvenation” and “striving for achievement” have 
taken on an international dimension with China’s BRI program� The BRI is Xi 
Jinping’s signature foreign-policy program, and it has been characterized as an 
“economic soft balancing” measure designed to make China the center of a re-
gional economic order in Eurasia�53 It is a multidecade, trillion-dollar investment 
in infrastructure from China across Southeast Asia, South Asia, the Middle East, 
Africa, eastern Europe, Western Europe, and, more recently, Latin America� The 
overall goal of the BRI is to deepen China’s integration with other world econo-
mies and thereby expand China’s global geopolitical influence� The BRI method to 
achieve this goal is through state-financed infrastructure loans to foreign govern-
ments to pay for projects that usually are executed by Chinese state-owned com-
panies during the construction process—suggesting that these projects amount 
to externalized versions of China’s lavish domestic infrastructure spending that 
has led to its “ghost city” phenomenon�54 Further, many projects remain under the 
financial control of Chinese companies long after they are completed�55

BRI projects usually entail construction of infrastructure across multiple 
domains, including ground (e�g�, energy pipelines, railroads, communication 
towers, electricity lines, and highways), sea (e�g�, deepwater ports for shipping), 
and air (e�g�, airports)� Many of these infrastructure deals are negotiated on a 
state-to-state level with individual countries, suggesting that China uses state-
backed loans to enhance its political influence during the negotiation process�56 
Individual projects are often functionally dual use (i�e�, civil-military), and China 
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may leverage these projects to negotiate agreements to host military forces adja-
cent to BRI investment locations� Cambodia exemplifies these outcomes, as the 
two countries have established a special economic zone that facilitated the con-
struction of a port, investment in a range of factories and casinos, and probably 
an airport expansion�57 China may have used this BRI project to extract military 
agreements from the Cambodian government� For example, there is a reported 
military agreement to host Chinese military forces at or near Ream Naval Base�58 
Additionally, in May 2022 China most likely delivered self-propelled artillery 
and multiple-rocket-launcher equipment to Cambodia via Sihanoukville’s port�59

Underneath the veneer of this massive central government investment in glob-
al infrastructure projects rests uncertainty about its outcomes, with indications 
of a lack of market-based demand, varied international responses to BRI offers, 
and in some cases even outright local co-optation of BRI projects� For example, 
a large proportion of BRI loan recipients—perhaps as many as half—may not be 
able to repay their loans, which suggests economically unstable outcomes in the 
long term�60 Additionally, countries respond variably to China’s BRI offers; some 
welcome BRI investment (e�g�, Cambodia), while others eschew it (e�g�, Vietnam)� 
Further, Matt Ferchen chronicles how some BRI investments in Cambodia have 
led to attendant semi-licit economic activities—including real estate speculation 
and various gambling ventures—that have fueled local anti-Chinese sentiment�61 
This suggests that while the BRI appears on the surface to be a coherent govern-
ment self-strengthening gambit for expanding China’s geopolitical influence, 
further scrutiny reveals that a portion of these investments are economically 
unsustainable and, more importantly, in some cases introduce unintended local 
outcomes that diminish rather than enhance Chinese influence�62 Indeed, despite 
the portrayal of the BRI under Xi Jinping as a cohesive, aggressive method to pro-
mote Chinese influence, uncertainty surrounds the initiative’s outcomes across 
different localities�

Improvements to China’s Nuclear Program. There are multiple indications that 
China is improving its capability to produce and deploy nuclear weapons, al-
though few details are known publicly about either the extent of these efforts or 
China’s intent for wielding an improved nuclear deterrent� Since nuclear weap-
ons are a state’s most powerful national-strategic weapons program, a stronger 
nuclear deterrent would expand China’s geopolitical influence and would be a 
marked change from the past� From the Mao Zedong era through at least the later 
stages of the Hu Jintao era (1949–2011), China developed and maintained a lim-
ited nuclear-weapons capability�63 This supports consensus academic assessments 
that China historically has pursued a policy of minimum deterrence�64 Mini-
mum deterrence is a nuclear deterrence posture that theoretically requires only a  
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modest nuclear-force composition, because it depends on the fear of only a single 
nuclear weapon capable of destroying an adversary in retaliation for a nuclear 
first strike�65

However, since at least 2014 there are indications that China has expanded 
facilities associated with the research and development, production, testing, stor-
age, and deployment of nuclear weapons�66 While China’s 2021 construction of 
several probable land-based missile-silo fields has received the most attention, it 
is contemporaneous observations of possible nuclear-weapons test activity at its 
Lop Nor Nuclear Weapons Test Area that are more alarming, given that testing 
is necessary to support modernization, expansion, or both of nuclear-weapon 
arsenals prior to deployment�67 Yet despite such indications, uncertainty shrouds 
the extent and goals of these efforts� China may be prioritizing the modernization 
and modest expansion of its existing nuclear forces, or it could be expanding and 
strengthening its nuclear-weapon deployments to match more closely the capa-
bilities of the United States and Russia�

If China is indeed enhancing its nuclear deterrent through expanding the 
numbers and types of its deployed nuclear weapons, it remains uncertain how 
this expansion relates to China’s views on nuclear deterrence�68 Within nuclear-
deterrence theory, most perspectives fall between the “deterrence statist” and 
“nuclear strategist” positions�69 Deterrence statists hold that nuclear weapons 
pose an existential threat to states, and thus the threat of annihilation posed by 
the use of nuclear weapons outweighs any potential relative gains from conven-
tional war among nuclear-armed states� Therefore, nuclear deterrence is stable 
and nuclear-armed states should have fewer armed conflicts with one another�70 
On the other hand, nuclear strategism (also referred to as “warfighting”) holds 
that use of nuclear weapons need not lead to the annihilation of states and that 
limited nuclear wars could yield relative gains� Therefore, nuclear deterrence is 
unstable and highly contingent on the balance of nuclear forces among potential 
adversaries�71 China’s views on such nuclear-deterrence perspectives are not well-
known; further, if China is expanding its nuclear arsenal, would this be to support 
a nuclear war-fighting posture, or to enhance overall deterrence vis-à-vis other 
nuclear-armed states?

Regarding national goals, China additionally may see a world-class nuclear-
weapons capability as having inherent geopolitical value as part of its push to 
become a global superpower� If so, then an improved nuclear-weapons capabil-
ity would seem to reflect principles of “national rejuvenation” and “striving for 
achievement�” However, uncertainty persists about how far China may have 
moved from its traditional minimum-deterrence posture, and therefore it re-
mains unclear how to interpret recent evidence of silo construction and prob-
able testing activity at Lop Nor� China could be prioritizing modernization of 
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its nuclear-weapons capabilities in a manner that modestly improves its nuclear 
deterrent� Such improvements would shift some regional-security dynamics but 
not alter dramatically the current status quo distribution of nuclear weapons ca-
pability that is concentrated in the United States and Russia� Or China could be 
building the foundations for a major expansion of its nuclear-weapons program� 
This would inject significant uncertainty into the regional and global security sit-
uations yet still may result in outcomes that could undermine Chinese security by 
increasing proliferation risks and anti-China sentiment among regional powers�

However, even assuming perfect knowledge of China’s goals relative to its 
nuclear-weapons program improvement, there remains uncertainty related to 
the range of possible outcomes resulting from these developments� A more robust 
nuclear deterrent could enhance China’s strategic position during conventional 
military competition with other nuclear-armed powers, possibly leading to an 
increased number of limited conventional conflicts�72 Specifically, this enhanced 
nuclear deterrent could improve China’s ability to conduct conventional military 
actions in support of changing the regional-security status quo in Asia, including 
reunification with Taiwan, enforcement of South China Sea land and maritime 
sovereignty claims, challenges to Japan’s East China Sea land and maritime sov-
ereignty claims in the Senkaku Islands (also known as the Diaoyu Islands), and 
expansion of military outposts in disputed territory along China’s southwestern 
border with India�73 Yet as the 2022 Russia-Ukraine war demonstrates, achieving 
even limited military goals in a conventional military conflict remains inherently 
uncertain given the fogginess of an opponent’s will and capacity to resist� In the 
final analysis, China’s nuclear-weapons program improvements present some 
amount of uncertainty about specific intent, accurate capability assessments, and 
variable regional-security outcomes and responses to these improvements�

Variation and inconsistencies in Chinese strategic culture, national goals and 
methods, and the execution of major national-strategic programs suggest that the 
United States should treat the China challenge as a situation of high uncertainty� 
Strategy development always takes place under some level of uncertainty, but 
the variety of plausible scenarios and the complexity of factors shaping future 
outcomes make the China challenge a particularly difficult problem� The follow-
ing sections develop and apply principles for the creation of strategy under high 
uncertainty�

STRATEGY AND UNCERTAINTY
A strategy is a theory of success; it is a causal explanation of how and why a cer-
tain set of actions will cause a certain set of desired results�74 Crafting a good strat-
egy has three requirements: diagnosis of the problem or challenge the strategy 
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aims to resolve; identification of goals or strategic objectives that correspond with 
resolving the problem (i�e�, definition of success); and a theory explaining how 
the goals will be achieved, including what actions need to be taken and how those 
actions will cause success�

This process of diagnosing the problem, defining goals, and creating a theory 
of how to achieve those goals is difficult for many reasons� One challenge in 
strategy making is accounting for uncertainty�75 The sources of uncertainty 
are many, but in this article we focus on uncertainty related to diagnosing the 
problem and defining success� If good strategic objectives require a correct 
diagnosis of the problem, as Richard Rumelt advises, we must know the nature 
of the problem or challenge�76

For the purposes of this article, we need to know what kind of problem or 
challenge China presents for the United States� For example, China could present 
a war-fighting challenge, an influence challenge, or an economic challenge, or 
something completely unexpected� China could be a problem because of its 
strengths, its weaknesses, or some combination of the two�77 Getting a better sense of 
what the challenge is requires knowledge about Chinese capabilities and intentions, 
including Beijing’s goals and strategies� Divining the intentions of rising powers, and 
of great powers as well, is a recurrent problem in international politics�78 An analyst 
can resolve uncertainty only by interpreting the meaning of Chinese actions, and 
justifications for those actions, over the long term�79 As described above, there is 
little reason to be confident about China’s intentions� There is enough variation in 
Chinese norms, goals, actions, and outcomes to suggest a high level of uncertainty 
in the future of Chinese national policy and strategy�

So, what should a strategist do in the face of uncertainty? In this section, 
we suggest principles for thinking about strategy under conditions of high 
uncertainty� But first we must clarify what we mean by uncertainty. When we 
argue that the U�S�-China relationship is characterized by high uncertainty, we 
mean that a range of futures are plausible and it is difficult to judge the probability 
of specific scenarios�80 Our concept of high uncertainty lies somewhere between 
what Courtney, Kirkland, and Viguerie call “level 3” uncertainty—characterized 
as having a “range of futures”—and level 4 uncertainty of “true ambiguity�”81 It 
is not a situation of infinite possible futures, but the problems are “wicked” and 
causal relationships are complex, vague, indeterminate, and “non-stationary�”82 
Some critical factors and indicators can be identified, such as economic growth 
rates, rising military expenditures, and investments in specific national-strategic 
priorities, but the fundamental uncertainties of human systems make many 
others difficult to identify and measure� Perhaps the most “wicked” part of 
strategic challenges stems from “non-stationarity” and “reflexivity” aspects�83 
The first means that no general laws govern the behavior of great powers or 
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rising powers, and therefore we will tend to be confronted with unique and 
unpredictable situations� The second refers to how human beings change the 
ways they think and act because of new experiences and ideas� By taking an 
action, you can change the beliefs and actions of others, which in turn changes 
the original conditions that formed the basis of your actions� In other words, 
outcomes are “interdependent with the beliefs of the actors themselves�”84 
Reflexivity suggests that acting on the basis of a prediction of Chinese behavior 
may make that behavior more likely in the form of a self-fulfilling prophecy�85 
These characteristics of high uncertainty make strategy formulation harder but 
not impossible� The benefits of creating a strategy are still attainable but must be 
subject to increased scrutiny�

The first benefit of a strategy is its coordinating function�86 Strategy makes 
success more likely by focusing action and prioritizing resources� To a certain 
extent, the substance of the strategy matters less than the coordinating function� 
This is true when there are multiple, equally plausible, noncontradictory strategy 
options� In this case, it is more important to choose one and put resources behind 
it than to debate strategy endlessly� The issue is more vexing when plausible 
strategies are contradictory, because choosing the wrong strategy could do 
serious harm�

For example, appeasing an aggressive China only will make the problem 
worse� Or if China is acting out of insecurity, then an aggressive response from 
the United States will make the problem worse� Therefore, in an uncertain 
situation characterized by mutually exclusive strategic options, it is crucial to 
make the correct choice—a risky proposition—or to forgo the choice and avoid 
the trade-offs� Betting it all on making the correct choice is a high-risk approach, 
and formulating strategy on the basis of a prediction is a loser’s game; a better 
approach is shaping�87 Shaping takes actions to push outcomes toward a more 
favorable scenario� If there is a spectrum of plausible outcomes, it makes sense to 
take actions that make better outcomes more likely� This approach requires that 
strategists make an attempt to have some effect on critical variables and trends, 
or, as Everett Dolman suggests, “manipulating the structure within which all 
actions are determined�”88

From this perspective, instead of trying to predict China’s intentions, goals, 
and strategies, U�S� strategy should focus on shaping conditions that affect 
China’s intentions, goals, and strategy� This recommendation is similar to Ryan 
Hass’s advice to “channel China’s rise in the direction of being ambitious without 
growing aggressive, toward either the United States or its security partners�”89 
Shaping, or channeling, requires its own ancillary strategy to determine what 
needs to be shaped and how, which would contribute to broader national strategy� 
One plausible approach would be for the United States to take actions to reinforce 
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and empower norms of nonmilitarized diplomacy in East and Southeast Asia� 
“The Spirit of the Quad” statement and the commitment of the governments of 
the United States, Japan, India, and Australia to “promoting a free, open, rules-
based order, rooted in international law to advance security and prosperity” 
represent a step in this direction�90 Of course, this statement requires follow-on 
actions to have any effect� One way to promote these principles would be for the 
United States to increase its engagement with the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) to build support for an open, rules-based order�

Admittedly, there are some potential drawbacks to shaping efforts� In the 
realm of world politics, shaping can cause backlash� For example, the U�S� 
policy of engagement was a form of shaping that was successful for a time—and 
because of that success it triggered a reaction� Arguably, the recent closing of 
China is a reaction to the opening of the early 2000s� The important lesson is 
that in some cases, successful shaping can be viewed with hostility and become 
counterproductive� Shaping moves that focus on affecting aspects of the 
international and regional order should be much less threatening than efforts to 
affect domestic politics, but strategists and policy makers should be aware of the 
potential for backlash�

Second, good strategy creates power, competitive advantage, or advantageous 
disposition�91 This can be done by strengthening yourself, weakening your op-
ponent, or more generally “magnifying the effects of resources and actions�”92 To 
some degree, uncertainty about the potential opponent’s goals and strategy hin-
ders the search for power and advantage� For example, Sun-tzu advises that “the 
best military policy is to attack strategies,” which can happen only if one knows 
the enemy’s strategy�93 However, it might be feasible to pursue general capability- 
and capacity-building strategies independent of the strategy and goals of an 
opponent�94 Writing in the context of uncertainty and surprise, Frank Hoffman 
argues that “we should plan with the intent of creating capabilities and conse-
quences that are surprise-tolerant�”95 Self-strengthening, if seen as maximizing 
power or strictly as the creation of additional military capabilities and capacity, 
is not problem neutral (i�e�, it is a result of a specific diagnosis of the problem)� 
An arms buildup could be perceived as aggressive and therefore would be part of 
a strategy suitable to counteracting an aggressive opponent�

Instead, a problem-neutral, self-strengthening approach seeks to increase re-
silience, create spare capacity, and increase absolute and relative gains� Pursuing 
absolute gains should be problem neutral and would mean that the United States 
takes steps to improve its position regardless of how those actions affect a po-
tential adversary� A neutral relative-gains approach would mean outperforming 
an opponent without necessarily taking actions to weaken that opponent� Any 
type of self-strengthening can be seen as hostile by an opponent, and strategists 
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can move along a spectrum from implementing only the most benign policies to 
sliding closer to hostile acts� This approach is derived from making “no-regret 
moves” that “pay off no matter what happens�”96 One easily can generate a list of 
domestic self-strengthening (absolute gains) measures, including putting U�S� 
finances on a more stable footing, investing in education and research and de-
velopment, and fortifying American democracy�97 One also could see a variety of 
international capability- and capacity-building initiatives (for both absolute and 
relative gains), such as strengthening alliances and partnerships, working with 
and through inter- and nongovernmental organizations, negotiating new trade 
agreements, and increasing American soft power through public diplomacy�

The third benefit of strategy comes from viewing strategy through the lens of 
the scientific method, which gives strategists a way to evaluate their strategy be-
fore implementing it�98 If we define strategy as a theory, or causal explanation, the 
scientific method allows strategists to fine-tune their theory over time to improve 
its explanatory and predictive power� Following the wheel of science, one derives 
a hypothesis from a theory, tests it against real-world observations, revises, tests 
again, and repeats to refine the theory further� Similarly, strategists consistently 
should seek to improve their strategy or theory of success� This way of thinking 
about strategy enables continuous adaptation, assessment, and searching for op-
portunities to shift to a more advantageous approach�99

Small-scale experiments to gain additional information can illuminate a 
strategy’s strengths and weaknesses� For example, the United States could seek to 
engage China in regional forums on issues of importance in East and Southeast 
Asia� U�S� officials could judge the Chinese response to a series of initiatives on 
international law, commerce, navigation, nonproliferation, and other matters� 
The Chinese response would include signals that would allow the United States 
to infer Chinese intentions and observe changes in those intentions�100 This pos-
ture of “reserving the right to play” would entail incremental investments to gain 
information and keep options open�101

To a certain degree, U�S� strategy toward China has been evolving from 
engagement to competition along these lines� But instead of slow course correcting 
with incremental experimentation and revision, the United States now faces the 
possible problem of veering too quickly between extremes� Consequently, the 
United States could implement a policy of military competition and confrontation 
before fine-tuning the appropriate level of restraint� The complex, nonlinear nature 
of causation makes such a significant change in policy unwise� It is, therefore, worth 
noting the value of uncertainty in thinking about a problem� Humans tend toward 
overconfidence, and thoughtful analysts must examine their claims continuously 
for this form of bias�102 Accepting uncertainty and having a way to respond to 
multiple eventualities help to mitigate overconfidence�103
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Conditions of high uncertainty may make realizing the full benefits of strategy 
more difficult� Uncertainty may require more emphasis on shaping the behavior 
of others; more inward focus on self-strengthening, hedging, and adaptation; 
and more dependence on well-structured experimentation� The next section de-
scribes one potential way for the United States to approach the China challenge 
consistent with the principles described above�

AMERICAN NATIONAL STRATEGY AND THE RISE OF CHINA
How can the United States shape conditions, engage in problem-neutral self-
strengthening, and keep options open while gaining information to reduce 
uncertainty? A team of experts would have to invest a large amount of time and 
resources to overcome such a significant challenge� In this article, we sketch out 
a plausible strategic approach that we think can begin the process of meeting 
this challenge� We label this approach “entanglement�” Harking back to President 
George Washington’s Farewell Address, the term entangle has had the negative 
connotation of a nation finding itself trapped and subject to unwanted influence 
from abroad�104 We repurpose the word here to denote a series of positive link-
ages between the United States and key countries in East and Southeast Asia that 
are meant to enable strengthening and shaping moves� We label this an approach 
rather than a strategy because it lacks the features of a fully developed theory of 
success, and instead should serve as a building block informing a larger Ameri-
can national strategy for China as well as East and Southeast Asia�

The first element of entanglement is the strengthening of core American alli-
ances in East Asia� Forging a closer relationship among Japan, South Korea, and 
the United States forms the bedrock of this element and of entanglement gener-
ally� Japan and South Korea are the closest American allies in East Asia, and they 
can aid the United States in meeting multiple challenges by bringing to bear their 
extensive military, intelligence, diplomatic, and economic capabilities and capaci-
ties� A more united South Korean–Japanese–American (ROK-JP-U�S�) alliance 
could exist purely as a trilateral alliance or form the core of an alliance system 
that could expand to include other countries and complement other regional 
partnerships such as the Quad, AUKUS, and numerous bilateral relationships� 
A more robust ROK-JP-U�S� alliance requires shifting from a hub-and-spoke 
approach to a truly trilateral alliance� The main challenge to overcome is the his-
torical animosity between South Korea and Japan because of Japan’s colonialism 
and war crimes between 1910 and 1945�105 Trade disputes, contradictory views 
on how to approach the North Korea problem, and differing threat perceptions 
of China exacerbate this foundational conflict�106 Helping South Korea and Japan 
work through their differences will take significant and persistent diplomatic at-
tention and resources from the United States, and this should be the number one 
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priority for American foreign policy in East Asia� U�S� officials are moving in this 
direction, but progress is slow and the challenges are significant� South Koreans 
now have a more unfavorable view of China than of Japan and have a much more 
favorable view of the United States than of China� However, many Koreans do not 
want to choose sides between the United States and China, because of South Ko-
rea’s economic dependence on the latter�107 Entanglement could help South Korea 
overcome this dilemma, because the ROK-JP-U�S� alliance is not by definition an 
anti-China alliance� Instead, the United States can build a closer relationship with 
South Korea and Japan regardless of how the U�S�-China relationship evolves� 
Some analysts have taken the opposite route and proposed using a “China threat 
narrative” to bring South Korea and Japan together�108 On top of being currently 
unnecessary, this approach creates problems by sharpening the dilemma for 
South Korea relative to its relationship with China� By prioritizing the creation of 
a truly trilateral alliance and focusing on shared interests in solving shared prob-
lems, the three countries can address other issues after a series of trust-building 
measures on trade and investment�

A closer partnership with South Korea and Japan enhances American capacity 
and capabilities� Greater trust and dependence on South Korea and Japan could 
complement American military capabilities, and better interoperability among 
the three military forces could enhance trust�109 The United States also is likely to 
benefit from Korean and Japanese region-specific knowledge and relationships, 
including the close economic ties both countries are developing in Southeast and 
South Asia� Overall, an ROK-JP-U�S� alliance would signal resolve to China and 
reassurance to South Korea and Japan without further militarizing the U�S�-China 
relationship� It also would test Chinese intent; a deeper ROK-JP-U�S� alliance that 
seeks to heal a deep historical conflict should not be seen as threatening to China� 
While there will be some defense aspects to the alliance, the initial focus on trust 
building and economic and transnational issues should be welcomed by China if 
it truly intends a peaceful rise�

The second element of entanglement is an increase in American engagement 
with ASEAN as a means to establish a stronger regional intergovernmental 
architecture that could shape China’s intentions and goals� The central ideas in 
this element are to promote ASEAN’s role in supporting a rules-based regional 
order and collective security and for the group to serve as a forum for dispute 
resolution�110 Either China would go along and compete for influence in these 
initiatives, or it would risk alienating regional powers that currently are relatively 
neutral, such as Indonesia and Malaysia� While overcoming China’s economic 
influence presents a steep challenge, divisive issues such as China’s claims over 
the South China Sea and China’s negative impact on the Mekong River basin cre-
ate an opening for the United States� The United States also will need to prepare 
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for China (and other countries) to seek an advantage by manipulating rules or 
capitalizing on U�S� adherence to the rules, since manipulating the rules is an 
important element of strategy�111 But that is also the point� If the United States can 
shape the competition with China such that it takes place in diplomatic venues, it 
would create an advantage for the United States and its allies� In moving forward 
with this approach, the United States should take bold steps: ratifying the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and starting negotiations to enter 
the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership�112 
These measures would strengthen immediately the regional rules-based order 
and increase American soft power in East and Southeast Asia�113

Both elements of entanglement are consistent with a variety of diagnoses of the 
China challenge� If China does not pose a threat, the United States loses nothing 
and gains much by engaging with and increasing its influence in East Asia� For de-
cades, the global economic center of gravity has been shifting toward Asia, suggest-
ing that resolving major global challenges will require contributions from regional 
powers in East, Southeast, and South Asia� For example, some argue that the pri-
mary future problems of the United States will take the shape of transnational chal-
lenges such as pandemics, climate change, and economic crises�114 If transnational 
risks dominate this century, shoring up international partnerships and institutions 
around the globe will be crucial to mitigating them� Entanglement keeps options 
open for a variety of U�S� responses to any challenge China poses, whether military 
or diplomatic or economic� If China presents mainly an economic and diplomatic 
threat, stronger alliances and a more institutionalized East and Southeast Asia 
are appropriate tools to meet that challenge� If China presents a military threat, 
strong allies willing to aggregate their power with the United States will be a huge 
benefit�115 Furthermore, military threats are more likely to fit under the categories 
of subversion and proxy war rather than conventional great-power war, making 
alliances and intergovernmental organizations even more important�116

One reasonably may question how different this approach is from the engage-
ment of the 1990s and early years of the following decade and the hedging ap-
proach of the 2010s� Entanglement is quite distinct from engagement� While the 
latter was meant to foster liberalization within China, entanglement takes active 
steps to strengthen alliances and the rules-based order in East and Southeast 
Asia� It is largely independent of the internal characteristics of Chinese politics 
and society and can respond to either a more aggressive or a less aggressive Chi-
nese foreign policy� If China becomes more aggressive, entanglement will enable 
a unified response from the ROK-JP-U�S� alliance and provide a forum for con-
demnation and collective regional response to Chinese aggression� As suggested 
by the U�S� and European Union response to the February 2022 Russian attack 
on Ukraine, a unified alliance system and a means for coordinating a response 
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to aggression are crucial� This focus on creating a deep, long-term, trilateral alli-
ance to enable a unified front to address any major threat or risk that affects the 
East and Southeast Asia regions distinguishes entanglement from the hedging or 
“pivot” approach of the 2010s� While continued shifts in U�S� capabilities may 
be called for, the deepening of alliances and strengthening of institutions enable 
a level of coordination and integration much more valuable than incrementally 
shifting resources and manpower to East Asia�

One reasonable counterargument to entanglement is that it wastes time and 
resources pursuing an unnecessary and ultimately weak response to the China 
challenge� From this perspective, the United States should focus on deploying 
additional military capabilities as quickly as possible to implement a “conven-
tional forward defense” strategy�117 However, there are several problems with this 
approach� First, it relies on a highly confident and specific prediction of Chinese 
intentions and capabilities—China is a near-term military threat to subjugate U�S� 
allies in East Asia� As we have discussed, under conditions of high uncertainty, 
creating a strategy on the basis of a specific prediction creates a high level of risk� 
Second, relying on a military response has a good chance of backfiring� One eas-
ily can imagine a situation in which an increasingly militarized posture alienates 
allies and potential allies in East and Southeast Asia, thereby increasing U�S� isola-
tion and the likelihood that subversion will work� Furthermore, a U�S� military 
buildup plausibly could cause China to feel less secure, triggering a security di-
lemma spiraling to an arms race and higher likelihood of preemptive attack� Thus, 
an approach portrayed as tough and realistic rests on a foundation of sand, incon-
sistent with principles of strategy and overconfident to the point of recklessness�

In analyzing the debate over World War I’s origins, Sebastian Rosato observed 
that “if scholars armed with definitions and the documentary record cannot 
agree about what states wanted long after the fact, it is unlikely that great pow-
ers can do so in real time�”118 The United States and its allies face this dilemma 
in attempting to understand China’s intentions and the kind of challenge it 
poses� As we have discussed, many of the core elements of China’s strategy—its 
goals and how it intends to reach them—remain uncertain� Others do not: 
the BRI represents an overt attempt to expand China’s influence, China has 
initiated improvements to its nuclear arsenal, and trends in the foreign-policy 
discourse of China’s leaders reveal a view of China as an ascending power 
“striving” to achieve the “Chinese Dream” and worthy of commensurate respect 
from the United States�

However, while we can hazard informed guesses on the basis of the informa-
tion available, miscalculation could lead to devastating consequences, especially 
with respect to nuclear weapons� Prevailing uncertainty prevents policy makers 
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from definitively diagnosing the China challenge, and the United States should 
develop a strategic approach that accommodates ambiguity� Yet there remain cer-
tain trade-offs when choosing some approaches over others� Should the United 
States engage in an East Asian military buildup to signal resolve and deter an 
aggressive China? Should the United States reduce its military presence to an off-
shore balancing posture to reassure China about peaceful American intentions? 
A country cannot do both easily�

Following the principles of strategy described in this article, the best approach 
is to focus on shaping Chinese intentions toward a scenario that is best for the 
United States, while at the same time pursuing self-strengthening policies that 
will pay off no matter how the China challenge plays out, and then adapting this 
approach as more information becomes available� One way to start moving for-
ward on this trajectory is to follow the entanglement approach suggested above� 
The main elements in this approach are investing in creating a truly trilateral 
ROK-JP-U�S� alliance and supporting and empowering the regional intergovern-
mental organization ASEAN� Importantly, it would not be the goal of the United 
States to turn the ROK-JP-U�S� alliance or ASEAN into an anti-China coalition or 
organization� The purpose of this approach is to shape the trajectory of East and 
Southeast Asia in a direction that emphasizes diplomatic and economic relations 
and strengthens the U�S� position in East and Southeast Asia to better enable a 
future response to a variety of challenges, including a China that is too strong, a 
China that is too weak, and a range of transnational problems� These no-regrets 
moves are likely to pay off in any scenario and should be the basis for creating a 
more comprehensive U�S� strategy for China�
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 From its origins as a coastal-defense force, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 
Navy (PLAN) has emerged as a blue-water navy capable of projecting power 

throughout the Asian littoral and into distant regions�1 A focus of the PLAN’s 
overseas deployments has been on foreign engagement, including senior-leader 
exchanges, port visits, and exercises with foreign partners� It is no surprise that 
the navy—with its mission to protect China’s interests in the “far seas” and its 
ability to deploy forces far afield for extended periods—has become the PLA 
service most involved in what commonly is referred to as military diplomacy� 
These engagements can be useful both for strategic and for operational reasons� 
Strategically, they help China to shape the security environment and finesse 
relations with key partners, while operationally China gains experience through 
interactions with foreign navies and performs intelligence-collecting activities�2

This article aims to understand better the 
scope and drivers of China’s naval diplomacy� 
Using a recently updated U�S� National Defense 
University (NDU) database on Chinese military 
diplomacy and a new data set on Chinese strategic 
partnerships, we describe key patterns between 
2000 and 2019 and explain why the PLAN has pri-
oritized some partners over others�3 Descriptively, 
we found an increase in senior-leader exchanges, 
port visits, and exercises through 2017, followed 
by a decline in all three categories between 2017 
and 2019 that we attribute to PLA reforms and the 
opening of the PLAN’s base in Djibouti (which 
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reduced the need for port visits)� This decline appears to have continued dur-
ing the pandemic, but engagements likely will rebound from pandemic lows in 
the coming years� We also observed naval diplomacy in every major maritime 
region, but there is variation among activities� For instance, senior naval leaders 
prefer to visit Europe, while PLAN ships are more likely to stop in the Middle 
East and Southeast Asia in conjunction with antipiracy operations in the Gulf 
of Aden�

Through a multivariate regression analysis, we found that the PLAN prefers 
engaging with other major navies� Partnering with the United States, Russia, 
and the leading European navies serves multiple goals: shaping China’s relations 
with other major powers, learning from advanced counterparts, and collecting 
intelligence� Other factors seem to be less relevant� The PLAN has not prioritized 
engagements with U�S� allies, which might be expected if the goal is to dilute 
those relationships, nor does it prefer to work consistently with Chinese “strate-
gic partners” or “comprehensive strategic partners,” referring to countries where 
China has growing economic stakes� Pure geographic convenience—referring to 
a country’s distance from China and its status as a frequent replenishment site—
mattered only for port calls; it was not useful in explaining the two other types of 
engagements: senior-leader visits and exercise partners�

Ultimately, the PLAN is following a foreign-engagement strategy that deter-
mines how and where it deploys its scarce resources to achieve larger interests, 
and we should anticipate adjustments in this strategy as China enters a period 
of heightened strategic competition with the United States� The ramifications 
of competition will include China forging stronger naval relations with major 
powers other than the United States, including Russia; an increase in U�S� at-
tempts to deny China new overseas naval facilities; and the use of exercises and 
other instruments by both countries to shape regional perceptions� This article 
develops these arguments in four main sections� First, we chart the progress of 
Chinese naval diplomacy between 2000 and 2019 in aggregate terms and across 
three categories� Second, we survey the Chinese and Western literature to identify 
the dominant explanations for the rise and variation in PLAN diplomacy� Third, 
we conduct a multivariate regression analysis on three types of PLAN diplomacy 
between 2010 and 2019—a date range intended to highlight recent patterns� 
Finally, the conclusion summarizes the findings from our analysis and discusses 
how U�S�-China strategic competition is likely to influence China’s naval engage-
ments in the years ahead�

PLA NAVAL DIPLOMATIC ACTIVITY, 2000–19
Chinese sources define military diplomacy (军事外交) as encompassing a range 
of activities, including senior-leader engagements, arms sales, bilateral and 
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multilateral exercises, nontraditional security operations, intelligence collection, 
and personnel exchanges�4 The navy participates in several of these categories�5 
Its most frequent activities include exchanges among senior naval officials; port 
visits (some of which focus primarily on rest and replenishment, while others 
include professional dialogues, naval parades, or public events); and exercises 
with foreign partners, including bilateral drills and participation in multilateral 
exercises such as the U�S�-sponsored Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) exercise in 
2014 and 2016�6 Over a twenty-year period, the data reveal both a rise and decline 
in frequency, as well as more discrete patterns within each type�

Overall Frequency
Figure 1 documents the total number of PLAN senior-level exchanges, port visits, 
and bilateral exercises between 2000 and 2019� The data suggest that events in all 
three categories began a steady rise around 2005 that lasted roughly a decade� A 
key date is 2004, when former Chinese president Hu Jintao articulated “new his-
toric missions” for the PLA, which included important maritime missions such as 
defense of critical sea-lanes and protection of overseas interests�7 To address these 
new missions, the PLAN would need to be able to operate farther from home and 
form stronger relations with foreign navies� A second key date is December 2008, 
when the PLAN initiated antipiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden as part of that 
expanded set of missions, sparking an increase in port calls and exercises�8

FIGURE 1
PLAN DIPLOMACY, 2000–19

Source: Allen, Saunders, and Chen, “NDU PLA Military Diplomacy Database.”
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However, all three types of PLAN activity declined after 2017� The opening 
of the PLA’s inaugural overseas base in Djibouti in August 2017 can help explain 
some of the decline� One purpose of that facility is to provide a secure location for 
replenishment, rest, and repairs, meaning that the PLAN is no longer as depen-
dent on other ports�9 Indeed, there were sixty-six “rest/replenishment” port visits 
globally between 2009 and 2016 (8�3 per year) but only thirteen between 2017 and 
2019 (4�3 per year)�10 Fewer visits along the Indian Ocean route to the Gulf of Aden 
also produced fewer exercises, which the escort task forces often conduct on their 
return voyages� The drop-off in the number of senior-leader exchanges might be at-
tributed to leaders’ preoccupation with PLA reforms that began at the end of 2015�

An uptick in U�S�-China competition also reduced the prospects for naval 
engagements between these two countries� An implication of the Trump ad-
ministration’s national-security strategy—which highlighted the necessity of 
preparing for great-power competition with China—was a decrease in many 
kinds of military engagements� Port visits ceased after 2017, the two sides no 
longer conducted operational-level exercises focused on the Code for Unplanned 
Encounters at Sea, and meetings among senior officials (especially service chiefs) 
became less prominent�11 The concern that such engagements would unduly 
legitimize the PLAN was implicit in U�S� policy; the PLAN had become increas-
ingly aggressive in regional disputes, and the United States did not want to offer 
China an opportunity to learn useful lessons from a more advanced navy�

The global pandemic reinforced this declining trend beyond 2019� Most 
in-person meetings involving senior leaders were canceled, and there was also 
a decline in PLAN exercises with foreign countries, although the PLAN held a 
few minor exercises with close partners such as Russia and Pakistan, and antipi-
racy escort task forces continued (and Beijing claimed that no sailors had been 
infected with COVID-19)�12 The navy was also less active in delivering personal 
protective equipment and other medical supplies during the height of the pan-
demic than was the PLA Air Force, which used the opportunity to highlight its 
long-range transports�13 Some activities can be expected to resume or expand 
as the pandemic winds down, the PLA completes its reforms, new oceangoing 
PLAN vessels—such as the Type 075 amphibious ship—come online, and inten-
sifying competition with the United States places greater demands on the PLAN 
to compete in regional and global contests for influence�14

Discrete Patterns
The data also reveal several patterns within each of the three categories of senior-
leader engagements, port visits, and exercises with foreign partners� Among 
senior-leader engagements, there was an increasing tendency for meetings to be 
held in China, with fewer reciprocal visits� The NDU database listed sixty-five 
observed bilateral naval engagements from 2000 to 2019, most of which involved 
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either the PLAN commander or political commissar� This comprised twenty-five 
foreign trips and forty meetings hosted in China� Yet the balance of outbound 
and inbound visits changed significantly over time� From 2000 to 2010, sixteen 
meetings were abroad and eleven were hosted, while in the following decade only 
nine meetings were abroad and twenty-nine were hosted� Explanations for these 
trends include President Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign (which discouraged 
lengthy overseas trips) and the preoccupation of senior leaders with PLA reform�15

Over twenty years, Chinese naval leaders met most often with counterparts 
from Europe and North America (35 percent) as well as Asia (35 percent, which 
includes South Asia, Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia, Central Asia, and Russia) 
(see figure 2)� This is consistent with PLA senior engagements writ large, with 
Chinese officers meeting most often with counterparts from advanced Western 
countries and Asia�16 At the country level, PLAN leaders met most often with 
officers from the United States (seven times), Chile (five), South Africa (four), 
Bangladesh (three), Indonesia (three), Singapore (three), and South Korea (three)� 

FIGURE 2
SENIOR-LEADER ENGAGEMENTS (HOSTED AND ABROAD) BY REGION, 2000–19

Source: Allen, Saunders, and Chen, “NDU PLA Military Diplomacy Database.”
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They also engaged counterparts through video teleconferences (e�g�, several be-
tween former PLAN commander Admiral Wu Shengli and former U�S� Chief of 
Naval Operations Admiral Jonathan W� Greenert) and in multilateral dialogues�17

Given its overseas reach and responsibilities, the PLAN is the Chinese ser-
vice most engaged in foreign exercises� According to a report by NDU authors, 
42�9 percent of all exercises from 2003 through 2018 involved the navy; next 
was the army, at 41�5 percent, while the air force accounted for the remainder, 
at 15�6 percent (the rocket force did not participate in any overseas exercises)�18 
Most PLAN exercises focused on military operations other than war, such as 
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR) and search and rescue, al-
though there have been combat-oriented exercises with close military partners, 
especially Russia and Pakistan�19 A large majority (73 percent) of naval exercises 
between 2000 and 2019 were bilateral, but there has been a trend toward multi-
lateral exercises—in 2018 and 2019, more than half of PLAN exercises were with 
multiple countries�

Although the PLAN rarely exercises with partners in the Western Hemisphere, 
there is significant variation across other continents and regions (see figure 3)� 
The most frequent location, Southeast Asia, involved only slightly more than 
one-fifth of bilateral and multilateral PLAN exercises, with a similar number 
carried out in South Asia and Europe� This pattern follows the route that PLAN 
ships take to and from the Gulf of Aden; some escort task force ships continue 
into the Mediterranean for exercises with Russian and European navies after they 
conclude their escort duties�20 Suggesting a preference for advanced navies and 
close regional partners, China’s most frequent exercise partners between 2000 
and 2019 included Pakistan (seventeen), Russia (thirteen), France (ten), the 
United States (nine), Thailand (eight), and Australia (eight)�

Port visits are a uniquely naval type of military diplomacy� NDU data distin-
guish between two variants: replenishment visits, which typically last between 
three and five days and do not feature foreign engagements, and “friendly visits” 
of two to four days, which include meetings with local officials, public tours of 
PLAN vessels, and other events, such as sports competitions�21 We examine both 
because even the former category can serve diplomatic purposes by demonstrat-
ing Chinese commitments and naval power� Their geographic distribution is 
similar to that of exercise partners, but port calls in the Middle East (25 percent) 
are far more common than exercises in that region (7 percent) (see figure 4)� This 
suggests that, while Chinese naval ships often visit ports in the Middle East for 
practical reasons, naval exercises usually are focused elsewhere� Top destinations 
for port visits between 2000 and 2019 include Oman (twenty-seven), Djibouti 
(twenty-seven), Pakistan (twelve), Sri Lanka (twelve), Yemen (eleven), Singapore 
(eleven), and Australia (ten)�
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RANGE OF EXPLANATIONS
Geographic diversity within the practice of all types of naval diplomacy raises 
the question of how the PLAN prioritizes partner engagements� The literature on 
Chinese military diplomacy tends to divide the explanations into strategic and 
operational goals� We discuss the range of motives in this section and use this 
distinction to inform our statistical analysis in the next section�

Strategic Goals
U�S�, Chinese, and third-country analysts frequently argue that Chinese military 
diplomacy supports Beijing’s larger strategic agenda� RAND Corporation scholar 
Timothy Heath argues that PLAN hospital ship visits to Grenada in the 1990s 
were a reward for that country’s shift in diplomatic recognition from Taipei to 
Beijing�22 A scholar from the Shanghai Institutes of International Studies (SIIS) 
describes PLA activities in Africa as effective in reducing anti-China sentiment 
and helping to “supplement [China’s] political and economic relations�”23 The 
2020 edition of Science of Military Strategy, a key teaching volume written by 

FIGURE 3
PLAN EXERCISES BY REGION, 2000–19

Source: Allen, Saunders, and Chen, “NDU PLA Military Diplomacy Database.”
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senior PLA academics and used in China’s professional military education sys-
tem, argues that port visits and naval exercises should be “closely aligned with our 
important national diplomacy activities, complementing each other, and better 
supporting our national diplomacy�”24

Some sources focus specifically on how military diplomacy supports China’s 
relations with other major countries� Since 2002, discussions of military exchanges 
in China’s biennial defense white papers have led with descriptions of bilateral en-
gagements with Russia and the United States, suggesting that these are two of the 
PLA’s priority relationships; those documents have provided much less discussion 
of other engagements�25 U�S� analysts Kenneth Allen, Phillip Saunders, and John 
Chen suggest that China’s combat exercises with Russia, including naval drills, help 
to shape the security environment by signaling close defense cooperation between 
the two states�26 Heath describes PLAN diplomacy with the United States as a way 
for Beijing to stabilize relations with Washington, but also as a card that China can 
play to express dissatisfaction with U�S� policy by canceling events�27 Indian analyst 

FIGURE 4
PLAN PORT VISITS BY REGION, 2000–19

Source: Allen, Saunders, and Chen, “NDU PLA Military Diplomacy Database.”
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Prashant Kumar Singh contrasts China’s aims in Russia, which focus on building 
a quasi alliance, with its goal of “avoiding confrontation” with the United States�28

Other sources highlight China’s goals regarding smaller countries� A specific 
argument often found in the U�S� literature addresses China’s “strategic partner-
ships” (战略伙伴), a label that Beijing applies to its priority political and eco-
nomic relationships� More than one hundred countries, mostly in the developing 
world, now have this label�29 Allen, Saunders, and Chen found a correlation be-
tween China’s “strategic partners” and military engagements between 2003 and 
2016�30 The U�S� Defense Department’s 2021 report on China’s military power 
also asserts that strategic partnerships exert major influence on PLA diplomacy�31

Military diplomacy is especially useful in cultivating ties with key maritime 
partners� Heath writes that naval interactions reinforce positive relationships and 
serve as a “barometer” of the health of China’s relations with littoral countries�32 
Chinese scholars affiliated with SIIS write that military diplomacy in North Af-
rica underscores China’s “strategic partnerships” in the region—including those 
involved in China’s Belt and Road Initiative—and suggest a connection between 
military deployments and China’s “commercial interests�”33 They also describe 
the Gulf of Aden as “one of the most important waterways and bottlenecks for 
Chinese trade,” which helps to explain why Beijing is intent on fostering ties with 
Djibouti and why the Chinese ultimately established a base there�34

Japanese scholar Matsuda Yasuhiro formulates a broader framework that de-
scribes different types of strategic objectives� These objectives include “strategic 
placement,” referring to securing access for China in key locations such as Paki-
stan, Bangladesh, and Myanmar (all of which are relevant to PLAN access and 
presence in the Indian Ocean); “coopting” both neighboring countries and major 
powers, such as France and Great Britain, thus creating a more favorable interna-
tional environment for China’s development; and “restraining” other countries, 
such as India and Japan, from aligning too closely with the United States�35 A 
corollary, implicit in his framework, would be attempts to improve leverage over 
countries seen as critical for U�S� access or to weaken relations among the United 
States and its allies� Potential examples of this corollary could be the high propor-
tion of PLAN engagements with Thailand and Singapore�

Operational Goals
The literature also highlights a range of operational goals driving China’s military 
diplomacy� One such goal is intelligence collection� High-level visits, exercises, 
and other interactions can be useful in gathering intelligence on foreign militaries 
and supporting the work done by China’s network of defense attachés� Matsuda 
writes that PLA engagements especially can be useful in deriving information on 
foreign military strategy, science and technology, and military modernization�36 
Allen, Saunders, and Chen suggest that some degree of intelligence collection is 
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likely in virtually any military engagement�37 Citing Chinese sources, Heath notes 
that naval diplomacy is seen as a way for the PLAN to monitor foreign navies and 
governments�38

A closely related operational goal is to learn new skills� U�S� political scientists 
Tyler Jost and Austin Strange argue that a major revision of China’s military 
strategy in 1993 provided an impetus for the PLA to reach out to foreign militar-
ies to improve China’s military modernization and its ability to conduct high-
end operations� This factor helps account for the growth of China’s senior-level 
engagements in the 1990s, such as the 1998 visit by General Zhang Wannian to 
the United States, where he observed RED FLAG exercises, toured a Nimitz-class 
aircraft carrier, and observed advanced fighters�39 Other scholars assess that the 
PLA has been able to acquire useful combat-related skills from participation 
in high-end exercises with Russia such as the AVIADARTS competition and the 
PEACE MISSION series�40 This desire to acquire new skills may help to account for 
the relatively high proportion of PLAN senior engagements and exercises with 
European navies�

PLA activities beyond Asia also help to improve expeditionary capabilities� 
Gaining such experience has been a goal of China’s United Nations peacekeeping 
deployments in the Middle East and Africa, which require the army to manage 
operations on foreign soil�41 Antipiracy patrols in the Gulf of Aden similarly have 
provided far-seas experience to a younger generation of naval officers and have 
required the PLAN to be able to sustain forces far from home, while providing 
valuable leadership experience for commanding officers�42 More than a decade’s 
worth of those patrols has been useful not only in increasing operational effi-
ciency but in helping prepare the PLAN for other missions in the far seas, such as 
sea-lane protection� Antipiracy patrols thus support a strategic aim of increasing 
the PLAN’s ability to protect overseas interests�

Some assessments by non-Chinese scholars generally conclude that military 
diplomatic events simultaneously serve goals at both the strategic and opera-
tional levels� Two reports by U�S� scholars, for example, argue that bilateral and 
multilateral exercises and port visits associated with antipiracy patrols concur-
rently benefit Chinese foreign policy, shape the international security environ-
ment, facilitate intelligence collection, and allow the PLAN to learn new skills� 
Senior-leader meetings also serve each of these goals (except learning skills)�43 
Contributions from other scholars—such as Heath, Singh, and Matsuda—also 
reference drivers at both levels�

While these goals all appear relevant, only a few recent studies have tried to 
untangle those drivers that might be most influential in China’s decision-making 
calculus over time and across specific event categories� One exemplar is Jost 
and Strange’s 2018 work� Their analysis, after controlling for a range of other 
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explanations, found that high-level exchanges were associated most often with 
advanced militaries and major Chinese arms markets�44 That finding, though, 
was limited to meetings through 2010� Another study is that of U�S� Department 
of Defense analyst Jonah Victor in 2021� He conducted a multivariate regression 
on PLA activities in Africa and found that both arms markets and level of diplo-
matic partnership can help explain PLA engagement on that continent between 
2008 and 2018�45 The availability of the NDU data set used here provides scholars 
with more opportunities to assess PLA diplomacy rigorously; the remainder of 
this article uses that NDU source to assess those factors that best can explain 
Chinse naval diplomacy between 2010 and 2019�

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
This section identifies factors that are the strongest predictors of PLAN diplo-
matic engagements with other partners� The dependent variables include senior-
level visits, port visits, and military exercises� For each of these categories, we 
track the annual number of PLAN engagements for each partner country� We 
use multivariate linear regression to estimate the relative predictive power of 
several potential explanations: U�S� alliance/partnership status, Chinese strategic 
partnership status, host-nation naval strength, and geographic convenience� The 
following discussion explains our selection of variables and presents the findings 
from our quantitative analysis�

Variables
Our first explanatory variable is whether a country has an alliance with the 
United States� We divide this into five categories: NATO allies, major non-NATO 
allies, countries with bilateral defense treaties, the United States itself, and non-
allies (which serves as our baseline)� These are treated as factor, rather than 
ordinal, variables�46 The base model assesses U�S� alliance status alone, compar-
ing countries in the four nonbaseline categories to the baseline� This variable is 
a proxy for the extent to which PLAN engagements are intended to weaken U�S� 
alliances—a hypothesis that would be confirmed if U�S� allies are more likely to 
be PLAN diplomatic partners than nonallies� In contrast, engaging with nonallies 
would suggest that the PLAN prioritizes countries that are not tied to the United 
States already, either to influence nonaligned countries or to strengthen relations 
with countries already friendly to China (such as Pakistan or Russia)�

The second variable is the identification of Chinese strategic partnerships� 
These are harder to classify than U�S� alliances, because over the last two decades 
China has expanded its partnership categories significantly, using a range of de-
scriptors to qualify or “upgrade” relationships�47 Data on strategic partnerships 
typically have focused on partner status in a specific year and usually omit the 
complete explanatory label, which often incorporates descriptive or qualifying 
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terms� One of the authors developed an original, comprehensive data set that 
tracks annual changes in full partnership labels for each country by collecting 
every press release from the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs website and 
from Chinese embassies abroad� This collection technique allowed us to control 
for not only a partner country’s relationship with China as of 2020 but also its 
relationship status at the time of each event�

By 2019, Beijing had used thirty-six different labels to describe its relations 
with 123 countries� Creating a thirty-six-level interval variable to measure rela-
tionship strength would require creating a defined ranking of each relationship 
and assuming that the distance between each category is the same�48 Without 
sufficient data to create such a ranking, we aggregated China’s thirty-six strate-
gic partnership labels into four categories: no defined relationship, partnership, 
strategic partnership, and comprehensive strategic partnership� These categories 
were treated as interval variables ranked from one to four� Our hypothesis is that 
the PLAN is more likely to conduct engagements with countries on the higher 
end of the scale to strengthen ties with countries with which Beijing has identi-
fied priority economic or political interests�

The third explanatory variable covers engagements with other advanced 
naval powers� We defined naval powers as countries with a fleet of more than 
one hundred vessels� We acknowledge that this is an imperfect proxy, because 
there are some countries with small but highly capable navies (e�g�, Singapore), 
but using it removes the burden of ranking and scoring countries on the basis 
of vessel type� By making naval strength a binary variable (developed vs� not 
developed), we avoid the issue of ranking among top powers that would be 
incumbent on a categorical variable� Our hypothesis is that the PLAN prefers 
to engage with developed navies to learn lessons and to gather intelligence, as 
well as to influence key strategic actors that may or may not be allied with the 
United States�

The final explanatory variable is simple geographic convenience� We divided 
this variable into two categories—distance from China and convenience for re-
plenishment� Distance was measured in thousands of kilometers from Beijing to 
the capital of each partner�49 Our hypothesis is that the PLAN is more likely to 
partner with countries closer to China, given fewer time and financial resources 
required� We also incorporated a binary variable to address countries that the 
PLAN frequently visits for replenishment/overhaul purposes, many of which are 
located on the route that the antipiracy task forces travel to the Gulf of Aden� This 
binary variable used NDU data on the PLAN’s replenishment/overhaul patterns� 
We hypothesize that those countries used for replenishment or overhaul visits 
should be associated with more-frequent port calls but not with senior-leader 
engagements (since naval leaders typically travel via plane)�
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Findings
Our regression analysis consists of three successively detailed models: a base 
model that highlights U�S� alliance status, a second that adds controls for distance 
and convenience, and a full model that also incorporates Chinese strategic part-
nership status and naval power� We tested and compared each of the models for 
each category of naval engagements�

Senior-Level Visits. The base model suggests that China prefers to conduct senior-
level visits with the most advanced countries—the United States and its NATO allies� 
This finding can be explained by both the importance of China’s overall strategic 
interests in those countries (including shaping their preferences through military 
diplomacy) and its narrower operational goals of learning from those states�50 Bei-
jing did not prefer to carry out senior visits with U�S� bilateral allies or major non-
NATO allies, suggesting that this is not a way that China tries to weaken those U�S� 
relationships� In fact, the baseline variable (no U�S� alliances) was correlated more 
strongly with visit frequency than were either U�S� bilateral allies or major non-
NATO allies� As seen in table 1, those findings persisted as variables for geographic 
convenience were added in the second model, suggesting that PLAN leaders are 
willing to travel widely to meet with interlocutors from priority countries� 

With the addition of the China strategic-partnership and naval-power vari-
ables, however, the model was less effective in explaining PLAN behavior relative 
to senior-level visits� In the full model—incorporating all three variables of U�S� 
alliance status, distance and convenience, and Chinese strategic partnership—the 
strongest associated variable was having no U�S� alliance� There was, however, a 
statistically significant relationship with naval-power status, which indicates that 
PLAN leaders have an interest in meeting with naval peers regardless of their 
affiliation as a U�S� ally (including Russia)� This data point suggests that PLAN 
leaders concentrate on a handful of significant countries� Interestingly, PLAN 
leaders did not meet more frequently with interlocutors from states with more-
elaborate diplomatic labels; a “comprehensive strategic partner” may be a place 
where China sees long-term economic interests, but it is not necessarily a country 
where naval diplomacy is focused� China’s comprehensive strategic partners are 
rarely naval powers—the correlation between comprehensive strategic partner-
ships and naval power status is low (corr = �21)� This low value confirms our un-
derstanding that this significant partnership-status label may indicate economic, 
rather than military, interests for China�

Port Calls. Our models for port calls confirm a broader range of hypotheses 
than those for senior-level visits� We found that adding more predictor vari-
ables increases the complexity of the models, but also increases the descriptive 
power of the model�51 Thus, the best description of the data, which accounts 
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for approximately 28 percent of the variation among data points (adjusted R2 
= �277), is the third model, which includes all three variables of U�S� alliance 
status, distance and convenience, and Chinese strategic partnership, as seen in 
table 2� 

As with senior-level visits, we did not find that the PLAN consistently priori-
tizes port visits with U�S� allies� NATO allies and major non-NATO allies were 
not statistically significant predictors in any of the models� The third model was 
an exception; it showed that bilateral alliances (the Philippines, South Korea, 
and Thailand) were significant at the p < �001 level, lending credence to the view 
that the PLAN seeks to influence some U�S� allies within the Indo-Pacific region 

Dependent Variable: Senior-Level Visits

(1) (2) (3)

U�S� (self) 0�791*** 
(0�296)

0�937*** 
(0�295)

0�470  
(0�425)

U�S� bilateral defense treaty −0�027  
(0�568)

−0�002  
(0�292)

−0�347  
(0�612)

U�S� major non-NATO ally 0�306  
(0�291)

0�262  
(0�296)

0�169  
(0�295)

NATO 0�640***  
(0�291)

0�557**  
(0�296)

0�480  
(0�304)

Convenient (binary) — 0�336  
(0�224)

0�235  
(0�233)

Distance to Beijing (1,000 km) — −0�00001  
(0�00003)

−0�00000  
(0�00003)

Relationship strength (1–4) — — −0�010  
(0�094)

Naval power (binary) — — 0�487*  
(0�253)

Baseline (no U�S� alliance) 1�027***  
(0�129)

1�013***  
(0�236)

0�894***  
(0�300)

Observations 68 68 68

R2 0�155 0�187 0�237

Adjusted R2 0�101 0�107 0�133

Residual std� error 0�783  
(df = 63)

0�780  
(df = 61)

0�769  
(df = 59)

Notes: * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

TABLE 1 
SENIOR-LEVEL VISITS: MODEL COMPARISON
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(other than Japan and Australia)� Overall, however, we found that the strongest 
predictor in this category was countries not allied with the United States�

By contrast, other kinds of relationships appear to matter more to the PLAN� 
At the top of the list is the United States� Before 2019, the United States hosted on 
average 3�066 port calls from PLAN ships annually, higher than the average visit 
rate for any of its allies or for nonallies� This variable was highly significant in 
all three models, suggesting that the PLAN uses port visits both to influence and 
to gather intelligence on the U�S� Navy� The PLAN’s preference to conduct port 
calls with naval powers suggests similar goals of exerting influence and gathering 
intelligence in those countries�

Dependent Variable: Port Calls

(1) (2) (3)

U�S� (self) 1�774***  
(0�194)

1�963***  
(0�191)

1�866***  
(0�218)

U�S� bilateral defense treaty −0�226  
(0�147)

−0�312**  
(0�152)

−0�428***  
(0�153)

U�S� major non-NATO ally 0�024  
(0�093)

0�020  
(0�090)

−0�055  
(0�091)

NATO 0�081  
(0�093)

0�016  
(0�092)

−0�093  
(0�096)

Convenient (binary) — 0�254***  
(0�071)

0�187**  
(0�073)

Distance to Beijing (1,000 km) — −0�00003***  
(0�00001)

−0�00003***  
(0�00001)

Relationship strength (1–4) — — 0�066**  
(0�028)

Naval power (binary) — — 0�184**  
(0�190)

Baseline (no U�S� alliance) 1�226***  
(0�041) 

1�404***  
(0�090)

0�201***  
(0�111)

Observations 344 344 344

R2 0�206 0�267 0�294

Adjusted R2 0�197 0�254 0�277

Residual std� error 0�600  
(df = 339)

0�578  
(df = 337)

0�569  
(df = 335)

Notes: * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

TABLE 2 
PORT CALLS: MODEL COMPARISON
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Unlike senior-level visits, countries with higher-level partnerships with China 
have higher port-call rates� For each categorical increase in partnership strength 
(to partnership, strategic partnership, or comprehensive strategic partnership), 
there is an estimated 0�066 point increase in port-call frequency (significant at 
the 0�05 level), where a “point increase” is a one-exercise increase in the count 
of total predicted port calls (the dependent variable)� This means that a country 
with a comprehensive strategic partnership label has an annual port-call rate 
approximately 0�198 points higher than a comparable country with no partner-
ship status with the PRC (or 0�198 more total port calls annually)� This finding 
confirms our hypothesis that the PLAN uses port calls to support China’s public 
diplomacy within existing strategic partnerships rather than using them to target 
countries on the lower end of the partnership spectrum to lay the groundwork 
for future partnership upgrades�

Our control variables of geographic distance and convenience are both statis-
tically significant, suggesting that practical considerations factor into port-call 
preferences� Countries that hosted replenish/overhaul port calls represent a 
predicted 0�187 point increase in their annual port-call frequency (statistically 
significant at the 0�05 level)� Countries farther from China see a decrease in an-
nual port-call frequency; for each one thousand kilometers away from Beijing, we 
see a small but statistically significant decrease in port-call rates� Countries with 
the fewest port calls, on average, are those that are far from China and also away 
from established routes to and from the Gulf of Aden�52 In practice, these partners 
tend to be in regions such as Latin America, East Asia, or the west coast of Africa�

Bilateral Exercises. PLAN naval exercise patterns are explained best by the 
model that includes all three variables� Running an ANOVA to compare models 
indicates that increasing predictors successively improves the descriptive power 
of the model� (An ANOVA tests whether a more complex model describes the 
data significantly better than a simple model and investigates whether added 
variables better explain trends�) This three-variable model, shown in table 3, 
describes approximately 18�5 percent of the variation in the data (adjusted R2 = 
�185)� 

As with the other categories, the model demonstrated a strong preference for 
bilateral exercises with the U�S� Navy� This may indicate both an agenda to use 
military interactions to manage relations with Washington and a desire to learn 
operational lessons and gather intelligence on the world’s premier navy� For simi-
lar reasons, the PLAN generally also preferred to conduct exercises with major 
naval powers—particularly with a key nonally, Russia—regardless of their U�S� 
alliance affiliation or distance from China� Indeed, naval powers are more likely 
to engage in exercises with China, with a 0�475 point increase in annual exercise 
frequency compared with nonnaval powers� Notably, there was no statistically 
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significant correlation between exercises and countries in higher partnership 
categories� This suggests that exercises, unlike port visits, are not a prime way that 
Beijing reinforces ties with existing partners�

Over the last twenty years, carrying out foreign engagements has been an im-
portant mission for the PLAN� Despite the recent decline (owing in part to 
the pandemic), the navy continues to conduct a robust program of diplomatic 
activities—notably, senior-leader exchanges, port visits, and exercises—across 
the globe� This article has described some of the key patterns in each category 
and reached conclusions about the factors influencing the PLAN’s selection of 

Dependent Variable: Annual Naval Exercises

(1) (2) (3)

U�S� (self) 1�316*** 
(0�293)

1�586*** 
(0�308)

1�190*** 
(0�407)

U�S� bilateral defense treaty −0�299 
(0�293)

−0�293 
(0�307)

−0�176  
(0�314)

U�S� major non-NATO ally 0�168  
(0�179)

−0�026  
(0�184)

−0�125  
(0�187)

NATO 0�633*** 
(0�180)

0�455** 
(0�195)

0�294 
(0�203)

Convenient (binary) — 0�475*** 
(0�158)

0�277 
(0�169)

Distance to Beijing (1,000 km) — −0�00003 
(0�00003)

−0�00001 
(0�00003)

Relationship strength (1–4) — — 0�053 
(0�081)

Naval power (binary) — — 0�475*** 
(0�180)

Baseline (no U�S� alliance) 1�299*** 
(0�101)

1�395*** 
(0�212)

0�963*** 
(0�321)

Observations 212 212 212

R2 0�134 0�182 0�216

Adjusted R2 0�117 0�158 0�185

Residual std� error 0�991  
(df = 207)

0�968  
(df = 205)

0�952  
(df = 203)

Notes: * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

TABLE 3 
MILITARY EXERCISES: MODEL COMPARISON
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partners in each of the three categories of senior-leader exchanges, port visits, 
and naval exercises� Our analysis suggests that both strategic and operational 
goals are at work, although there is variation in how these two sets of explanations 
can be applied across different engagement categories�

The most consistent explanation is the most straightforward: China’s navy pre-
fers to engage with other major navies� Partnering with the U�S� Navy, the Russian 
navy, or the major European navies allows Beijing to shape the choices of countries 
that matter most to China’s interests (whether to develop leverage with the United 
States or signal closer ties with Russia), learn operational lessons from key naval 
powers, and collect intelligence on other major countries� Engaging with these 
major navies also suggests another motive, which simply is to demonstrate China’s 
status as a top-tier navy in its own right—a message that both fuels national pride 
and helps shape the security environment�53 With finite resources, Beijing needs to 
choose relationships to prioritize, and the data suggest that the emphasis has been 
placed on countries that satisfy the broadest range of important interests�

Chinese partnership-category labels were less useful in explaining PLAN 
behavior� Although prior studies and the U�S� Department of Defense’s annual 
China reports suggest that strategic-partnership labels influence where the PLA 
conducts military diplomacy, we found that partnership level only helps to 
account for port calls, not other types of engagements� This finding is logical, 
because port calls are the most public oriented of the three categories; ships are 
visible symbols of Chinese presence, and their crews sometimes engage with 
foreign populations� Thus, port calls serve as an affordable way for Beijing to im-
prove its reputation in places where China has growing economic interests�54 But 
the navy does not favor the same countries in high-level exchanges or combined 
exercises as it does with frequent port calls� The data indicate a preference to 
conduct senior-leader and combined-exercise activities with advanced navies—
with whom the PLAN also can seize other strategic benefits and operational 
lessons, as discussed above�

The analysis also indicates that naval diplomacy is not a primary tool in Chi-
na’s strategy for weakening relations among the United States and its treaty allies� 
Indeed, we consistently found that China prefers engagements with countries not 
allied with the United States� The only evidence to the contrary was a preference 
for port calls with a few U�S� allies in Asia, a fact that partly can be explained by 
geographic convenience� This finding implies that Beijing calculates that in the 
competition for regional influence, military diplomacy may be more effective 
with states that do not have mutual-defense commitments from the United States 
already—and that other tools of national power, especially economic leverage, are 
more useful than symbolic activities in driving wedges between Washington and 
its most important partners�
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In the years ahead, Chinese naval diplomacy increasingly will take place in 
the context of U�S�-China strategic competition� This context will have three 
possible implications� First, while the PLAN has preferred to partner with the 
United States, a decline in U�S�-China military relations, driven by mutual sus-
picion, will reduce the opportunities for engagement�55 Even now, both sides 
have curtailed some naval exchanges, including China’s decision to recall the 
visiting PLAN commander from the United States because of U�S� sanctions 
on the PLA in September 2018 and the U�S� decision not to invite the PLAN to 
participate in the 2018, 2020, or 2022 RIMPAC exercises�56 Bilateral military 
interactions further deteriorated with China’s cancelation of military exchanges 
(including the Military Maritime Consultative Agreement, which has served 
as a forum for discussion of unsafe air and naval interactions) in response 
to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi’s August 2022 visit to Taiwan�57 Fewer 
opportunities for operational-level engagements with the U�S� Navy could in-
crease the PLAN’s preference to exercise with Russia and European countries� 
Washington then may be prompted to dissuade NATO allies from engaging 
with the PLAN altogether or to restrict naval contacts that could put sensitive 
capabilities at risk�

Second, we likely will see an escalating competition for naval partners between 
China and the United States� While Beijing largely has confined engagements 
within its network of developing-world “strategic partners” to port visits, the need 
to compete with the United States for influence in key maritime nations could 
lead to an uptick in other types of engagements� Invitations to foreign naval chiefs 
to visit Beijing could be a way to reinforce relations without needing to conduct 
lengthy international travel, while the PLAN is also likely to ramp up security co-
operation (or arms sales) with select partners, such as Iran�58 A more specific part 
of the competition will focus on questions of access� In particular, competition will 
encompass U�S� attempts to limit China’s ability to construct new overseas naval 
facilities in places such as Cambodia, the United Arab Emirates, the Solomon 
Islands, or Tanzania because such bases would allow the PLAN to expand its op-
erational reach�59 Thus, both sides are likely to consider how their navies can be 
used to cement influence in Asia and in nonallied countries farther afield�

Third, both sides are likely to employ naval diplomacy to shape the regional 
security environment� The U�S� Navy increasingly has conducted combined exer-
cises with allies and partners to underscore U�S� commitments in the Indo-Pacific 
and elsewhere� These range from bilateral drills to multilateral events, such as the 
revived MALABAR series that features all four members of the Quadrilateral Se-
curity Dialogue�60 China thus will have greater incentives to pull together its own 
ensemble to emphasize Chinese naval power and signal its own ability to marshal 
key relationships in front of a regional audience� Beijing has done this already 
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through Sino-Russian naval exercises and in an expanding set of “+3” exercises 
involving China, Russia, and regional powers such as Iran and South Africa�61 
Analysis of updated data and case studies in the years ahead will indicate how 
PLA diplomacy actions, and naval activities specifically, are evolving to compete 
better with the United States�
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 As a result of the decolonization process that followed World War II, as well 
as other international events, 193 sovereign states are now members of 

the United Nations, most of which have access to the sea�1 For an estimated 67 
percent of those countries—whether or not they are members of a military alli-
ance—their littoral waters are areas in which strategic, operational, and tactical 
maritime activities take place� When the navies of these states seek to contribute 
to the maintenance of a strategic balance within their respective regions, their 
contribution to deterrence is limited to conventional methods� These navies’ 
main objective—usually specified in published state-security policies—is to 
protect national maritime sovereignty by defending the waters adjacent to their 
nations’ coasts, using their capabilities to increase the “costs” to any aggressor 
coming from the sea to the point of “unprofitability�”2

The challenge of doing so raises questions, both theoretical and practical, 
whether small navies can create and maintain 
credible maritime deterrence in relation to the 
navies of larger maritime powers, and how to 
plan their development to enable them to ac-
complish this� In maritime military theory, one 
of two assumptions usually is made� The first is 
that small navies are essentially the same as large 
fleets, merely on a smaller scale; such an approach 
seems valid when facing a peer opponent� The 
second is that they are essentially different and 
their development needs to be conceptualized 
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differently from that of large navies� According to Jacob Børresen, “Coastal 
Navies should not be modelled on the navies of the Naval Powers� Instead they 
should be tailor-made to fit the local environment� This is because their tasks 
are different from that of the bluewater navies, their operating conditions are 
different, and their force structure is different�”3 The key word in the passage 
quoted above is different; used in relation to the development of small navies, 
this difference is particularly important when they face the possibility of fight-
ing a stronger opponent�

Analysis of these assumptions indicates that, in modern geopolitical condi-
tions, both approaches can be both right and wrong� After the end of the Cold 
War (1991), the general international situation suggested the validity of the thesis 
“Think globally, act locally,” but changes in the geopolitical situation after 2014 
showed the need to modify this to “Think globally, act globally”—to the extent of 
one’s interests and capabilities, of course�4 We also can assume that the concepts 
of development and functioning of navies have become universal: true for all 
countries, regardless of their size and geographic location, albeit with local, spe-
cific factors to be taken into account in each case—the most important of which 
is the potential enemy’s power and capabilities�

The aim of this article is to present the fundamental problems that modern 
small navies must address when planning their development or transformation: 
first, if they merely are to “stay afloat”; second, if they are to contribute mean-
ingfully to the security of their own countries; and third, if they are to maintain 
sufficient credibility and capabilities to join in multinational operations� The 
challenges these modern small navies face include the following: their character-
istics and capabilities, their usefulness in supporting the implementation of their 
states’ respective security policies, and their maintenance of appropriate technical 
and technological levels� The article also discusses the factors that determine the 
development of small navies, as well as the issues to be considered when deciding 
on the appropriate structure of their forces�

THE SMALL NAVY
In the current context, especially with regard to the dynamic development of new 
technologies, it is not easy to identify the characteristics that define a small navy 
or small fleet� The definitional problem is complicated by many navies’ preference 
not to be described in those terms� Eric Grove produced a ninefold naval typology 
that focuses on a combination of numbers, ranges, roles, and overall capabilities, 
and suggested that navies in ranks four down to nine generally could be termed 
small�5 Geoffrey Till identifies small navies as having “limited means and aspira-
tions,” which means that in Europe only the British, French, and Russian navies are 
not small�6 However, one can argue the case for the navies of Germany, Italy, and 
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Spain, which do possess a significant range and scale of capabilities and ambitions� 
This article will consider all European navies other than these six to be small�

Being small in terms of numbers or capabilities does not necessarily mean 
that a navy cannot be powerful relative to its national maritime strategic aspira-
tions�7 To this point in maritime history, the practical potential of each navy has 
depended primarily on the following:

• The finances of the country

• The quality of its central administration

• The quality and quantity of its maritime resources

• The number of ships, sailors, and officers

• The maritime infrastructure

• The quality of political decisions, including those concerning the navy8

In addition, the importance of the capabilities wielded by a given navy may be 
heightened by the country’s geographic location (e�g�, near straits of international 
significance) or the natural resources present in the accessible maritime area� 
However, analysts tend to focus their assessments on a navy’s combat capabilities, 
which provide the basis for its overall operational capabilities�

There are many other categorizing systems that attempt to place navies within 
a hierarchy defined by ship types, tonnage, armament, equipment, effective 
ranges of weapon systems, and the like, but no single system has been accepted 
widely�9 The inadequacy of these previous attempts leads to a conclusion that, for 
practical purposes, navies at most can be divided into small, medium, and large 
categories, with superpowers considered a subset of the large category�10

The Distinctive Features of Small Navies
This simplified classification system can be used to formulate and focus on the 
several general problems that apply to smaller navies� One of the most serious is 
a limited availability of resources to support their development, which tends to 
make them dependent (sometimes very much so) on foreign suppliers, who may 
prove reluctant or unable to provide assistance at a critical moment� Another 
phenomenon concerns acquired weapon systems, equipment, and devices that 
may not come with full software, an appropriate user-training cycle, spare parts, 
or doctrine for their effective use� A factor that further aggravates this problem is 
that different equipment may be acquired from a large number of sources, which 
works against standardization and rationalization, thereby incurring higher 
costs for logistic support� The obvious net impact of these developmental factors 
is pressure on the operations budgets of these navies, which impedes effective 
individual and collective training�
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One solution is direct cooperation between small and medium-size countries 
on the one hand and arms-producing companies on the other hand to pursue 
collaborative procurement and maintenance projects� Alternatively, the govern-
ments of arms-producing states can involve themselves, controlling and directing 
the purchase of equipment and weapon systems—likely granting preferential 
consideration and greater access to navies whose countries belong to favored 
international organizations and military alliances�

Capabilities of Small Navies
Small navies usually face a very difficult dilemma regarding their structure� They 
must decide whether to focus on building a “sustainable fleet” whose individual 
elements support one another while maximizing its operational range, or to move 
toward a “specialized fleet” that focuses on one type of mission�11 Risks can be 
found on both paths� A “balanced navy” that depends on maintaining a narrow 
quantitative margin in its individual components may be of little use if one of 
them fails� However, as Børresen warns, opting for a “specialist fleet” usually 
entails a dangerous loss of choices, and therefore freedom�12

Regardless of the choice made, the “strength of the navy” of a small or medium- 
size country should be “measured” by comparing it with other navies� At the 
same time, any measure of its utility should indicate the degree to which it plays 
an important role in implementing the policies of the country and has the ap-
propriate capabilities to support them� This raises the issue of credibility: whether 
both allies and potential enemies assess small navies’ capabilities as enabling 
them to take the actions assigned by the role chosen (of the two discussed above) 
and the resultant doctrine� A related problem is the imbalance of potentials and 
capabilities of large and small navies when groups of allied ships assemble on a 
given body of water�13

Naval wars waged by smaller navies rarely attract the attention they deserve, 
remaining overshadowed by operations conducted by large navies� On the other 
hand, those studies that are conducted on this topic illustrate that such conflicts 
are in fact similar in nature to wars between larger naval powers, simply on a 
smaller scale� All such conflicts are characterized by a struggle for control/com-
mand of the sea, which can be achieved through engagement in a series of naval 
battles; the use of blockades; a projection of forces onto land through transport 
of troops by sea, followed by landing operations; missions carried out by special- 
operations forces; and support provided to land forces from the sea�14 The 
similarities of the two models become more evident when large naval forces are 
tasked to carry out operations characteristic of small forces (e�g�, limited wars)� 
When planning allied operations, the navies of large naval powers (i�e�, those 
with ships of high displacement) often are required to be prepared to employ the 
“skills” typical of smaller navies� For example, during the Cold War the North 
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Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) planned to use the navies of Norway, Den-
mark, and the Federal Republic of Germany to fight for and maintain control 
over the Scandinavian fjords and entry into the Baltic Sea�15 We can assume that 
even now that paradigm remains relevant�

The fundamental difference between large and small fleets becomes clear 
when they confront one another directly� The weaker party usually will attempt to 
apply an asymmetric strategy appropriate to its structure and naval capabilities, 
which may involve skillfully taking advantage of local geographic and physical 
conditions� Experience has shown that the credibility of such a strategy depends 
primarily on membership of the smaller navy’s state in a stable military alliance� 
Another reinforcement for a weaker navy is incorporating modern technologies 
(e�g�, antiship missiles and small, fast naval platforms) that can compensate to 
some extent for the overall imbalance in capabilities�

However, the armed conflict in the Persian Gulf at the turn from the twenti-
eth to the twenty-first century showed that such solutions cannot guarantee the 
survival, or even maintenance of the operational capabilities, of small maritime 
forces� On the other hand, in that same conflict, the use of sea mines (of diverse 
types and categories, deployed on a massive scale) posed a constant threat to large 
navies� Other challenges included unconventional actions, such as the possibility 
of Iraq releasing oil into the sea and igniting it and the maritime guerrilla warfare 
carried out by Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (e�g�, scattered attacks 
carried out by Boghammar fast boats)�16

An option for small navies is to employ conventional submarines (designated 
SSKs)—along with other means—to establish a defensive zone across the ap-
proaches to their countries’ coasts (e�g�, Singapore) or near enemy naval bases 
or their approaches� Yet while this concept may be valid theoretically, it has not 
been tested in practice since the end of World War II� When a large navy achieves 
sea control, the smaller one at most may win single successes (albeit sometimes 
spectacular ones) without ever having a realistic chance of changing the final 
outcome�17

Today, smaller navies may place their hopes for a solution to this problem in 
the development of cheaper-to-produce unmanned systems and their use in large 
numbers to perform reconnaissance tasks, including the identification of suitable 
targets for kinetic actions (e�g�, employing combat drones or loitering munitions, 
or in the future perhaps swarms of specialized killer drones)� However, such a 
solution requires an advanced command-and-control (C2) system, a network-
centric environment, and a maritime situational awareness system, all of which 
require substantial financial outlays and may require a navy to build a hybrid 
structure�18 Perhaps in the future such an approach—combined with operations 
in cyberspace and the use of special-operations forces—will diminish, to some 
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extent, the difference in capabilities between large and small navies� However, 
for now this remains only a hypothesis� In the meantime, the proven methods of 
operation practiced by large navies remain fairly effective�

It is worth noting that in most cases today small navies must be prepared to 
cooperate jointly with land and air forces in a multidomain operational environ-
ment, with all branches contributing to a common strategic plan, which further 
emphasizes the need for them to operate in a common network-centric environ-
ment� This is of particular importance to the planning process for developing the 
different branches of a country’s armed forces and their particular capabilities 
(e�g�, inverse synthetic-aperture radar [i�e�, ISAR]; command, control, communi-
cations, computers, and intelligence [i�e�, C4I]; and cyber), as well as their ability 
to participate in and contribute to joint and combined operations, with maritime 
problems receiving appropriate consideration�

What might be the result of a confrontation between a small navy and a 
stronger opponent? Two assumptions must apply� First, the superiority of the 
stronger navy does not mean that the weaker party can take no actions� The 
actions of the latter might involve “classic” or completely innovative methods 
(i�e�, either consistent with the accepted theories and principles of maritime 
warfare or undermining them)� Second, the result of any direct confrontation 
that takes the form of high-intensity conflict almost certainly would be nega-
tive for the weaker navy� Why would a small navy undertake such a struggle, 
given the disparity in capabilities? The objective it seeks might not be so much 
to “win” the conflict by engaging in a set battle at sea but to diminish the op-
ponent’s will to continue and to exert influence over the course of events� The 
weaker force will be able to shape events comprehensively only rarely, but it 
may raise the costs of confrontation substantially� This may force the state 
wielding the larger navy to rethink the total costs of the campaign in relation 
to the expected gains� This line of thinking is not unusual; a good example can 
be found in the field of antisubmarine warfare, in which the objective may be 
merely to dissuade a submarine from attacking at all rather than to destroy it, 
which is much more difficult�

What level of effectiveness can a weaker navy achieve against a stronger op-
ponent? The theoretical solution to this question involves adopting the concept 
of the critical point indicator. The “costs” of doing nothing can be high—for 
example, suffering incursions into one’s maritime zones� However, the costs of 
conducting maritime operations sufficient to prevent such offenses also may be 
high� How high does a given country want to set the levels it is willing to pay? The 
aim should be to build the highest risk barrier it can afford financially�19

If building the force necessary to establish such a barrier were deemed to be 
impossible for some reason, the state instead might create a capability sufficient 
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to achieve a limited degree of sea denial� However, achieving this objective likely 
will require creating forces that are sufficiently technologically advanced to sur-
vive a fight against the most-capable adversaries� Such weapons, systems, and 
capabilities are very expensive yet must be maintained at the necessary quantita-
tive level as well, as they would have to constitute a fundamental component of a 
sustainable navy of this type�

For small navies, membership in military alliances, or negotiation of and par-
ticipation in similar confidence-building and security measures, may prove to be 
more effective and to offer a better chance of success in opposing aggression by a 
stronger maritime state than the measures just discussed� The reality is that what 
may constitute a struggle for survival for a small navy and its country may qualify 
as merely a limited maritime conflict for a major maritime power�

Usefulness of Small Navies
The importance and impact of a small navy depend strongly on the diplomatic 
strategies of its state; the service’s overt military potential has less impact� Even 
its symbolic participation in the naval activities of a formal alliance (or just an 
ad hoc coalition) may bring disproportionate positive effects� These may be in 
relation to internal policy (e�g�, national pride), or the security policy of the state 
(e�g�, its impact within its region), or both� The relationship with a reliable ally or 
alliance secures the various interests of the weaker party (often its national inter-
est writ large) while gaining full legitimacy for its operations within a given body 
of water (especially high-sea areas)� Through its participation, the weaker party 
displays its overt influence on the actions of its allies, in comparison with the op-
ponent—exactly what is consistent with its interest� The participation of ships of 
a weaker country, even in small naval operations in peacetime (including their 
inclusion in standing forces), is a kind of public reminder and demonstration of 
their continued existence and serves as a representation of their state’s basic in-
terests� (However, in a situation in which the actions of such a navy only make a 
dispute between two more-powerful adversaries multilateral, with no discernible 
benefits accruing to the small navy, such steps are not advisable�)

The principle discussed above works both ways� The stronger party also ben-
efits from its alliance with the weaker one, as the latter can provide capabilities 
the former does not possess in sufficient quantity or quality (e�g�, littoral-combat 
capabilities)� The existence and activities of such a multilateral alliance also 
can be a way to demonstrate a lack of intent by any particular state to impose 
hegemony over a body of water� In addition, in some political and military situ-
ations, maritime diplomacy may be more effective when carried out by ships of 
smaller navies than by ships of large maritime powers; fulfilling this role is not 
reserved for the strongest� As one analyst has pointed out, “Medium-sized war-
ships are probably a perfect compromise in a diplomatic role� They have a deck 
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large enough for official functions, a range sufficient to reach an enemy country, 
weapons visible enough to make the appropriate impression, and are affordable 
for developing countries�”20

This type of maritime cooperation or collaboration is particularly desirable 
and fruitful in times of peace, when the primary mission of navies is to maintain 
legal order and peace at sea—a function related directly to compliance with the 
provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), 
which entered into force in 1994�21 Its provisions cover delimitation of sea bound-
aries, exploitation of marine resources, safety of navigation, protection of the 
marine environment, settlement of disputes, and the conduct of maritime sci-
entific research� UNCLOS has influenced significantly the development of small 
navies—for instance, by providing solutions to such existing problems as a two-
hundred-mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and recognition of archipelagic 
waters� However, the ensuing process of individual states attempting to delimit 
their shared sea boundaries has led to the rise of so-called disputed areas (e�g�, in 
the South China Sea and Aegean Sea), as well as to coastal states attempting to 
impose additional restrictions, such as over normal military activities conducted 
in their EEZs (e�g�, India, Maldives, Malaysia, and Brazil)�22 One of the essential 
provisions of the convention is the exercise of universal jurisdiction on the high 
seas by warships and ships in state service in accordance with article 110, para-
graph 1 (i�e�, the right of visit)�

Today, many of the world’s bodies of water are characterized by increased po-
litical and military tension (e�g�, the Indian Ocean, western Pacific, eastern Medi-
terranean, and Persian Gulf), yet maintaining peace there is vital to the function-
ing of global supply chains, and therefore to the effective functioning of national 
economies and the world economy� As awareness grows of the importance of the 
seas to the modern world, it is important to realize and remember that both large 
(including superpower) and smaller navies have unique capabilities to perform 
as global police forces—a function whose performance can be highly desirable, 
whether in local conflicts or larger crisis situations�23

The Future of Small Navies
Smaller navies face particular challenges in terms of formulation of policy, man-
agement of financial resources, and maintenance of operational capabilities, and 
all these affect their credibility� The increase in the cost of modern armament and 
equipment puts at risk the ability of such services to maintain the necessary tech-
nological level to cooperate with the navies of other countries� This may lead to a 
situation in which such a navy will not be able to contribute to the stability of its 
region or take part in international maritime operations, whether in peacetime or 
during armed conflicts of varying intensity�24 The basic problem of a smaller navy 
is how to attain and maintain a sufficient degree of interoperability with allied 
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navies to enable it to operate in multidimensional, multidomain, and network-
centric environments and to participate in joint and combined operations (see 
figure 1)�25

The traditional operational environments for navies after World War II con-
sisted of the surface of the seas, their depths, the seabed, and the airspace over 
the maritime area, and included the element of force projection from the sea 
onto land� With the introduction of missile weapons, this environment expanded 
significantly to include large areas of land and the airspace (now including outer 
space itself) above them; modern C2 systems cover cyberspace as well� Obtaining 
reliable maritime situational awareness and preserving capabilities for communi-
cation, navigation, rapid data exchange, and the employment of technologically 
advanced weapons require data acquisition that relies on the use of space, or at 

FIGURE 1
DIMENSIONS (DOMAINS) OF MODERN NAVAL OPERATIONS

Source: Author.
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least the availability of data from satellite systems� For small navies to be able to 
contribute, gaining access to such data is essential�

Building in the capability to operate in such a multidomain environment 
generates higher costs directly, and indirectly by increasing the necessary size 
(tonnage) of the ships involved� This change has been demonstrated since the 
last decade of the twentieth century by small and medium-size navies building 
ever-larger warships� While during the Cold War era small platforms (e�g�, mis-
sile boats) were the norm for small navies, at present there is a clear trend toward 
procuring larger and more-universal platforms (corvettes, or even frigates)�26 
Therefore, today the conceptual difference between large and small navies is 
more a matter of quantity than quality�

Regarding missions, power projection is a more difficult task for small na-
vies than defensive operations over their own maritime areas� The difficulties 
in executing both these tasks increase, potentially exponentially, as the area 
of operations increases in size and the counteraction intensifies� Nonetheless, 
experience shows that the effectiveness of a small navy does not have to relate 
directly to its size�

Technological progress has not made building and maintaining a capable navy 
less expensive� For example, small navies often construct only individual plat-
forms, or at most a small number of platforms in any series, which does not offer 
opportunities for savings� Moreover, to support their operations, navies require 
significant industrial and technological infrastructure—which to smaller navies 
may seem disproportionate to the combat capabilities they generate� In addition, 
in the absence of political and economic stability in a state, laying out develop-
ment plans for the navy can become extremely difficult, and reliable, long-term 
financing of such plans can become a fiction�

The above-mentioned conditions indicate that within the current general divi-
sion of navies into large, medium, and small categories, the last one may become 
subdivided into small navies with high capabilities and small, symbolic navies� 
The main criterion for this division, according to Jeremy Stöhs’s analysis, for 
small navies (and medium-size ones as well) will be their capabilities to conduct 
multidimensional, multidomain operations� For large and medium-size navies 
that already have such capabilities, the number of platforms with the ability to 
conduct high-intensity operations will be the main criterion (see figure 2)�27 
Stöhs’s research indicates that fifteen European navies, including those belonging 
to some NATO “frontline” countries, do not have the capability to fire missiles 
using vertical-launch systems, and the systems they do possess cannot be re-
garded as modern combat missile systems�28 Considering the recent development 
of hypersonic missile systems (e�g�, Russia’s Tsirkon and Kinzhal), it is essential 
for a navy to have the most-modern self-defense systems against sea-, air-, and 
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land-based ballistic missiles or to have allies that will provide such protection 
(e�g�, in the form of platforms with the Aegis system)�29

FACTORS DETERMINING THE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL NAVIES
It follows, then, that in classifying modern navies, the following factors should 
be considered:30

• size and structure

• geographic coverage

• functions and capabilities

• access to highly advanced technologies

• reputation

This leads to the next question: What factors should be taken into account in 
developing (mostly modernizing) small navies?

First, the purpose of having a navy must be established—that is, what is its 
prospective value in ensuring the maritime security of the country? This is in fact 
a difficult issue to confront for a country that never has had a strong awareness of 
the importance of the sea and therefore has not taken it into account previously 

FIGURE 2
HIERARCHY OF NAVAL CAPABILITIES

Source: Author, based on Stöhs, How High?, p. 25.
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in national policy� The naval service in question needs to know the purpose for 
which it exists, because without that answer it cannot develop its doctrine or 
concept of operations, or design its procurement policies, or motivate its person-
nel—or, above all, justify to its government the necessary expenditures�

A second element is cost-effectiveness (economy in spending), which requires 
effective resource management� The problem for many small navies is a lack of 
adequate institutions and an appropriate level of administrative efficiency to 
translate assigned functions and tasks properly into an appropriate combination 
of platforms, armament, and personnel� Also important in this area is transpar-
ency of expenditures (notwithstanding the necessity for confidentiality with 
regard to some programmatic details); the other side of this coin is due attention 
to anticorruption efforts�

A third important factor is flexibility in the selection, procurement, and ad-
aptation of new technologies, and the education and training requirements of 
personnel� Well-educated and -trained personnel guarantee that a navy will func-
tion better, if only because of their collective ability to analyze all issues naval and 
reject wrong ideas, regardless of the source of information and the supposedly 
“winning” argument�

Fourth, cooperation is a requirement for a country when there is a gap be-
tween its naval resources and the resources needed in the event of a crisis or 
armed conflict, which for obvious reasons (usually financial realities) it cannot 
bridge� In such cases, the response may be to join an alliance, cooperate with local 
partners, or become a stronger naval power� However, two phenomena should be 
noted� Membership in a strong maritime alliance may lead to a decrease in the 
government’s expectations of its own navy� A certain paradox is observable here� 
On the one hand, one of the main reasons for having a navy is to demonstrate 
maritime independence; on the other hand, when limited resources cause the 
government to seek cooperation, independence actually may be weakened�

In addition, to execute its missions the navy must cooperate effectively with 
its country’s coast guard, maritime police, and relevant civilian maritime agen-
cies; similarly, the navy’s effectiveness in carrying out its military missions may 
depend on good cooperation with the other branches of the national armed 
forces� While competition among the different branches of the armed forces does 
not necessarily have negative consequences, it can create institutional resistance, 
duplication of efforts, and delays in naval modernization; this is especially true 
of countries that face challenging security environments and whose land forces 
dominate� In this regard, it is worth repeating the point, mentioned earlier, that 
modern network-centricity is blurring the functional differences among the 
separate branches of the armed forces, making joint, combined, and common 
operations increasingly important for the efficiency of the navy�
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Fifth is administration (or management), which refers primarily to the 
implementation of long-term development concepts for the navy� Many govern-
ments carry on a strong and continuous effort to effect reductions in the scope 
of navy-modernization programs� An equally important factor is the existence 
(or lack thereof) of a “healthy” supply system� The importance of logistics in 
military operations continues to increase, and the ratio of “teeth” (capability) to 
“tail” (logistic support) continues to alter in favor of the latter� In contrast, navies 
have had a historical tendency to invest in the more “spectacular” aspects of the 
naval force (i�e�, platforms) at the expense of more-mundane aspects such as base 
infrastructure, command systems, ammunition stocks, and communication sys-
tems� This approach leads to draining the budget, leaving a low-capability navy 
good only for show� Efficient management of resources is key to maintaining the 
capability and effectiveness of small navies; they simply cannot afford the “fat” 
that larger navies can�

Sixth, offensive operations constitute the main mission contributing to a 
state’s active maritime policy; many navies will attempt to maintain the initiative 
in a dynamic, sometimes unpredictable, world� Of course, this approach is con-
ditioned by external events; maintaining it, however, also requires working out 
ahead of time clear views on and intentions for how the navy will be used in fu-
ture conflicts and crisis situations� The process of formulating a suitable doctrine 
and concept of operations requires time and some intellectual effort; there is no 
simple, unambiguous recipe for solving this problem� There also is no alternative 
to working out an appropriate method for testing current doctrine constantly by 
asking penetrating questions�

Seventh is addressing technological progress, which is a particular challenge 
for smaller navies, as their limited financial capacity allows them to invest only 
in certain areas� The experiences of various countries show that navies that push 
for new developments are not always successful (e�g�, America’s littoral combat 
ship, Denmark’s earlier Standard Flex program)�31 This phenomenon can be 
explained using the S technology-development curve (see figure 3)� The steep 
slope indicates a period of rapid development of a given technology; the flattened 
section indicates that a period of stabilization follows� Hence, significant invest-
ments in the early periods of development result in making or buying equipment 
that quickly becomes operationally obsolete� To officials responsible for smaller 
navies, it seems reasonable to wait some time before purchasing new technologies 
on a large scale—it is better to be just behind the leaders� Any strategy for invest-
ing in new platforms, sensors, and effectors should be devised in advance, and its 
derivation should include careful analysis of the S curve in relation to individual 
technologies� In the end, it must be borne in mind that both excessive enthusiasm 
for a new technology and excessive resistance to it can be harmful�
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Technological progress for small navies is related directly to the technological 
capabilities available to them and the sources thereof� As noted earlier, dependence 
on foreign technologies can lead to strategic vulnerability, if not weakness� In their 
efforts to avoid this, individual countries tend to provide for their requirements 
through their own production as much as possible, no matter how difficult accom-
plishing that may be in the realms of finance, design, and manufacturing�

A variety of measures can be used to assist in this, such as partnership agree-
ments to conduct joint research, carry out joint production, or assemble prod-
ucts in national shipyards� Smaller navies—especially those of European Union 
countries—seem to have reason for optimism regarding this issue, although such 
arrangements always are subject to political-military decision-making� Other 
solutions available—finances allowing—in building the state maritime policy and 
implementing it include establishing and maintaining close production links with 
domestic industries and constantly and directly employing scientists and engineers�

FIGURE 3
THE S CURVE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY

Source: Till, Seapower, p. 174.
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The problem, however, is that keeping pace with technological developments 
can be very expensive for small navies� The effort can lead to producing a “navy of 
samples” that cannot carry out its missions, owing to a lack of a coherent operat-
ing organization� Yet in the present period of rapid technological change, small 
navies may not be able to avoid such a situation; it is still better than allowing 
the creation of large generation-capability gaps and block obsolescence that over 
time become increasingly difficult and expensive to bridge�

THE DILEMMA: CHOOSING A STRUCTURE FOR A SMALL NAVY
For each navy, designing a viable structure is a fundamental problem� Settling 
on an answer requires decisions on priorities, primarily in the technology and 
procurement areas� Once these priorities are established, they should determine 
the types of platforms, weapons, and sensors on which a smaller navy should 
concentrate� In the real world, each of the possible priorities will have its own 
supporters (and probably lobbyists)� In contrast, the decision should result from 
a rigorous analysis of geographic location, possible threats, geopolitical ambi-
tions, and financial capabilities� It should be remembered that implementing 
any naval-modernization plan rarely takes less than ten years and that making 
expensive decisions is not an attractive prospect for the political classes of small 
and medium-size countries�

Options

Surface Ships. As a rule, the basic force type for smaller navies is surface ships�32 
As discussed earlier, since the end of the Cold War the trend has been toward 
larger ships (frigates, corvettes, or lighter-armed patrol vessels)� This reflects the 
growing demand for ships capable of staying longer at sea� Owing to their sea-
worthiness and endurance, such platforms offer greater versatility, combat ca-
pability, and quality of executed tasks� In addition, their large displacement and 
capacity reserve allow them to be modernized later in their service cycles (which 
can range from thirty to forty years) by replacing weapons and equipment� Note 
that this aspect also can apply to patrol vessels, which can be retrofitted with ad-
ditional and updated offensive weapon systems�

It is worth noting, however, that small, fast, strike vessels also may constitute a 
rational solution, given a specific operational environment (e�g�, coastal waters or 
other areas with favorable geographic characteristics) and concept for the use of 
force (e�g�, defense of narrow straits or canals, or blockade of such passages)� As 
an example, the Royal Swedish Navy takes this approach�33 Obligations to alliance 
partners, responsibility for regional maritime security, or expected contributions 
to multinational operations may make it necessary for navies to operate frigates 
as part of their maritime force, but the perceived “necessity” to possess such 
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platforms must be addressed in a naval-staff-driven, ruthless cost-benefit, and 
zero-sum assessment of modernization plans�

Submarines. Some smaller navies make submarines their main force type, oper-
ating them in combination with limited numbers of surface ships� Submarines 
provide deterrence and maritime defense and perform additional, complemen-
tary tasks (e�g�, intelligence collection)� They can reduce gaps in operational ca-
pabilities between large and smaller navies� Submarines make the navies that in-
corporate them more reliable and versatile in terms of their capabilities�

A navy without submarines may need to reorganize its forces to compensate 
for their lack thereof using other means, such as unmanned underwater vehicles 
(UUVs)� However, the ability to use submarines depends strongly on the geo-
graphic and physical conditions of the maritime environment; in many cases, their 
main task will not be to combat an enemy’s maritime trade but to collect reconnais-
sance data in semienclosed waters—another function that UUVs could undertake�

But until UUVs become a replacement, the mere presence of a submarine 
necessitates a highly disproportionate financial and technical response by an ad-
versary in the form of antisubmarine warfare (ASW) assets� A review of modern 
navies reveals that most small and medium-size fleets operate submarines with 
relatively small displacements and diesel-electric propulsion (sometimes with 
additional air-independent propulsion); examples include the German, Swedish, 
and soon the Norwegian naval services�34 To date, such navies have not armed 
their submarines with long-range (up to 2,000 km) cruise missiles, probably 
because of cost, but nothing prevents them from equipping them with antiship 
or antiaircraft missiles� In any case, none of these navies has any experience in 
using such weapons under combat conditions� It also should be remembered that 
operating submarines incurs high costs for specialized training, maintenance and 
logistics, and combat support�

Mines. Sea mines, even of older types, pose a serious threat in maritime areas 
having depths of twenty to sixty meters� The damage that mine explosions can 
cause is quite high in relation to the weapons’ production costs� Their continued 
viability as a weapon was shown clearly during the Gulf War (1990–91)� Cur-
rently, thirty-two countries produce mines, of which twenty-four export them, 
and about fifty navies hold them�35

On the other side, developing mine countermeasures (MCM) technologies is 
an expensive, technologically demanding, time-consuming, and therefore diffi-
cult undertaking�36 Specialized MCM (i�e�, mine-hunter) vessels can be effective, 
but they are expensive, which has led to the development of containerized mine-
hunting and -disposal systems that can be deployed on other platforms�37 In the 
future, unmanned systems may prove to be more cost-effective for small navies� 
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Yet the expense will remain of maintaining the necessary cadre of highly skilled 
personnel trained in MCM warfare� (It also should be noted that mine removal 
after the cessation of hostilities is always a long and serious operation�)

Logistic Support Ships. A separate issue for smaller naval forces is logistic support 
ships (LSSs)� Only forces that expect to conduct expeditionary operations incor-
porate them, yet practice shows that they provide small navies operating within 
a military alliance a way to make a valuable contribution by providing afloat sup-
port to the operational forces of allies�

In addition, LSSs are useful for transporting troops, vehicles, supplies, and 
equipment; as research-and-development platforms; and as training ships� (Cur-
rently, except for sail-training vessels, ships designed exclusively for training 
purposes are rare�)

Naval Aviation. Small navies tend to employ naval aviation for maritime patrol 
and surveillance, ASW, noncombat search and rescue (SAR), and combat SAR� It 
tends to manifest itself in the form of shipboard helicopters and unmanned air-
craft� Small navies cannot be expected to operate multirole fighter aircraft (i�e�, 
strike fighters); increasingly, it is the tactical aviation of (land based) air forces that 
is being used in operations in the airspace over closed and semienclosed seas�38

A key element of the development of small navies today is the need for the 
acquisition of military aircraft to be carried out jointly� In the decision-making 
process, considerable weight must be given to weapon systems (effectors) and 
sensors instead of overfocusing on platforms—that is, aircraft carriers� In the 
current maritime battle space, it is the weapon systems and sensors that should 
determine the natures and roles of the various platforms, with the combined 
operational capabilities being obtained by networking all the capabilities of the 
armed force� This larger perspective takes into account the multitude of tasks 
that today’s small navies must perform, alongside the possibility, under certain 
conditions, of coming up with unusual ways of performing those tasks (e�g�, 
using civilian vessels, such as offshore craft, as warships)� The development of 
dual-purpose technology and the containerization of task-specific modules (e�g�, 
reconnaissance, mine countermeasures, minelaying, ASW, shipboard drones) 
will facilitate such projects in the future�

Cost
The second fundamental factor in structuring the fleets of small navies is that 
planning must be driven by costed priorities� The problem of prioritization 
comes down to whether the commanders of such services can, or should, build 
and maintain a sustainable navy� Is it better to be a master in some fields, or 
mediocre in many? As a practical matter, a navy that limits itself to, then main-
tains, the capabilities it has the resources to support is better able to deal with 
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operational challenges, both expected and unexpected� However, developing a 
niche specialization involving particularly high standards in one area (e�g�, mine 
warfare) requires international cooperation to conduct operations at sea�

The best solution may be to set up task forces� The task-force structure gives 
smaller navies opportunities to maintain multiple capabilities, operate as part of 
a multinational force, conduct long-term operations, and exercise command� It 
also provides the governments involved a greater range of options for using their 
navies than otherwise would be possible�39

Morale
The third important factor to consider when structuring small navies is the 
morale of their personnel� This factor often derives from a combination of the 
other factors already discussed� Personnel are a navy’s most valuable asset, and 
it is extremely important to attract the right people to serve and to retain them, 
and to grow leaders� (Contrary to popular opinion, high unemployment does 
not facilitate this task, although competition from the private sector is a factor�)40 
A lack of any combination of certain factors—well-established maritime tradi-
tions, available posts, publicly issued promotion criteria, clear career prospects, 
and social security for families during servicemembers’ time at sea—hampers 
recruitment and retention of the right type of officers and sailors� Practice shows 
that people perform best when they are properly trained, their professional ac-
tivities contribute to effectiveness, they know their service is effective, and their 
performance is appreciated� For these conditions to apply to naval personnel, the 
service must know why it exists and it must operate—“steam”—to accomplish 
that purpose; otherwise the atmosphere becomes toxic�

As previously mentioned, one of the main problems of modern smaller navies 
is the constantly increasing costs of acquiring ships and armaments and of their 
subsequent use� However, at least in the case of European navies, there seems to 
be no clear reason why smaller navies should not combine their efforts to de-
velop both traditional nautical and naval skills and modern combat capabilities� 
Unfortunately, in reality this remains quite a problem� This is largely for political 
reasons; nothing is as potent a symbol of sovereignty or a reflection of a country 
as its navy� However, if government officials demonstrate the right strategic cul-
ture and credibility, programs of this type could create efficient operational forces 
for all concerned� Such a partnership among smaller countries would provide 
another way for their navies to overcome limited resources to enable effective 
actions in the international arena�

POSTMODERN NAVIES
Given the preceding analysis of small navies, how should they be evaluated on 
their capabilities, and what should their role be in ensuring the maritime security 
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of their states in the first half of the twenty-first century? Before addressing 
these questions, two preliminary remarks are needed� First, application of the 
traditional Mahanian concept of naval power and capabilities would place all 
small navies at the very bottom of any hierarchy� Second, by way of contrast, the 
Western, postmodern understanding of naval power considers all capabilities for 
ensuring maritime security, defined in a broad sense—going much beyond purely 
military considerations in the employment of naval power�

In the latter context, a binary division of navies into categories of large and 
small loses its utility as an indicator of naval power; it ceases to be an appropri-
ate criterion for assessing navies in the current century�41 In the postmodern 
context, naval power is a collective concept, mostly liberal, less state-centric, and 
oriented toward security management in the world’s oceans� This is because no 
countries except the world’s great powers are capable of ensuring their own se-
curity—considered in all its dimensions—independently� Such a situation neces-
sitates cooperation, of which one form is membership in an alliance� Yet we must 
acknowledge that in naval operations involving high-intensity armed conflict, or 
even expeditionary operations, the participation of smaller navies will not extend 
beyond the political and symbolic level, owing to their limited capabilities and 
resources�42 Ken Booth’s “classic triangle” reinforces this point; smaller navies’ 
capabilities are more suitable for performing policing functions than diplomatic 
and military ones�43 On their own, small navies may be capable of confronting an 
equal or weaker opponent; in any other situation, under current global geopoliti-
cal conditions, they are forced to combine with others to build a collective, post-
modern maritime power, most often on a regional basis, for which maintaining 
peace and the legal order is the fundamental mission until armed conflict begins�

This article’s review of the problems facing small navies in the first half of the 
twenty-first century has identified the two most important ones� The first is 
the difficulty of acquiring the requisite financial resources and managing them 
properly; the second is the need to transform these navies so they are capable of 
cooperating in the international environment as parts of multinational teams� 
Acceptable performance in the latter respect—participation in allied operations 
or ad hoc coalitions, if required—should be considered the most important factor 
affecting their continued existence�

The article has reviewed the factors affecting the development of small navies, 
giving particular attention to the problem of determining the force structure of 
such services� A promising direction affecting these areas is the development 
of autonomous systems (aerial, surface, and underwater), which can provide 
a valuable complement to existing capabilities, especially in littoral waters� 
In general, the development of new technologies—especially in the areas of 
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maritime situational awareness, naval armament (e�g�, missiles, torpedoes, mines, 
precision-guided weaponry), robotization, and unmanned vehicles—should feed 
the development of smaller navies’ capabilities� Some important included tech-
nological aspects of these advances are network-centric operating systems, the 
minimization and miniaturization of electronic systems and weapons, the use 
of similar technologies for unmanned surface and underwater vehicles, the use 
of dual-purpose (civilian/military) technologies, the use of renewable-energy-
source technologies, and the modeling of operations at sea using the principles 
of chaos theory�44

A final question is whether it is possible to come up with a general theory 
of the development of small navies, which at least might limit the “torment” 
wrought on small-navy planners by attempting to address these dilemmas� Sadly, 
the analysis herein seems to indicate it is impossible� The most that can be done 
here is to present the issues bearing on the theory of planning the development 
of small navies�45 Beyond that, the determination of which issues must and will be 
prioritized will depend primarily on geopolitical conditions, available resources, 
political will, and the wisdom of those political-military officials responsible for 
planning and decision-making�
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 Historians and strategists long have been aware of “one of history’s deadliest 
patterns”: Thucydides’s Trap�1 The Greek writer after whom the trap is named 

observed in his History of the Peloponnesian War: “It was the rise of Athens and the 
fear that this instilled in Sparta that made war inevitable.”2 In a recent work the Har-
vard academic Graham Allison used a historical survey of instances of established 
powers being challenged by rising powers, to ask whether China and the United 
States can avoid Thucydides’s Trap�3 Allison identifies sixteen instances (not includ-
ing Athens and Sparta) of rise versus rule� In twelve of them, the result was war�4

One of Allison’s case studies is examined in more detail by a Chinese military 
writer, Colonel Xu Qiyu�5 Xu shows how the rise of the newly unified Germany 
was mishandled by its leaders after the architect of unification, Chancellor Otto 
von Bismarck, left office in 1890� Germany’s growing industrial and financial 
strength was married to inept diplomacy that succeeded in so alarming the other 
European powers, including Britain, that Germany largely became isolated and 
encircled in the early years of the twentieth century� In the ensuing world war, 
Britain defeated Germany’s maritime challenge and the imperial regime was 

overthrown�
Xu is careful to avoid drawing an explicit par-

allel with his own country’s rise and its relation-
ship with today’s established great power, the 
United States� But Allison wrote the foreword to 
the English translation of Xu’s work and there is 
a reference to China in the dust-jacket abstract� 
Xu’s implicit message is therefore clear: China 
should not follow imperial Germany’s example 
and must avoid Thucydides’s Trap�
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Contests between rising and established powers are not always the whole story, 
however, as the Peloponnesian and Anglo-German examples both demonstrate� 
These were also disputes between continental and maritime powers� The late 
Colin Gray observed: “There is a historical pattern to the repeated success of 
great sea powers over great land powers that defies dismissal as mere chance�”6 
Sometimes there is a further dimension to a continental-versus-maritime con-
test: when a continental power challenges an established maritime power at 
sea—in other words, in the latter’s domain� This was, to some extent, the story of 
the Soviet Union’s unsuccessful challenge to the United States in the Cold War�7 
It was also the nature of Germany’s challenge to Britain in the years before 1914�8 
This, then, is Tirpitz’s Trap�

TIRPITZ BUILDS A FLEET
Alfred von Tirpitz, State Secretary of the Imperial Naval Office, was the architect 
of the Imperial German Navy and its challenge to the naval hegemon of his 
day, Great Britain� As a young man he joined the small Prussian navy just as 
Prussia’s prowess on land was bringing about German unification in three short 
wars against Denmark, then Austria, and finally, in 1870–71, France� Such naval 
strength as Prussia possessed was quite irrelevant to these victories and their 
momentous outcome: the creation of a unified German empire under Prussian 
leadership� At the time of Prussia’s defeat of France, Tirpitz was serving at sea, but 
his ship hurried home at the outbreak of war to avoid destruction at the hands of 
the much stronger French fleet�

Germany’s land frontiers gave the Prussian army direct access to its neighbors, 
allowing the Prussians easy victories on land� The strategic reality of Germany’s 
central, even commanding, position in Europe was unchanged forty-five years 
later and might, it could be argued, have been the key to victory once again� But 
by 1914 Germany was trying to be not only the greatest land power in Europe 
but also its second-greatest sea power� As a result, it faced a powerful coalition of 
maritime and continental powers rather than only isolated countries it could pick 
off in turn�

Admiral Tirpitz himself, similar to his contemporaries Admiral John Arbuth-
not “Jacky” Fisher in Britain and Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan in the United 
States, never achieved much of note as a seagoing commander� But, like Fisher, 
he possessed outstanding political and administrative skills and, like Mahan, 
was a sea-power theorist, albeit a greatly inferior one� Through a combination 
of hard work, astute positioning, and fortunate circumstances, Tirpitz rose to be 
appointed as State Secretary of the Imperial Naval Office—the political head of 
the Imperial German Navy—in 1897� The patronage of Kaiser Wilhelm II was 
instrumental in Tirpitz’s appointment and subsequent influence�9 Wilhelm was a 
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classic navalist, enthused by the impressive fleet reviews and other trappings of 
sea power of his British cousins but with little idea of the actual strategic utility of 
a large fleet� His growing navy was described by some as a “mechanical toy,” and 
to Winston Churchill (at the time First Lord of the Admiralty) it was a “luxury 
fleet,” divorced from Germany’s real security needs�10

Within months of his appointment, Tirpitz had maneuvered his imperial 
master and the German parliament (the Reichstag) into approving a huge naval-
expansion program that was aimed increasingly, explicitly, at Britain (to begin 
with, Russia and France were the assumed opponents)� In France, repeated naval 
defeats at the hands of the Royal Navy in the eighteenth century led to ideas of 
guerre de course (war on commerce)� The Jeune École (Young School) argued that 
directly challenging Britain’s dominant battle fleet with a weaker one was futile�11 
Instead, France should attack British commerce, while trying to negate British 
naval dominance by what today we would call asymmetric means: using new 
technologies such as mines and torpedoes�12

The kaiser himself initially favored a fleet of cruisers for a worldwide naval 
presence that might be used for commerce raiding, but Tirpitz persuaded him 
that a truly great maritime power should have a battle fleet� Tirpitz rejected the 
ideas of the Jeune École as embodying the strategy of a weaker power� In the 
crudely social Darwinist atmosphere of the time (survival of the fittest), Tirpitz 
wrote, “There are 4 world powers� Russia, England, America, and Germany� 
Because 2 of these world powers can be reached only by sea, state power at sea 
moves to the fore�”13 Allied to world power was Weltpolitik (world politics), some-
times expressed as a desire for Germany’s “place in the sun�”14 Only sea power 
could express Germany’s world-power status beyond the confines of Europe� Xu 
summarizes these ideas very well in a simple formula: “High Seas Fleet = overseas 
interests = being a global power�”15

This desire to be more than just Europe’s dominant land power presented 
Germany with an irreconcilable dilemma� Britain was the world’s dominant sea 
and colonial power� As an island nation it lacked land borders with its European 
neighbors, so it did not need to maintain a large army in Europe (its army in India 
was supported largely by India itself)� Britain therefore could devote most of its 
military spending to its navy�16 Germany, surrounded by significant land powers 
on the continent of Europe, could not do the same� German naval spending never 
exceeded 50 percent of that of Britain, and it achieved even that proportion only 
in the years 1908–12�17 The basis of German security always would rest on its 
army, and spending on the navy rarely exceeded 50 percent of the sum spent on 
the former�18 German influence in the wider world was the result of not its naval 
strength but its economic prowess and its commanding position at the heart of 
Europe, when Europe itself was the heart of world affairs�
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Germany’s geographic position added to these conflictual priorities� In land-
power terms, its internal lines of communication, especially its railways, were a 
strategic advantage� In sea-power terms, Germany’s limited and constrained ac-
cess to the high seas was a profound disadvantage, especially because it was the 
British Isles themselves that commanded Germany’s limited egress to the world’s 
oceans, much as they had Dutch access 250 years before�

Nonetheless, Tirpitz was determined to challenge Britain at sea in pursuit of 
Weltpolitik and Germany’s wider greatness� Half a century later, the Russian admi-
ral Sergey Gorshkov understood that to use a navy to pursue world politics, that 
navy had to go out into the world�19 Tirpitz took a different approach; Weltpolitik 
would be conducted from the North Sea� He had a “whiff of Mahan” but needed 
to adapt Mahan’s ideas to Germany’s dismal maritime geography and an oppo-
nent whose naval strength he could not match�20 The result was his infamous risk 
theory: “Germany must have a fleet of such strength that, even for the mightiest 
Naval Power [i�e�, Britain], a war with her would involve such risks as to jeopardise 
its own supremacy�”21 The idea that an inferior power can deter a stronger one is 
neither original nor necessarily mistaken� It is a variation of the “fleet in being” 
concept, which stresses how an inferior fleet can influence a stronger opponent, 
merely by virtue of its existence�22 The Nazi employment of the battleship Tirpitz 
during the Second World War was an example of just this approach�23

However, Tirpitz, drawing on both Prussian military tradition and his 
(selective) reading of Mahan, argued in favor of the offensive—a position at 
variance with the “fleet in being” requirements of the risk theory, unless it 
was merely the threat of the offensive that would make the risk effective�24 
This offensive would be conducted in the North Sea (within range of German 
naval bases)� “Though not for a second do I harbour any doubts that even 
in this case England will emerge victorious, however, a rather unpleasant 
complication would arise from the little war against Germany�”25 This was, 
of course, a strategy for defeat, which makes sense only if it was, in effect, a 
deterrent bluff� Tirpitz later expounded on his thinking behind this approach: 
“For Germany, England is at present the most dangerous opponent at sea� It 
is also the opponent against whom we most urgently need a certain measure 
of naval power as a political power factor� � � � The military situation against 
England requires as great a number of battleships as possible�”26 But there was 
no “military situation against England” until Tirpitz and the German govern-
ment created one�

Naval Arms Race: Phase 1
Germany’s naval arms race with Britain came in four phases—and Germany 
lost each of them� First, there was (by the standards of the day) a conventional 
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challenge in what later came to be known as predreadnoughts� What is sometimes 
called the “Tirpitz Plan” was initiated by navy laws in 1898 and 1900 that secured 
Reichstag support (and therefore funding) by conceding strict financial limits� 
The 1898 law aroused little alarm in Britain, but the 1900 law, which doubled the 
proposed fleet, started the first naval race� The projected fleet would comprise 
thirty-eight battleships and fourteen large cruisers, a force outnumbered only by 
the Royal Navy� But to maximize numbers within budgetary constraints, Tirpitz 
had to keep unit costs down� This meant assuming no significant technological 
innovations (which would increase costs) and building ships that generally were 
somewhat inferior to their British contemporaries because they were smaller and 
less heavily armed�

Had the dreadnought revolution not intervened, the planned fleet would have 
been achieved by about 1913� Assuming that British construction continued 
at an even pace, by the same date the Royal Navy would have possessed sixty 
to seventy battleships and a similar number of large cruisers� The Tirpitz Plan 
therefore was planning for quantitative and qualitative inferiority as a basis on 
which to challenge Britain in the North Sea� Although there is some evidence 
that Tirpitz ultimately was planning to match British numbers, for many years 
to come Germany was facing insurmountable odds�27 Tirpitz, however, thought 
he could finesse this problem, as he assumed that Britain’s worldwide interests 
would prevent it from concentrating all its naval strength in home waters, giving 
Germany the chance of local parity� He also intended to pick off elements of the 
British fleet under local conditions that favored Germany� These hopes relied on 
Britain not reacting to the German challenge and, if war came, acting as Tirpitz 
assumed the Royal Navy would� Instead, in 1902 previously isolationist Britain 
signed an alliance with Japan that secured its interests in the Far East� Two years 
later, the Entente Cordiale with France resolved a number of colonial disputes, 
led to much improved bilateral relations, and later allowed Britain to leave Medi-
terranean security largely to the French� Increasingly, a pivot to the North Sea 
occurred, in spite of Tirpitz’s expectations; Britain had to prioritize a threat so 
close to home over its more-distant interests�

Naval Arms Race: Phase 2
Then, in 1906, things got worse for Germany, as Britain took the initiative� In 
October 1905, Admiral Fisher (the Royal Navy’s First Sea Lord, or professional 
head) had laid down a new type of battleship, HMS Dreadnought� Faster, with 
turbine engines, and more heavily armed, with ten twelve-inch guns, it rendered 
all existing capital ships at least obsolescent, if not obsolete�28 The new ship was 
commissioned just fifteen months later, upsetting all Tirpitz’s planning assump-
tions and starting the second phase of the naval race� The Tirpitz Plan relied 
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on keeping unit costs down to maximize numbers, but the new, larger type of 
battleship was significantly more expensive—about 50 percent more, in fact�29 
Nonetheless, Tirpitz was forced to follow the British lead, as otherwise his new 
ships would be outdated even before they were commissioned�

It might be thought that by starting a new naval arms race from scratch, Fisher 
was squandering the existing British lead� In fact, the opposite happened� Once 
Germany stopped building predreadnoughts, the existing British advantage in 
these ships was frozen at forty-one to twenty-five (somewhat inferior) German 
vessels� Until both sides acquired a significant number of dreadnoughts, this Brit-
ish lead would continue to matter� Second, Fisher had stolen a march on Tirpitz, 
who had to play catch-up in the new type� By the time the first four German 
dreadnoughts entered service in 1910, the Royal Navy already had ten such ships� 
Indeed, during a two-year period (1908–10) when Anglo-German naval tensions 
were at their height, Germany commissioned not a single new capital ship, as it 
shifted design and production from the old type to the new�

Although German ships were superior in some particular respects, such as 
watertight integrity and stereoscopic range finders, British ships overall led their 
rivals in the key characteristics of speed and firepower� It was not until 1912, six 
years after construction of Dreadnought, that Germany commissioned its first 
turbine-driven battleship�30 By the time Germany moved from eleven-inch to 
twelve-inch guns, Britain had moved on to 13�5-inchers, which fired a heavier 
shell over greater ranges�31

Naval Arms Race: Phase 3
In 1912 Britain began the third phase of the naval arms race: the superdread-
noughts� The five Queen Elizabeth–class battleships ordered that year carried 
fifteen-inch guns that fired a shell twice the weight of any German gun then in 
service� They also introduced oil-fired boilers and were capable of speeds up to 
twenty-five knots� Tirpitz’s program for 1912 comprised just two twenty-one-
knot ships, armed with twelve-inch guns� By the time the Battle of Jutland was 
fought in May 1916, Britain had eight fifteen-inch-gun battleships; Germany had 
none� By the same date, the total weight of the British Grand Fleet’s broadside 
was 464,500 pounds to the German High Seas Fleet’s 176,500 pounds—a 2�5 : 1 
advantage�32

The year 1912 was significant for another reason� At a war council in Decem-
ber, Tirpitz had to admit to the army leadership and to Wilhelm that, despite 
all that had been spent on it, the navy still was not ready for war� He also was 
being criticized within his service for prioritizing new construction over train-
ing, readiness, infrastructure, and maintenance� Hitherto, the army had raised 
little objection, at least publicly, to ever-rising expenditure on the navy, but Ger-
many’s increasing isolation and growing international tensions (largely a result of 
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aggressive and inept German diplomacy) meant that the prospect of war seemed 
to be growing� Russia was fast recovering from defeat and revolution in 1905, and 
Germany’s efforts to drive the (by now three) Entente powers apart had had the 
opposite effect� Germany was spending roughly equal amounts to counter each 
of its three potential enemies�33 It faced the prospect, not merely of a two-front 
war on land against Russia in the east and France in the west, but of a three-front 
war that would include Britain at sea�

It was clear, even to Tirpitz in his more clearheaded moments, that Germany 
had not won, and could not win, the naval arms race with Britain� Tirpitz’s politi-
cal ally Chancellor Bernhard von Bülow had observed in 1908 that “we cannot 
weaken the army, for our destiny will be decided on land�”34 This was echoed in 
1911 by the Prussian war minister, who told Bülow’s successor, Theobald von 
Bethmann-Hollweg, “The fate of the Hohenzollern crown � � � rests upon either 
victory or defeat of the German army�”35 The year 1912, therefore, brought the 
peak of expenditure on the navy in relation to that on the army� The army bills 
of 1912 and 1913 saw a two-thirds increase in spending, while that on the navy 
remained almost constant—just as the superdreadnought race began�36 The fol-
lowing year, and after much hesitance, Tirpitz announced that a British proposal 
of a 16 : 10 ratio in capital ships was acceptable� It remained to be seen whether 
such a position of entrenched inferiority (remembering also that German ships 
generally were smaller, slower, and less heavily armed) was sufficient to meet the 
requirements of the risk theory�

When war broke out in August 1914, the High Seas Fleet could not overcome 
the combination of inferior strength and geographic disadvantage� Within days, 
it effectively was confined to its own harbors, the Baltic, and the southeast cor-
ner of the North Sea, while the Royal Navy blocked the exits from the North 
Sea off Dover and the north of Scotland� Britain’s essential strategic objectives at 
sea—the containment of the German fleet and the establishment of an economic 
blockade—were achieved within days of the outbreak of war� The one serious at-
tempt to break this confinement, at Jutland in May–June 1916, despite some Ger-
man tactical success, resulted in a confirmation of the status quo: “The German 
Fleet has assaulted its jailor, but is still in jail,” as an American journalist wrote at 
the time�37 The High Seas Fleet spent most of the war in its harbors, as irrelevant 
to Germany’s victory or defeat as it had been half a century before�

As early as the end of 1914 it was apparent to Germany’s leaders—including 
Tirpitz—that Britain’s maintenance of a distant blockade beyond the effective 
reach of the High Seas Fleet (never mind the effect of German numerical infe-
riority) meant there was little prospect of a successful offensive� Ambitions for 
Grosskrieg (big war) were replaced by plans for Kleinkrieg (small war)� Elements 
of the High Seas Fleet would attempt to engage elements of the British Grand 
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Fleet under favorable circumstances to whittle down their strength� But as Tirpitz 
himself observed, “[P]artial successes do not appear to be very probable in the 
future�”38 Inconclusive engagements such as the Battle of Dogger Bank in January 
1915 seemed to confirm this view�

Naval Arms Race: Phase 4
Germany, therefore, now embarked on the fourth phase of its naval race with 
Britain� Tirpitz became a belated convert to guerre de course, to be conducted 
not by cruisers but with submarines� But thanks to his earlier neglect of U-
boats (which he regarded as weapons of the weak) the German navy had a quite 
inadequate number to perform the task it now was assigned� A first attempt at 
unrestricted submarine warfare soon was abandoned in view of the international 
outcry that followed the sinking of the liners Lusitania in May 1915 and Arabic 
in August of the same year�

Unrestricted submarine operations resumed in January 1917 (by which time 
Tirpitz was out of office), in part in response to stalemate on land and in part 
because Jutland had confirmed stalemate at sea� Germany now had a much larger 
U-boat force that might prove decisive, with 120 boats immediately available� By 
April 1917, 167 Allied merchant ships were being sunk for every U-boat lost—a 
rate that was quite unsustainable for Britain� However, the belated introduction 
of the convoy system reduced the loss rate to manageable proportions, and this 
go-round, unrestricted submarine warfare played a role in bringing the United 
States into the war� German submarines therefore helped to add to Germany’s 
enemies just as German battleships had done a decade earlier�

But the success of German submarines did show what might have been possi-
ble had Tirpitz devoted more effort to them earlier� Not only did they sink twelve 
million tons of Allied shipping, but they also accounted for more Allied warships 
than did the much more expensive battle fleet: a total of ten battleships (primar-
ily predreadnoughts), thirteen cruisers, and twenty-one destroyers�39 Tirpitz was 
right that submarines were the weapon of the weak, but Germany was weak at 
sea—geography made it so� And submarines (plus mines) were the only means 
whereby a nearly landlocked, inferior naval power could attempt to blockade its 
more powerful and insular maritime opponent�

Whether an earlier German commitment to a submarine- and mine-based 
guerre de course strategy could have been decisive lies in the realm of counter-
factual speculation� Likewise, so does the possibility that if the resources and 
manpower devoted to the navy before 1914 had been used to boost the army 
instead, it might have provided the critical edge to secure an early victory in 1914� 
After the war, army officers claimed that the navy “ate up all the funds�”40 Both 
claims miss the point slightly� The High Seas Fleet was not meant to fight Britain 
but to threaten it� The risk theory, beyond providing a strategic justification for a 
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navalist project, was meant to secure leverage� It failed because it was instrumen-
tal in creating the very threat it was supposed to deter�

A MODIFIED TRAP
The Tirpitz Plan also was counterproductive to what its author perceived to be its 
aims� In 1910, Sir Eyre Crowe, a British diplomat specializing in German policy, 
wrote: “It is not merely or even principally the question of naval armaments 
which is the cause of the existing estrangement [between Britain and Germany]� 
The building of the German fleet is but one of the symptoms of the disease� It 
is the political ambitions of the German government and nation which are the 
source of the mischief�”41

We now know that Germany, contrary to appearances at the time, was not 
seeking continental, never mind global, hegemony� Actually, it was becoming 
more fearful as its enemies became stronger, more resolute, and more numerous� 
It was the mistake of German policy to give a more malign impression than was 
its intention, in part because while intentions cannot be measured, capabilities 
can be� And capabilities, in turn, can suggest intentions�

A recent article on Foreign Policy magazine’s website argues that the central 
tenet of Thucydides’s Trap is wrong�42 While acknowledging that the rise of new 
powers is destabilizing, the article’s authors, Hal Brands and Michael Beckley, be-
lieve that the trap occurs when a state’s rise falters—when its future ceases to look 
brighter than its past and its present� Until then, a rising power has everything to 
gain by biding its time� Their analysis reflects an old aphorism: that empires are 
at their most dangerous when in decline� It is when time runs out, Brands and 
Beckley argue, that a hitherto rising power may lash out, or at least act before 
its position in relation to its rivals starts to deteriorate� Yet this is, perhaps, not a 
disavowal of Thucydides’s Trap but rather a redefinition of it�

This idea seems to fit imperial Germany in 1914� Germany’s role in the out-
break of the First World War remains contested by historians, but it seems clear 
that a perception of a deteriorating diplomatic and strategic situation made 
German leaders somewhat fatalistic and ready to contemplate war�43 As the chief 
of the German General Staff, Helmuth von Moltke, put it in May 1914, “[T]he 
sooner the better�”44

Nor can we say that Tirpitz’s Trap was responsible for bringing about war, or 
even merely for ensuring that when war did come Britain would be among Germa-
ny’s enemies� The Tirpitz Plan was but part of Germany’s quest for world power and 
the aggressive diplomacy that went with it� Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg himself 
understood “the earlier errors: a Turkish [Balkan] policy against Russia, Morocco 
against France, fleet against England, all at the same time—challenge everybody, 
get in everyone’s way and actually, in the course of all of this, weaken nobody�”45
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By 1914 the most acute phase of the Anglo-German naval race was over, as 
Britain had shown conclusively its ability and willingness to outspend Germany, 
and the latter had begun to refocus resources on its army� Germany’s naval chal-
lenge to Britain had played a role in increasing tensions between the two nations 
and in pushing the latter toward accommodations with France and Russia, but 
the naval competition played no part in the actual descent to war in 1914� Tirpitz 
himself also was entirely correct to observe later that “if Germany’s armies had 
marched into Belgium and France, indeed if we had wrestled successfully with 
Russia and France, a Germany without a fleet would still have had England for 
an enemy� In keeping with her traditional policy, England would never have suf-
fered our superiority on the Continent, even if she had had no formal ententes 
with the other Powers�”46

That Tirpitz was seeking to absolve himself from responsibility for the calam-
ity that had befallen Germany (he was writing in 1919) does not invalidate this 
judgment� Tirpitz’s Trap—his continental-based maritime challenge to a mari-
time rival—was rather a matter of its opportunity cost� What might Germany 
have done better with the resources allocated to a futile and self-defeating naval 
challenge to Britain? It produced, perhaps, less a luxury fleet than a liability fleet� 
It was an example of “sub-optimal arming” that left Germany less secure in 1914 
with a battle fleet than it had been in 1900 without one (or only a small one)�47 
And if the Imperial German Navy was but part of the increasing militarization 
of international relations prior to the outbreak of war, it certainly contributed to 
the tensions that were unleashed in the summer of 1914�48

THE TRAP RETURNS
Tirpitz’s Trap appeared again in the second half of the twentieth century� The 
rise of the Soviet navy under its architect Admiral Sergey Gorshkov was part 
of the Soviet Union’s worldwide strategic rivalry with the United States and its 
allies� But it consumed so many national resources that the skeptical Nikita 
Khrushchev, First Secretary of the Communist Party between 1953 and 1964, 
described the navy’s ships as “metal eaters�”49 Gorshkov tried to answer the 
same question as Tirpitz: What is needed to become a great sea power?50 His 
answer did not repeat Tirpitz’s mistake in trying to match a stronger rival with a 
similar but smaller fleet� He did create that hardy perennial of naval strategy—
a balanced fleet—but the balance was very different from that of his maritime 
opponent, the U�S� Navy� Lacking carriers but with huge fleets of submarines 
and coastal combatants, it was tailored better to Russia’s geostrategic position 
and also contained a number of impressive cruisers and large destroyers able to 
go out into the world in pursuit of peacetime diplomatic influence—a Russian 
version of Weltpolitik�
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But Gorshkov’s greater strategic realism could not overcome two factors 
that Russia shared, and continues to share, with Germany: its constrained ac-
cess to the world ocean and its fundamental reliance on its army, not its navy, 
for security�51 In two senses, his challenge was even greater� Germany only had 
to build a single fleet; Russia needed and continues to need four widely sepa-
rated fleets (Northern, Baltic, Black Sea, and Pacific)� And Tirpitz’s opponent 
was but a short distance away, on the other side of the North Sea, while Gorsh-
kov’s rival was oceans away� In 1974, Clyde Smith wrote that “[t]he Soviets 
will continue to work under the strategic hardships of unfavorable geography 
which both fragments and encloses their naval power�”52 That remains true of 
Russia today�

Tirpitz’s naval rivalry with Britain was part of a wider strategic estrangement, 
and so it was with Gorshkov’s naval challenge to the United States� Neither navy 
could prevent national defeat and regime change, in the First World War or the 
Cold War, respectively� Both may have contributed to those defeats by intensify-
ing a strategic competition neither state could win and consuming resources that 
might have been spent better elsewhere� Both played a weak maritime hand and 
lost�

What, then, of the traps in the 2020s? Colonel Xu and Dr� Allison are not the only 
writers to worry about the German precedent� At the end of 2021, the Cambridge 
historian Robert Tombs wrote, 

[P]erhaps most dangerous [in international relations] is when a potential aggressor 
thinks that time is running out� Since 1870, Germany had been a rising force, eco-
nomically, culturally, and militarily, and so its rulers saw no reason to seek trouble�

But by the 1900s, the country’s rise had stalled, and Germany’s chances of becoming 
one of the leading world powers was slipping away� Its rivals seemed to be “encir-
cling” it, and preparing for war� The German army and its Austrian allies believed in 
1914 that they could still win, and quickly; but only for another couple of years� � � � 

� � � China until recently appeared to be in unstoppable ascent� But now its economy 
is stalling, its population ageing, and (like Germany before 1914) it has alarmed its 
rivals� Its rulers may be starting to feel “encircled,” as America, Japan, India, and now 
Britain start to react�53

Of course, parallels can be drawn too closely, and while history may resonate it 
does not repeat� Any war can be prevented if the right decisions are made by the 
protagonists� But “[t]he mood in Beijing is a strange mix of confidence, hubris 
and paranoia�”54 The same might have been said of Berlin in the period 1900–14� 
Thus, we (and the Chinese) have been warned; peak China may be a greater dan-
ger than rising China�
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That brings us to the rise of the Chinese navy, one that has been as rapid and 
impressive as that of the Imperial German Navy over a century ago� While the 
prospects of China matching the U�S� Navy within any sort of foreseeable time-
scale seem remote, that is unlikely to be Beijing’s intent anyway� The Chinese 
leadership probably believes, with reason, that America’s worldwide commit-
ments mean that—the pivot toward Asia notwithstanding—the United States 
never will concentrate its entire naval strength against the People’s Republic of 
China in the event of conflict or confrontation�

China (like India today and, before them, France) enjoys much less- 
constrained access to the world ocean than Germany or Russia� But all three 
states have extensive land frontiers to which they must pay attention� The People’s 
Republic no more can prioritize the sea than could imperial Germany or Soviet 
Russia� Tirpitz’s Trap serves as a warning of the consequences of challenging a 
maritime rival at sea, while retaining the commitments inherent in a continental 
state with strategically significant land borders and powerful neighbors�
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 As July 1914 slipped into August, Europe convulsed into war� The actions of 
statesmen, the mobilization plans of militaries, and the fervor of peoples 

merged onto a path that yielded years of destruction later known as the First World 
War� However, across the Atlantic the mood was quite different; there, interest 
kindled in a way that occurs only when watching a catastrophe develop from afar�

Few in the first tumultuous weeks of the war became more captivated than 
Alfred Thayer Mahan� For over a quarter of a century, he had commented on 
the international environment, with a particular emphasis on the naval and eco-
nomic elements of what he termed sea power� In the very year the war began, one 
article described Mahan as “America’s foremost naval strategist” and “the world’s 
greatest authority on sea power�”1 Needless to say, demand for his opinions about 
the war outpaced his capacity to supply them� Newspapers wanted his thoughts 
and magazines asked for articles� Overnight, he became inundated�

Then it all stopped� On 6 August, just two days after Britain declared war 
on Germany, President Woodrow Wilson issued the following instructions to 
both the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy: “I write to suggest that 
you request and advise all officers of the service, whether active or retired, to 

refrain from public comment of any kind upon 
the military or political situation on the other 
side of the water�” Worried about how the states 
of Europe would perceive America’s professed 
neutrality, Wilson asserted, “It seems to me highly 
unwise and improper that officers of the Navy and 
Army of the United States should make any public 
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utterances to which any color of political or military criticism can be given where 
other nations are involved�”2

When Mahan, a retired USN officer, learned of Wilson’s order, he begged for 
governmental leaders to reconsider: “I would represent that the status of a retired 
naval officer is by law so detached from employment by the Government, that his 
relation to the course of the Government, and the consequent responsibility of 
the Government for his published opinions, differs scarcely at all from the case of 
a private citizen�” Mahan asked whether Wilson even had the authority to restrict 
a retired officer such as himself from writing�3

Although he appealed for reconsideration, Mahan would not disobey the 
order� A life in the naval service had created too strong a loyalty for him to tres-
pass against a presidential directive� Mahan’s son later explained that his father 
stopped his current writing project almost midsentence: “He obeyed the order so 
far that he would not even set pen to paper to write�”4

Wilson’s directive stifled Mahan’s airing of his views on the war; however, 
articles he had written before the presidential order, plus a smattering of com-
ments in private letters over the next few months, supply important evidence of 
his opinions� Since Mahan died on 1 December 1914, his reflections on the war 
constituted his last words on the international environment and naval strategy� 
These final thoughts challenge several stereotypes often ascribed to Mahan’s 
broader theory relating to sea power while providing a more thorough explana-
tion of Mahan’s most mature theoretical arguments�

ON THE ORIGINS OF THE WAR
One day before Britain officially declared war, Mahan was interviewed regarding 
what he believed to be the origins of the war and the spark that had ignited it� 
His statements addressed power relationships among European states and un-
derlying motivations instead of focusing on the assassination of Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand� Mahan believed Austria-Hungary had expected that Serbia would 
refuse its ultimatum and concluded that Austria would issue such a demand only 
if Germany had consented; we now know this speculation to be correct, in the 
form of the infamous “blank check�” Mahan also theorized about the underlying 
factors behind the Austrian and German decisions for war� He linked Austria’s 
choice to unease about the Slavic peoples along its southern border, while he con-
nected the German support of Austria to concerns over the rising power of Rus-
sia� Turning to Britain, Mahan expected intervention� The date of the interview 
is important in this assessment� Twenty-four hours later, Germany’s violation of 
Belgian neutrality would cloud assessments of Britain’s decision, but on 3 August 
Mahan zeroed in on the balance of power and the effects on Britain’s position as 
a world power if its leaders did not intervene�5
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Mahan’s assessments become compelling when we consider that he developed 
his analysis in real time, across the Atlantic from where the war had ignited, and 
without access to government correspondence or the memoirs and diaries of 
participants� His conclusions are not far removed from arguments that continue 
to be made even a century later� More than anything, his assessments go far to 
demonstrate that Mahan, although in his mid-seventies at the time, retained an 
insightful and discerning mind� His assessments about the origins of the war add 
credit to the more-theoretical comments that he made during the same period 
about the employment of navies, the efficacy of technology, and the way in which 
the war would develop�

THE NORTH SEA THEATER OF OPERATIONS
During the first days of the war, Mahan speculated a great deal about navies� This 
should not be surprising, given the overall focus of his writings and his associa-
tion with the concept of sea power� Four years before the outbreak of war, one of 
his contemporaries even claimed, “We may regard him as the virtual inventor of 
the term� � � � He has made it impossible for anyone to treat of sea-power without 
frequent reference to his writings and conclusions�”6 His writings on sea power 
focused heavily on the role of navies in both peace and war and how geography 
influenced the environment in which naval forces operated�

Mahan identified the North Sea as “beyond any possible doubt the chief 
theatre of this great naval war�”7 At the outbreak of the war, that body of water 
contained the largest concentration of warships of any region of the world� A 
casual understanding of Mahan’s theory might lead us to expect a fixation on an 
imminent battle between the opposing fleets in that region, pitting the British 
Grand Fleet and the German High Seas Fleet against each other for control of the 
North Sea� Some evidence even points in this direction, for Mahan, at the outset 
of the war, speculated, “[W]e may expect any minute, apparently, to get word of 
a great engagement�”8

Those words came in an interview and probably represent more of a hope 
than a balanced assessment� A full reading of Mahan’s period writings points 
to a much deeper appreciation of naval strategy that looked beyond a great sea 
battle to focus on the strategic effects that naval power provided to states� He 
believed that the sea provided Germany a possible means of escape from its re-
source constraints� Overseas trade supplied its industries and fed its people� “It is 
a question of existence for her,” claimed Mahan� “The stagnation of her carrying 
trade on the seas must threaten her very life, and the neutral shipping, already 
taxed to its limits, cannot bear the additional burdens of supplying Germany�”9 
This statement aligned with many of his writings since publication of The Influ-
ence of Sea Power upon History in 1890� Mahan had argued consistently for the 
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determinative effects of commercial wealth and the resources it provided� He 
considered it a decisive factor in world history, and because of the importance of 
international commerce he believed that sea power would have significant influ-
ence on the outcome of any major European war�

Germany needed the resources of the globe, but these were forthcoming only 
if its navy could overcome Britain’s dominating geostrategic blocking position 
that stifled German overseas trade� The British Isles sat astride Germany’s two 
routes out of the North Sea to access the global maritime commons: one through 
the narrows of the English Channel, the other through the wider but more tem-
pestuous passage between Scotland and Norway�

Germany could break down Britain’s geographic advantage only by altering 
the naval balance between the Grand Fleet and the High Seas Fleet in the North 
Sea� Mahan saw no substantial difference between the opposing fleets with re-
gard to training, so numbers assumed added importance�10 An estimate of naval 
strength in the North Sea at the outbreak of the war gives the British Grand Fleet 
twenty-one dreadnoughts to thirteen German ones in the High Seas Fleet�11 Brit-
ain’s clear numerical advantage led Mahan to determine that he “should expect 
the British fleet to win�”12

It is noteworthy that Mahan never advocated that naval leaders allow their 
fleets to commit willful suicide� In his opinion, navies did not seek “the sterile 
glory of fighting battles merely to win them�”13 Mahan ascribed the previous 
quote to the early-nineteenth-century Swiss theorist of war Antoine-Henri de 
Jomini, who asserted that armed forces are employed for the purpose of advanc-
ing a state’s political objectives rather than engaging in senseless combat� Mahan 
repeated those words about “sterile glory” that he associated with Jomini in 
multiple publications to drive home the point that states used navies to obtain 
political objectives�

As Mahan saw the First World War begin to unfold, he concluded that the 
German fleet lacked the strength to obtain the political objectives that Ger-
man leaders desired� “Germany, therefore, might wish to postpone action till a 
happy blow, or happy chance, diminish the inequality�” In the meantime, Mahan 
thought the Germans would avoid dividing their fleet: “It will not risk division, 
with the chance that in seeking to unite[,] one part may be overwhelmed by the 
whole British force�” Even concentrated, the German fleet stood little chance 
against the entire Grand Fleet� Rather than accept deadlock, Mahan claimed, 
“it is natural to suppose that the time of waiting will be signalized by attempts 
to reduce this [superior British] margin by attacks of torpedo boats, of subma-
rines, and very probably of air-craft�” Although he advocated for the concentra-
tion of the main German fleet to include its battleships, that concentration did 
not extend to more-expendable light forces, including submarines� He thought 
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Germany should disperse these light forces on missions aimed at reducing Brit-
ain’s numerical advantage�14

The British too had to grapple with Jomini’s dictum about fighting for “sterile 
glory�” Mahan thought that the British would be careful about risking their fleet 
in torpedo-infested German coastal waters�15 On the open seas, Mahan saw more-
favorable possibilities; Britain could use superior numbers in rapid, concentrated 
actions� If, however, the Royal Navy did not have its expected numerical superi-
ority, Mahan thought the service should wait until its full force became available� 
Once the Royal Navy reached strength, he entreated the British to eliminate their 
German opponents as soon as feasible�16

Decisions on how to employ the British and German fleets in the North Sea 
rested with the naval leaders on both sides� Mahan had spent decades studying 
naval leadership and decision-making� This included writing biographies of lead-
ers such as Horatio Nelson and David G� Farragut� Mahan concluded that choices 
made by individuals shaped the strategic environment�17 Although he could play 
armchair admiral from afar, he knew that his assessments carried only so far: “In 
the balance of such considerations so much depends upon individual judgment, 
and upon particular circumstances, that it is impossible to speak positively as 
to probable action�”18 Some might consider this statement an attempt to dodge 
a clear assessment of what would occur in the war, but Mahan’s long studies had 
led him to appreciate the human element and the understanding that in war 
chance always existed� The longer the war continued, the greater the chance 
that something unexpected would result in the loss of a substantial portion of 
one fleet or the other� Given the operating environment, this was a more likely 
possibility for Britain, especially if the Germans remained averse to risking their 
main battle fleet�

TECHNOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY
Those who have studied Mahan and his theories sometimes have claimed that 
he looked “nostalgically” to the age of sail, and “when he did look at the present, 
it was often with the eyes of his eighteenth-century heroes�”19 These statements 
have led to an even more damning claim: that his thoughts on submarines and 
aircraft indicate that “there is hardly any evidence that, to the day of his death in 
1914, he anticipated in the slightest the revolutionary effects that these and other 
mechanical inventions would produce in the years just ahead�”20 These conclu-
sions misinterpret Mahan’s theory by 1914; they are instead most accurate with 
respect to his earlier writings�

The intervening sea change occurred quietly, and it largely seems to have 
been the result of Mahan’s studies of the Russo-Japanese War (1904–1905), 
which caused Mahan to reflect ever more profoundly on technology’s role in 
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naval warfare� This is particularly evident in several articles published in Collier’s 
Weekly, in which he reflected on the strategic effects of torpedoes and subma-
rines�21 Although he never believed that technological change had a dominating 
influence on his theories, Mahan rightly claimed, “I have not ventured so positive 
an adverse opinion as sometimes I see attributed to me�”22 Rather, he asserted in 
August 1914, “I was non-committal on submarines and aero-planes, not because 
I have not opinions, but because after all only the test of war, which is now on, 
can give any reliable bases for estimate�”23

To provide an accurate assessment, Mahan needed something akin to the First 
World War: a conflict involving navies possessing the latest technologies in which 
“the opponents are skilled, enterprising, and trained�”24 Until such an event, he 
could only hypothesize that the most important questions to be answered in a 
naval war dealt with the increased effectiveness that submarines and aircraft 
offered� Actually to assess the effects of these new technologies and understand 
their impact on his theory, Mahan needed to live long enough to observe the 
realm of the possible under the pressures of combat in real-world conditions�25

Given that he died only four months into the war, Mahan was granted only 
a very narrow window during which he could delineate his thoughts on new 
weapons technologies� Wilson’s order forced him to obscure his conclusions fur-
ther� Our knowledge of the results of Mahan’s analysis is limited to a few letters 
addressed to close friends� In these he reflected on the incomplete nature of the 
evidence, made even more obscure by the stealthy nature of submarines and their 
classified missions�

When the German submarine U-9 fatally torpedoed the British armored 
cruisers Cressy, Aboukir, and Hogue on 22 September 1914, Mahan claimed that it 
“did not greatly impress me from the military standpoint� I have always held that 
torpedo protection is a matter of scouting—watchfulness, and lapses there will 
occur� The result will show if I am greatly wrong�”26 In this case, Mahan was cor-
rect; poor British decision-making had contributed to these losses�27 More impor-
tant, Mahan’s response signals that he expected submarines to inflict significant 
losses, ones that would have been impossible in previous wars� Technological 
change had affected his calculus, but he did not consider the changes significant 
enough to alter the primacy of the main battle fleet�

UNDERSTANDING THE OUTCOME
Although Mahan developed an interpretation of events that focused on the navy, 
he understood better than most that navies are but one instrument of national 
power�28 As early as his publication of The Influence of Sea Power upon History in 
1890, Mahan focused on the interplay between naval and economic power� He 
later would go on to write extensively about land forces, including a book on the 
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Second Boer War (1899–1902)�29 Given the breadth of his writing, it is not sur-
prising that his theory about how the First World War would play out involved a 
complex interplay of land, naval, and economic instruments of power�

Only several days into the war, Mahan speculated on how German leaders 
were planning to achieve victory� Although he did not know the specifics of 
what some have labeled the Schlieffen Plan—under which the Germans sought 
to overcome Entente resistance by a quick, decisive victory against France before 
concentrating against Russia in a more protracted campaign—he came to a simi-
lar solution�30 Mahan accurately asserted, “Germany’s procedure is to overwhelm 
at once by concentrated preparation and impetuous momentum�”31 German 
leaders could obtain their objectives on land only if they could overcome their 
opponents swiftly�

The sea, however, posed a riddle for German leaders� Even if they won quickly 
on land, Mahan contended, “[i]t can scarcely be so decisive as to enable Germany 
to bear the wasting disorder of your [the British] blockade�” Even if the Germans 
defeated Russia and France, Mahan did not believe that German leaders would re-
alize the lofty objectives they sought, because Britain would remain in the offing to 
protract the conflict� To defeat Britain, Germany needed to challenge its command 
of the sea� This required the use of torpedo-armed warships such as the submarine 
to redress the naval balance� To a British friend, Mahan claimed, “Otherwise, they 
can hope nothing from an open battle, because your superiority is too great�”32

Mahan concluded that British sea power would triumph eventually in a 
protracted conflict with Germany� As he explained, “If the German rush proves 
indecisive or prolonged, the financial pressure thus in the power of Great Britain 
may determine the issue�”33 Navies by themselves do not win quickly; Mahan 
maintained, “The battles of naval warfare are few compared with those of land; it 
is the unremitting daily silent pressure of naval force, when it has attained control 
of the sea against an opponent,—the sustained blocking of communication,—
which has made sea power so decisive an element in the history of the world�”34

Industrialization, according to Mahan, made sea power even more decisive: 
“[W]e have only to consider a few of the items upon which highly organized 
nations depend for the well-being of their population: food, raw materials for 
manufacture, exports to pay for imports, the carriage of specie in moments of 
emergency�” Germany was particularly vulnerable to a British blockade that “will 
bring the pressure of sea power directly and continuously upon the daily life of 
Germany�”35

To make the blockade of Germany effective, Mahan did not think the Brit-
ish fleet needed to engage the German High Seas Fleet in a major battle� He 
explained to a British friend that as long as Britain’s Grand Fleet could maintain 
its dominating position in the North Sea, “[y]our fleet holds the balance�”36 To 
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sustain the silent, grinding pressure of the blockade, the British merely needed to 
be vigilant and patient� If they executed this properly, he concluded, “Sea Power 
I think will vindicate itself again, and exhaustion effect what possibly the Entente 
armies cannot�”37 This resulted from the fact that “numbers and money will even-
tually tell� � � � [I]n any case the British Fleet holds the decision in its hands, as in 
the days of Napoleon�”38

As noted, President Wilson’s order forced Mahan to restrict his musings about 
the war to private letters to friends� In these, he kept coming back to a similar over-
all argument� Germany’s greatest chance for victory entailed gaining a quick tri-
umph on land by employing its well-trained army� A failure by the kaiser to obtain 
a rapid victory there would allow the Entente to succeed through endurance, largely 
because sea power would allow Britain to harness the globe’s resources while Ger-
many found itself contained to a small geographic region of continental Europe�

This theme does not represent a sea change in his theory� The Influence of Sea 
Power upon the French Revolution and Empire, published in 1892, had applied a 
similar explanation to the Napoleonic Wars: “The question thus resolved itself � � �  
into a conflict of endurance,—which nation could live the longest in this deadly 
grapple�” He contrasted Napoléon’s successes on the battlefield with the persis-
tence of British sea power�39 In 1914, Mahan saw the same forces at work again� 
The value of sea power did not rest on the ability to fight naval battles or even 
the possession of a fleet; these were merely the means that allowed a combatant 
to control the sea and throttle commercial activity� In the end, sea powers such 
as Britain obtained their greatest leverage through command of the sea, with the 
ultimate object of wrecking economies and crippling finance�40

THE DEATH OF MAHAN
Mahan applied the many layers of his sea-power theory to the First World War, 
but he found himself “silenced at a moment when the particular pursuits of nearly 
thirty-five years � � � might be utilized for the public�” President Wilson’s order left 
him utterly devastated�41 Putting a good face on it, Mahan reflected, “Luckily, I 
had fired off my mouth all I needed before the order came out� It has done me 
out of dollars only, of which a good many were in sight; but it is all for the best, 
for the pressure to write all that was asked of me brought on a heart attack�”42 The 
war came in his seventy-third year, with his health failing� If he had been left to 
write, the desire to comment on events might have driven him to work himself to 
death, while the stress of being prevented from writing may have accelerated his 
deterioration anyway�43 As one family member recounted, “[T]here is no doubt 
� � � that his death was hastened by the worry caused through not being able to 
show our people, as this wretched war goes on, the necessity for preparedness, by 
illustrating the subject from the events of the day�”44 Thus, if he had been allowed 
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to write, it seems that Mahan would have been driven to his grave as equally as he 
was by the executive order that silenced his thoughts� Either way, events beyond 
his control likely contributed to his demise� Mahan died on 1 December 1914�

The First World War challenged Mahan’s theories, but he was prepared� For 
over a quarter of a century, he had laid a foundation by actively commenting on 
the international environment and amassing a trove of historical examples� As 
war broke out in Europe, Mahan grappled with incomplete evidence obtained 
primarily through newspapers� His assessments first turned to the international 
environment to set the political and geostrategic conditions on which his naval 
and sea-power theories rested� His understanding of naval strategy at the strate-
gic level proved almost impeccable� He even made significant deductions about 
the newest technologies and their effects� Although some would conclude that 
he overestimated the significance of sea power on the outcome of the First World 
War, his conclusions explain to a significant degree how the war developed in 
the years following his death� With the Germans unable to win on land, the war 
became protracted, and in this situation resources played an integral role in the 
eventual triumph of the Entente powers�
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REVIEW ESSAY

A NEW LENS ON HISTORICAL LESSONS

Geoffrey Till

Victory at Sea: Naval Power and the Transformation of the 
Global Order in World War II, by Paul Kennedy� New Haven, 
CT: Yale Univ� Press, 2022� 544 pages� $37�50�

The late Ian Marshall was an American marine artist of remarkable ability� Fifty-
three of his ghostly, atmospheric watercolors appear in this book as illustrations, 
mainly of the fighting Royal Navy of World War II� In a subdued mix of browns 
and grays, they convey impressions of the quiet, businesslike determination of 
the ships, little and big, against ethereal backgrounds of sea, coast, and harbors� 
Author Paul Kennedy originally intended to provide only the story behind each 
painting, describing the ship, its function, and the significance of its contribu-
tion to the outcome of World War II� His concise captions do exactly that, often 
implicitly underlining just how accurate and insightful Marshall’s pictures are, for 
all their impressionistic approach� Compare them with the standard black-and-
white photos of the time and you will realize quickly how much more than mere 
appearance the pictures reveal� They are truly extraordinary�

Quite often there are USN ships there too, operating alongside those of 
the British� Perhaps that helps to explain how 
the original concept of the book ballooned into 
something else, in which the pictures became 
not the main focus of the book but an impressive 
backdrop to the larger theme of how and why the 
U�S� Navy became the dominating navy of the 
time� The book shows the Royal Navy as a great 
and effective global force, but one constrained 
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by circumstances and forced to yield its supremacy to its closest ally� There is a 
poignancy to the story that the pictures somehow amplify�

Of course, the dual aim of doing justice to the pictures and setting their  
context and at the same time explaining the rise of the U�S� Navy is an ambitious 
one� It calls for chapters of year-by-year narrative interspersed with chapters of 
reflective analysis� Inevitably there are slips and solecisms� Other reviewers have 
pointed out that one does not refer to HMSs Prince of Wales and Repulse; instead, 
one says HM Ships Prince of Wales and Repulse. And aircraft carriers definitely are 
not “boats�” Some errors of fact got through as well� The gallant pilots and naviga-
tors of the Royal Navy’s Fleet Air Arm in the Norway campaign must be rolling 
over in their graves at the news that instead of them it was the Royal Air Force that 
sank the German light cruiser Königsberg in 1940. Since this was the first warship 
ever to be sunk by airpower, it must be especially galling for such a significant 
achievement to be handed over gratuitously to what RN personnel often regarded 
as the “Royal Advertising Force”! As the name suggests, the Skua was a naval car-
rier plane� There are some presentational problems too; the double-page spreads 
of Marshall’s admirable pictures do not always work—sometimes key bits of the 
pictures are buried deep in the center binding� But overall, these points are not 
important and easily can be corrected in subsequent editions� In fact, it is quite 
comforting for the rest of us to be reminded that such superstars in the academic 
firmament as Paul Kennedy are—after all—human�

By contrast, the important thing is how very well the book charts and explains 
its main theme: the basic reason for the staggering rise of the U�S� Navy over the 
course of World War II� We get into this topic through Kennedy’s discussion of 
the strategic options confronting President Franklin D� Roosevelt in the Pacific 
campaign� Here you had the great American warlords—General Douglas MacAr-
thur on the one hand and Admirals Ernest J� King and Chester W� Nimitz on the 
other—advocating for competing strategies for the final advance on Japan� Mac-
Arthur wanted his promised return to the Philippines, and thus he pushed for an 
amphibious campaign of hopping along what is now the Indonesian archipelago 
and from there swinging north toward Japan� Conversely, the USN admirals were 
dismissive of such a roundabout route; they merely wanted to barrel their way 
across the central Pacific, storming ashore against the islands needed as air bases 
for a softening of Japan before a final invasion, probably from Okinawa� For any 
other country, this choice between the plans of two such weighty interests in the 
political scene would have been—politically as well as strategically—very dif-
ficult for any president to make� But it was not so for the United States� Instead, 
because of his country’s sheer industrial power, Roosevelt was able to agree to 
conducting both campaigns simultaneously� Nothing could illustrate America’s 
industrial dominance of the scene better�
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Three of the book’s many tables and graphs make the basic point� One of these, 
on page 229, shows just how extraordinary the rise in the U�S� Navy’s overall 
tonnage actually was� America’s navy soars from being third in the hierarchy in 
1939, below those of Britain and Japan, to opening up a lead of no less than eight 
million tons over its British ally� The Royal Navy does quite well too, rising by a 
million tons, but is eclipsed totally by the American achievement� By contrast, 
from as early as 1942 the Japanese are in terminal decline—just as Yamamoto 
had feared�

A second especially significant graph is on page 319� It shows the American 
war effort as a percentage of gross national product shooting up from 1�2 per-
cent in 1938 to 41�6 percent in 1943—just five years later� The message is rein-
forced by a third graph on page 98, which shows that Japanese and American 
defense spending was about the same in 1938, despite the fact that Japan’s effort 
represented over 28 percent of its national income spent on defense� Since that 
national income was just $4 billion—compared with America’s $68 billion—the 
apparent tactical insanity of Japan’s grand strategy seems clear� In addition, this 
surely helps to explain how surprising Japan’s attacks on the United States and 
the British Empire were for its victims� Unifying fury at Japan’s raid on Pearl 
Harbor—plus good leadership—meant that America’s industrial strength soon 
could be mobilized fully for war through a sustainable combination of direct and 
indirect taxation, along with the country’s richness in raw materials, industrial 
efficiency, high-technology base, capital resources, and large and easily trainable 
population�

But Kennedy does not fall into the trap of economic determinism� A country’s 
strength is not measured simply by such financial and commercial indicators 
as these; economic factors alone did not make victory necessarily inevitable� 
Instead, it is a question of how the balance for one country between its resources 
and its commitments compares with that of its adversary, and of how effectively 
a country conducts itself� These caveats come out loud and clear in Kennedy’s 
discussion of what arguably was the most complex and important of all the battles 
and campaigns of the war: the so-called Battle of the Atlantic� That battle was not 
won simply because the Americans could build ships faster than the Germans 
could sink them; even though this impressive capacity certainly helped, it was far 
from being the only thing that mattered� The nonmaterial dimensions of war are 
important too, as Kennedy constantly shows and discusses�

A final point emerges implicitly in Kennedy’s brief discussion of the value of 
reflecting on the implications of naval history and on the rise and fall of great 
powers at sea� For a variety of reasons, the experience of the Pacific War—and 
especially the central drive advocated by King and Nimitz—tends to have a spe-
cial significance when USN scholars reflect on the lessons of the past� It certainly 
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was the most impressive, momentous, and successful of the maritime campaigns 
the U�S� Navy ever has fought� But there is an obvious danger in unconsciously 
taking that apparently preordained victory as a guide to the future� Tomorrow’s 
adversaries may not suffer the fatal industrial and strategic shortcomings of the 
World War II Japanese force; moreover, despite them, Japan’s operational and 
tactical resistance was ferocious and imposed terrible costs in blood and treasure 
on the victors� What Kennedy’s book shows first is that however momentous such 
campaigns were, they were but part of a much wider strategy that collectively 
determined the outcome� Second, the book reminds us that understanding the 
lessons of history demands that we note the differences as well as the similarities 
between then and now�

In sum, there is much food for thought in this admirably rounded account of 
the rise of American naval power during World War II� It is written nicely, in an 
easy conversational style that flows along, taking the reader with it� The illustra-
tions are splendid, and we float past the occasional blemish� The book’s subtitle is 
Naval Power and the Transformation of the Global Order in World War II, and as 
both an analysis of victory at sea in World War II and an account of the rise and 
fall of great naval powers, the book deserves an honored place on the bookshelves 
of anyone interested in such great maritime matters—as we all should be�
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BOOK REVIEWS

LEADERSHIP: THE CRITICAL STRUGGLE

The Good Kill: Just War and Moral Injury, by Marc LiVecche� New York: Oxford Univ� Press, 2021� 
235 pages� $74�

Marc LiVecche serves as the McDonald 
Distinguished Scholar of Ethics, War, 
and Public Life at Providence, the 
journal of the Institute on Religion and 
Democracy and a nonresident research 
fellow in the College of Leadership and 
Ethics at the Naval War College� In his 
2021 book The Good Kill: Just War and 
Moral Injury, LiVecche clarifies what 
it means to use lethal force within the 
just-war framework and suggests that 
when warfighters grasp and appropriate 
this understanding it can help avoid 
unwarranted guilt and moral injury� 
“I want to help warfighters and those 
who care for them to reevaluate false 
beliefs about what it means to kill in war, 
to interrogate deeply held principles, 
and, where necessary, to adapt them, 
reinterpret them, and thereby to grow 
in wisdom, emotional and spiritual 
health, and resilience” (p� 6)�

The author first critiques the oft-held 
and, from his perspective, falsely 
paradoxical societal belief, fostered 
notably by the late American public 
theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, that “kill-
ing is wrong, but in war it is necessary” 
(p� 39)� LiVecche writes, “Niebuhr’s 

insistence that it is not possible to act in 
history without becoming tainted with 
guilt is partly owed to his belief that 
war, because it violates the law of love, 
is evil” (p� 66)� To counter the possible 
morally injurious effects of believing this 
paradox, the just-war tradition provides 
the justification that lethal force used 
for a just cause not only is allowed but 
is obligatory to thwart injustice and evil, 
and this use is an expression of love and 
justice� “In the classic understanding, 
the just warrior’s impetus for the use of 
force is imitative of a God who ordained 
the sword to maintain the goods of 
order, peace, and justice and to restrain 
the chaos and evil that make a hash of 
life where those goods are absent” (p� 
106)� Killing should cause the warfighter 
regret and sorrow for having to be in 
combat, but this does not equal guilt� 
“[E]ven when warfighters aim to kill, 
they ought to have some measure of 
regret, wishing that circumstances need 
not have led to the present circum-
stances� This regret is not guilt, nor 
ought it to shake their resolve” (p� 145)� 
LiVecche refers to this posture as that of 
“the mournful warrior,” who very well 
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might experience moral bruising from 
killing but need not experience moral 
injury. He relates this understanding to a 
surgeon who must perform a lifesaving 
limb amputation: “a hard thing has to 
be done to prevent the advent of an 
even harder thing” (p� 165)� In this case, 
the doctor is not performing a lesser of 
two evils (i�e�, the Niebuhrian paradox) 
but rather the greatest possible good�

The author concludes by prescribing 
a proactive and holistic moral and 
spiritual preparation, to include teaching 
the tenets of just war, for our nation’s 
daughters and sons before they join the 
profession of arms (e�g�, in religious 
faith groups and theological educa-
tional institutions), before they deploy 
to combat zones (e�g�, ethical, moral, 
and spiritual fitness training within boot 
camps, officer-accession points, and 
unit predeployment training), and after 
they return from war (e�g�, communal 
commitments to moral formation and 
servicemember and veteran care)�

For those who subscribe to the just-
war framework, especially within the 
Western, Augustinian, and Thomistic 
theological tradition, LiVecche’s work 
provides a helpful explanation of the 
limitations of a purely clinical model of 
moral injury, why and how it is just and 
charitable for those in the profession of 
arms to use lethal force in pursuit of a 
just cause, and how the just-war tradition 
might serve as a potential prophylactic 
against the debilitating effects of moral 
injury—what the author calls “damage 
prevention” (p� 198)� For those who do 
not hold to a classic just-war position or 
who view moral injury through a pre-
dominantly medicalized lens, LiVecche’s 
thesis and recommended action steps 
likely will not resonate� However, given 
that the just-war tradition also traces its 

roots to Roman jurists and philosophers 
such as Cicero, finds expression in 
contemporary secular thinkers such 
as Michael Walzer, and undergirds 
much of our modern-day international 
laws of war, LiVecche’s contribution 
remains beneficial in evaluating the 
impact of the Niebuhrian paradox on 
the moral foundation of those we send 
into harm’s way� Therefore, The Good 
Kill will benefit anyone concerned 
about the current moral-injury crisis, 
especially those responsible for training 
and caring for those who will fight 
and win our nation’s future wars�

JONATHAN ALEXANDER

Sub Culture: The Many Lives of the Submarine, by 
John Medhurst� London: Reaktion Books, 2022� 
250 pages� $22�50�

In his latest book, British author John 
Medhurst offers a comprehensive look 
at submarine culture from multiple 
perspectives� He examines life as viewed 
from the perspective of submariners: 
those who have served on submarines, 
beginning with experimental submers-
ibles, propelled through the water by hu-
mans, up to the present day of modern 
diesel (i�e�, conventional) and nuclear 
submarines� Yet Medhurst also views the 
subject from the military perspective: 
that of the military staffs that employ 
submarines as a stealth weapon (fast-
attack submarines, designated SSNs) and 
as a doomsday weapon (ballistic-missile 
submarines, designated SSBNs)�

But Medhurst does not stop there� 
He also examines submarines from 
a political perspective: how nations 
display their statuses in the world via the 
numbers and types of the submarines 
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(e�g�, conventional, nuclear, and ballistic-
missile) in their national inventories� 
Unlike nuclear weapons, which coun-
tries claim either to have or not to have, 
the submarines in a nation’s inventory 
provide a more visible and measurable 
indicator of its political power�

This scope covers what I, a retired 
submariner who commanded an SSN 
in the 1990s, was hoping to get out of 
the book� I read it partly out of curiosity 
to see how accurate it was, and I was 
not disappointed� But Medhurst goes 
further than I had anticipated� His 
comprehensive review of submarine 
culture includes examining submarines 
in literature and film, from Jules Verne’s 
iconic Twenty Thousand Leagues under 
the Sea (1870) to modern-day stories 
such as The Hunt for Red October 
(1984), Crimson Tide (1995), and 
Hunter Killer (2018)� Although much of 
popular literature finds its way into film, 
Medhurst’s review also includes many 
fictional and nonfictional written works 
that have not been adapted (including 
many of which I was unaware)�

It is in this portion of the book that 
Medhurst really shines as he adeptly 
contrasts the differences between real 
life on a submarine and the versions 
portrayed in literature and film� He also 
sets the political backdrop that shaped 
certain films, such as the casting of a So-
viet Typhoon-class SSBN as Red October 
and a modern U�S� SSN as USS Dallas 
(pp� 78–81)� Medhurst connects the sub-
marine duel played out in the film made 
from Clancy’s book to the real-world 
Cold War politics played out between 
the United States and the Soviet Union�

Readers already familiar with submarine 
history will recognize the comprehen-
siveness of Medhurst’s work, which 
covers landmark events that include 

John Holland’s first-ever submersible 
built for the U�S� Navy; the launching 
of the first U�S� nuclear-powered 
submarine, USS Nautilus (SSN 571); 
the first ballistic-missile submarine, 
USS George Washington (SSBN 598); 
and the disaster that struck the Rus-
sian submarine Kursk� If something 
significant to submarines happened 
in the real world, it is in this book�

If perfecting the submarine changed the 
character of war at sea, then marrying 
the submarine with intercontinental 
ballistic missiles (ICBMs) changed 
the character of war writ large� SSBNs 
represent a nation’s ultimate “big stick�” 
Their very existence nullifies in advance 
any first strike that aggressor nations 
might consider� To deliver nuclear 
weapons, nations can employ three 
different means: aircraft, land-based 
missiles, and submarines� The combined 
delivery system often is referred to as 
the nuclear triad� By developing George 
Washington, the United States became 
the first nation to establish such a 
nuclear triad� Their ability to launch 
multiple ICBMs while still submerged 
makes SSBNs the undetectable leg of 
that nuclear triad� The significance of 
the SSBN cannot be overemphasized, 
and Medhurst captures this reality in 
his book� In 1960, when USS George 
Washington successfully completed the 
first-ever submerged launch of a Polaris 
ICBM, its commanding officer sent a 
radio message to President Dwight D� 
Eisenhower that stated, “Polaris—from 
out of the deep to target� Perfect” (p� 
69)� I found Medhurst’s portrayal of the 
SSBN as a doomsday weapon fascinat-
ing� While serving on two different 
SSBNs, I never dwelled on what would 
happen if we ever had to launch our 
ICBMs—but it is a nightmare scenario�
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In his final chapter, “The Submarine 
and Sex,” Medhurst documents the 
painstakingly slow process of including 
women in submarines, especially in the 
United States� Women first appeared in 
submarines only in fiction, as in Verne’s 
Nautilus; it would take decades before 
the practice became reality� Again, 
Medhurst provides a comprehensive 
review of women on submarines in 
literature, film, and the real world�

For those who prefer audiobooks, 
beware that Medhurst’s treatment 
often flows freely among real-world 
events such as the 1919 Treaty of 
Versailles limiting the number of 
submarines a nation could build and the 
fictional world of literature and film� 
In the printed versions of the book, the 
shift back and forth between fiction and 
reality is made quite clear, but in the 
audio version, to which one might be 
listening while partly occupied other-
wise, it is a bit easier to get confused 
about what is real and what is not�

In sum, anyone with even the mildest 
interest in submarines will find Med-
hurst’s Sub Culture a worthwhile read�

GEORGE “BUD” BAKER

Admirals under Fire: The US Navy and the Viet-
nam War, by Edward J� Marolda� Lubbock: Texas 
Tech Univ� Press, 2021� 496 pages� $49�95�

Military historian Ed Marolda’s already-
distinguished, ongoing review of the 
Navy in the Vietnam era continues 
with his newest work, Admirals under 
Fire: The US Navy and the Vietnam 
War. The author tells the story of five 
four-star admirals—Admirals Harry D� 
Felt, Ulysses S� Grant Sharp, Thomas 
H� Moorer, Elmo R� Zumwalt Jr�, and 

James L� Holloway III—who were key 
leaders in bringing the Navy through 
the Vietnam War period and into the 
post-Vietnam era� Marolda pulls no 
punches in presenting an objective, well-
researched and -referenced work that 
presents the information directly and 
succinctly and in an organized way� Such 
a treatment has been lacking in previ-
ous examinations of the Navy’s senior 
leadership and its role in Vietnam�

Through a series of thirteen chapters, 
the author addresses the respective 
background, personality, and magnitude 
of responsibilities of each admiral, as 
well as the geopolitical environment 
with which he dealt—or avoided 
doing so� This book is essential read-
ing for the veteran historian, in that 
Marolda did personal interviews with 
or gained access to the files of each 
of his main subjects, some of which 
had not been available previously�

The strength of Marolda’s work is that he 
lays out an objective for his work, then 
stays with it� His introduction refers to the 
assertions of flawed leadership found in  
H� R� McMaster’s Dereliction of Duty 
(1997) and Jeffrey Record’s The Wrong 
War (1998), then declares that his book 
intends “to address the accuracy of 
those assertions and assess the success 
or failure of the leadership exercised 
by” the five admirals (p� xx)�

The author examines the admirals (all 
were Naval Academy graduates and 
were proven warriors) without playing 
favorites and lets the reader decide 
what was the most important aspect of 
their respective times in office� Admiral 
Felt, Commander in Chief, U�S� Pacific 
Command (CINCPAC), 1958–64, saw 
the communist threat in the Cold War 
context but was not a proponent of im-
mediate extensive military involvement 
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in Vietnam� He proposed a “graduated 
escalation,” which indeed happened after 
he left command� However, Secretary 
of Defense Robert S� McNamara and 
others in the political realm marginal-
ized the admiral, his influence reduced 
by their distrust of the military�

Admiral Sharp, CINCPAC, 1964–68, 
took over from Felt� The Gulf of Tonkin 
incident happened under his watch 
and provided the reason to commit the 
nation to war� The McNamara docu-
mentary film The Fog of War (2003) is 
well worth viewing to hear the recording 
of Admiral Sharp saying “I think” in 
response to whether he was sure of the 
second attack on the Navy ships by the 
North Vietnamese in 1964� Under his 
watch, the massive buildup of American 
forces in Vietnam occurred, reflecting 
America’s belief in its ability to win a 
conflict against any lesser foe� Sharp pro-
posed using naval gunfire against targets 
in North Vietnam rather than sending 
planes into hotly defended areas, given 
the predictable subsequent casualties, 
but with a few exceptions McNamara 
ignored him� Thus, this admiral too 
suffered the resistance to his advice and 
lack of respect from the nation’s civilian 
leadership that Felt had sustained�

Admiral Moorer, eighteenth Chief of 
Naval Operations (CNO), 1967–1970, 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), 
1970–74, inherited a Navy that was 
dealing not only with war but with civil 
unrest and racial and drug problems, 
and he served under a new set of civilian 
leaders� His ability to deal with those 
problems and leaders would propel 
him to becoming the first Navy CJCS�

Admiral Zumwalt, the nineteenth CNO, 
1970–74, the youngest ever appointed 
(at forty-nine years of age), became 
CNO from being the Navy’s top admiral 

in Vietnam� He was a self-promoter 
who would run afoul of the president 
and other civilian leaders� A visionary 
innovator, Zumwalt tackled the myriad 
of problems facing the Navy and made 
tremendous progress—outside the 
conventional ways of command�

Admiral Holloway, the twentieth CNO, 
1974–78, received favorable comments 
on his leadership in battle but also was 
someone with the political savvy to 
bring the Navy forward from Vietnam 
into the larger Cold War confrontation� 
After he left the service, he received 
credit for his efforts to moderate 
many of his predecessor’s overzealous 
mandates and bring stability to the Navy�

In discussing the strengths and weak-
nesses of these admirals, the author 
relates how they interacted with military 
leadership, but most critically how they 
as commanders interacted with the 
country’s political leadership� Many 
decades later, the energy expended and 
the frustration experienced in those 
dealings—in a failed effort—leave 
the reader wondering how such 
dedicated, intelligent leaders could not 
bring about the “win” they sought�

From the moment I started reading this 
book I was captivated by the research 
and detail� Marolda provides new 
perspectives on the Navy’s leadership 
in a period that is key to understanding 
today’s Navy� He incorporates subplots 
of history, delivers straight common 
sense, and offers political lessons at 
all levels� The foreword to the book is 
by former Secretary of the Navy John 
Lehman, and constitutes a resounding 
approval of and recommendation to 
read Marolda’s work� I fully concur with 
Secretary Lehman� As an Army Vietnam 
veteran, like Marolda, I found that to 
understand better the Navy’s significant 
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role from the beginning to the end of the 
Vietnam War—not to mention the war 
as a whole, the Navy, and our nation—
this book is a tremendous contribution�

ALBION A� BERGSTROM

Persians: The Age of the Great Kings, by Lloyd 
Llewellyn-Jones� New York: Basic Books, 2022� 
448 pages� $35�

As one of two case leads for the Naval 
War College’s study of the Pelopon-
nesian War, I was looking to expand the 
case from simply studying the thirty-
year conflict between Athens and Sparta 
to examining broadly the 125-year 
competition among Athens, Sparta, 
and Persia� Thus I was excited to read 
Lloyd Llewellyn-Jones’s Persians, which 
seeks to tell the story of the rise and fall 
of the Persian, or Achaemenid, Empire 
using “genuine, indigenous, ancient 
Persian sources to tell a very different 
story from the one we might be familiar 
with, the one moulded around ancient 
Greek accounts” (p� 5)� It illustrates 
how little I knew about the Persian 
Empire that the section in which I was 
most interested takes up less than 10 
percent of Llewellyn-Jones’s history�

Llewellyn-Jones uses disparate sources—
Persian, Greek, Hebrew, and Egyptian 
histories, as well as bureaucratic 
records, royal inscriptions, and even 
pictographs carved on cliff faces and 
palace walls—to trace the history of the 
Persian Empire from 600 to 330 BCE� He 
leaves the reader with three important 
takeaways� First, the unitary nature of 
the Achaemenid dynasty was both its 
strength and its weakness� While there 
never were rival dynasties with extensive 
resources to challenge the emperor’s rule 

during his reign, each succession drew 
multiple claimants to the throne from 
within the same extended family, and 
the eventual winner of this contest was 
forced to spend a great deal of blood, 
treasure, and time both destroying any 
trace of his rivals and burnishing his 
credibility� Second, partly as a result 
of this (relatively) orderly succession, 
the Persian Empire either maintained 
its size or expanded—there was never 
any decline in size� Although Persia’s 
inability to conquer Greece in the 
Greco-Persian Wars of 490–479 BCE 
was a defeat, Llewellyn-Jones points 
out that Greece was never part of Persia 
proper, and—sadly for a Peloponnesian 
War case lead—Persia was a much less 
important factor in the Peloponnesian 
War saga than Egypt, the Middle East, 
or western India� Finally, despite the 
wealth and power of the Persian Empire, 
Alexander was able to dismantle it in 
just a few years, although his assumption 
of Darius III’s claim to be “the king of 
kings” leaves an implication that the em-
pire lived on, albeit in Hellenistic guise�

Persians features a family tree of the 
Achaemenid dynasty, maps, numerous 
drawings, and two sections of full-color 
photos� The family tree and maps would 
have been improved with small edito-
rial changes, such as adding dates for 
the various emperors’ reigns, and the 
addition of more and more-detailed 
maps to highlight the regions and cities 
discussed in the text� Despite these minor 
foibles, the book is a quick, engrossing 
read that covers a lot of ground�

It also is a strange amalgam of popular 
and scholarly history� Routinely, sources 
are acknowledged but not cited, save for 
epigraphical sources that are cited using 
a detailed shorthand� Nonacademic 
readers may not be concerned about 
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the particular tablet from which a figure 
derives, but scholarly readers may wonder 
why Llewellyn-Jones describes Diodorus 
Siculus—a historian long considered un-
reliable, and whom Llewellyn-Jones earlier 
dismisses as a prurient “Orientalist” (p� 
191)—as “logical and wide-ranging” 
(p� 273)� Perhaps slightly more-robust 
citations, as Donald Kagan provided in his 
history of the Peloponnesian War, would 
have solved some of these problems�

On the subject of sources, Llewellyn-Jones 
acknowledges the major issues� First, 
most of our existing knowledge of the 
Persian Empire comes from Greek and 
Latin histories or the Old Testament� As a 
result, there are both some real problems 
of bias—as Llewellyn-Jones nicely puts it, 
Greeks cared more about describing what 
Greeks were not than what Persians were 
(pp� 11–14)—and misconception verging 
on orientalism� Second, Persian sources 
are atypical in that “the Persians never 
wrote narrative history,” which forces any 
historian to rely on “songs, poetry, fables, 
and legends” (p� 20)� Llewellyn-Jones’s 
introduction features an overview of the 
reliability of sources, and he offers his own 
commentary sporadically, at one point 
telling the reader that “there is no obvious 
reason not to [believe a source]” (p� 288)�

While nonacademic readers may take 
Llewellyn-Jones at his word, I would 
have loved to see how he determined the 
reliability of his sources� For example, 
he scoffs at Herodotus’s description of 
Darius falling in love with a tree as a clear 
attempt by the Greek author to “other” 
the Persian emperor by making him a 
ridiculous foreigner (pp� 233–34), but he 
recounts page after page of harem-based 
intrigue (pp� 320–34) without much 
critical commentary� For his chapter on 
Alexander, however, Llewellyn-Jones 
delivers the goods with a short section 

describing the major issues with the 
sources, the disagreements among 
authors, the missing pieces, the lack of 
historical Persian accounts, and—most 
importantly—his methodology for 
solving this problem (pp� 353–55)� 
Llewellyn-Jones clearly knows more 
about this topic than most, but more 
of such insights into his methodology 
throughout would have been invaluable�

In the end, I did not learn much about 
Persian perspectives on the Greco- 
Persian and Peloponnesian Wars, but I 
doubt that was Llewellyn-Jones’s intent 
for the book� However, I did learn a lot 
about Persia, as well as the problems 
incumbent on attempting to decenter 
Greek authors from a history for which 
there are few traditional alternatives� As a 
result, Persians is great for readers looking 
for a non-Greek, although perhaps not 
unbiased, take on Persia� And, just as 
Kagan inspired a generation of writers to 
consider the Peloponnesian War in more 
detail, one hopes that Llewellyn-Jones’s 
work will prove to be the beginning rather 
than the end of this kind of scholarship�

JOSHUA HAMMOND

How to Think like an Officer: Lessons in Learning 
and Leadership for Soldiers and Other Citizens, by 
Reed Bonadonna� Guilford, CT: Stackpole Books, 
2020� 221 pages� $29�95�

Reed Bonadonna begins his book 
sounding like a teacher driven by a mis-
sion but badly constrained by time� He 
explains, or perhaps bemoans, how little 
time he had, as a professor at the U�S� 
Merchant Marine Academy (USMMA), 
to get his midshipman students to 
“think like officers” (p� ix)� This book is 
ostensibly an attempt to get the reader 
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to think that way, for Bonadonna clearly 
and deeply believes that thinking like 
an officer is superior thinking, even if, 
as he avers, many officers do not think 
as they should� He also states that at 
least some, if not all, civilians would 
benefit from thinking like officers�

Bonadonna brings passion and a 
wide-ranging, almost dizzying, array of 
sources to his work� Ideas, assertions, 
and references come at the reader in 
a fast and furious barrage of claims, 
ideas, and statements of fact� This work 
sprawls across several fields of study like 
an ever-widening flash flood� The pace 
at which the book moves is so rapid 
that readers may find themselves being 
propelled along� This raises the risk that 
the reader—ironically—may accept the 
author’s arguments and admonishments 
uncritically, without thinking them 
through first� This risk is likely to be 
higher if the reader has not made a dis-
ciplined and dedicated study of military 
thought and leadership, the science of 
thinking, and the profession of arms�

Careful readers and those more steeped 
in the literature will be less likely to be 
swept along, and even may find areas 
of disagreement with Bonadonna� 
Some of these issues are small—the 
type of marginal topic that is ripe for 
a friendly discussion over drinks or 
in the faculty lounge� For example, 
Bonadonna states that “James Jones 
may have understood the Army better 
than any other major American writer” 
(p� 105)� That is high praise, even with 
the inclusion of the somewhat diffident 
“may have”; it is also debatable� But 
this is a relatively simple matter�

A more serious issue involves Bonadon- 
na’s frequent citing of military histo-
rian S� L� A� Marshall, without ever 

mentioning the important fact that the 
accuracy of Marshall’s work has been 
criticized strongly, and his reputation 
has suffered, for years� This same selec-
tive representation applies to historical 
figures� Bonadonna speaks highly 
of General Dwight D� Eisenhower’s 
acumen, without ever mentioning 
that Eisenhower’s character—an 
essential part of what Bonadonna argues 
constitutes vital officer attributes—has 
come under fire for an alleged intimate 
relationship with his wartime Army 
driver, Kay Summersby� Nor are these 
questions of character new; at the 
time of the widely rumored infidelity, 
General George C� Marshall, one of 
Bonadonna’s military avatars, expressed 
concern over Eisenhower’s behavior�

Mention of the book’s “avatars” points 
to another weakness in this work, to 
which the author confesses to some 
extent in his closing chapters� His 
icons of the profession of arms are all 
Western, almost all are from the United 
States, and they come almost exclu-
sively from the Army� Interestingly, 
Generals Stanley A� McChrystal and 
David H� Petraeus fail to make his cut, 
without explanation� There is one brief 
nod to Marine general James N� Mattis, 
but there are no other Marines; useful 
examples might have included John A� 
Lejeune or Anthony C� Zinni� There 
are no admirals—no Sims, Nimitz, 
or Stavridis� No Army Air Corps or 
U�S� Air Force officer makes his list of 
greats� Perhaps an argument can be 
made that for some reason the sea and 
air services do not produce officers 
worthy of inclusion in Bonadonna’s 
pantheon, but if so the reason for the 
exclusion should be explained� Soviet 
and Asian officers also are missing 
completely, notwithstanding that 
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Soviet admiral Sergey G� Gorshkov and 
Vietnamese general Vo Nguyen Giap 
might have been worthy of inclusion�

Because Bonadonna seeks to cover 
so much so quickly, he shortchanges 
important topics and concepts; he 
introduces them, but then leaves 
them by the wayside� These include 
Daniel Kahneman’s work on slow and 
fast thinking and the techniques that 
Richard E� Neustadt and Ernest R� May 
recommend to aid decision makers�

In several places in the book, 
Bonadonna brushes against potential 
intellectual and professional firestorms, 
but he simply sidesteps them� One of 
the most problematic is the exclusion-
ary nature of the very term officer� In 
1957, Samuel Huntington published 
The Soldier and the State� In his work, 
Huntington clearly and deliberately 
excluded enlisted personnel, including 
senior noncommissioned officers, from 
membership in the profession of arms� 
Bonadonna acknowledges that this 
distinction is out of favor today, yet he 
continues to focus on officers, tacitly 
reinforcing Huntington’s distinction� 
Officers evidently think one way; 
enlisted personnel, including the most 
senior E-9s, apparently think another�

It should be no surprise to learn that 
the young women and men who were 
Dr� Bonadonna’s students at USMMA 
revere and admire him� If his pedagogic 
teaching style was similar to his writing, 
he likely had those young minds on the 
edge of their mental seats� However, 
when it comes to andragogy, more-
senior and -seasoned readers easily 
may regard his assurance as arrogance 
and his no doubt well-meaning efforts 
to communicate as condescension�

It is telling, given Bonadonna’s 
thesis, that no serving or retired officer 

penned an endorsement for the book’s 
cover; it would be interesting to know 
whether any were invited to do so�

RICHARD NORTON

Mahan, Corbett, and the Foundations of Naval 
Strategic Thought, by Kevin D� McCranie� An-
napolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2021� 344 
pages� $42�95�

For more than a hundred years, Alfred 
Thayer Mahan and Sir Julian Corbett 
have stood at the pinnacle of modern 
naval strategy� Even today, Mahan’s The 
Influence of Sea Power upon History, 
1660–1783 (1890) and Corbett’s Some 
Principles of Maritime Strategy (1911), 
each considered to be the masterwork 
of its author, often are required reading 
for young, developing naval officers� 
Unfortunately, many modern readers 
tend to limit their study to those 
apparent masterworks, or even just 
the most popular passages thereof� In 
doing so, readers miss much of the 
nuance and steady development that 
both Mahan and Corbett presented 
through a plethora of other books and 
articles� The result is a limited and 
flawed understanding of the material, 
which in turn has contributed to a 
mistaken depiction of the two theorists 
as having founded contradictory schools 
of thought� According to Kevin Mc-
Cranie, professor and former head of the 
Strategy and Policy Department at the 
Naval War College, Mahan and Corbett 
align and agree too much for their ideas 
to be considered in competition (p� 251)�

In his introduction, McCranie declares 
that there is no substitute for reading the 
works of Mahan and Corbett themselves; 
however, reading enough of the work 
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of either theorist to gain a credible 
familiarity would take significant time� 
Helpfully, McCranie advances the 
cause by identifying the strategic 
concepts and underlying principles of 
Mahan and Corbett within the context 
of the whole of their written works and 
presenting them side by side� Despite 
the difficulty in providing a concise 
analysis of two prolific writers in a 
single volume, McCranie—true to his 
book’s title—provides a solid foundation 
from which students of strategy and 
laypeople alike can begin the study of 
two still-relevant theorists� Individual 
chapters describe Mahan’s and Corbett’s 
takes on grand strategy, command of 
the sea, sea denial, joint expeditionary 
warfare, concentration of force, the role 
of commerce in warfare, civil-military 
relations, and other major concepts 
they explored in their works� The book 
concludes with individual chapters 
summarizing remarkably similar 
Mahanian and Corbettian ways of 
war, giving the reader the background 
needed to make a thorough and nuanced 
comparison between the two theorists�

Mahan and Corbett frequently agreed on 
the various components of sea power but 
applied them under different circum-
stances; they wrote for two nations 
with navies in vastly different states of 
development and effectiveness� The U�S� 
Navy of 1890 boasted far from the latest 
in warship design or weaponry, and 
there was little public desire to employ 
it for much more than coastal defense� 
Emphasizing the connection between a 
strong navy and economic prosperity, 
Mahan sought to convince the United 
States to build a modern navy capable 
of projecting power on the world stage� 
By contrast, Corbett was writing for the 
dominant naval power of the day; Great 
Britain and its people did not need to be 

sold on the benefits of a strong navy� He 
went on to emphasize that a navy was 
but one instrument of national power, 
and that it needed to be used in combi-
nation with land forces, economic pres-
sure, and diplomacy� In simplest terms, 
Mahan advocated for a U�S� Navy that 
was capable of achieving a decisive vic-
tory like that at Trafalgar in 1805, while 
Corbett sought to remind Great Britain 
that such a victory by itself had not been 
sufficient to end the Napoleonic Wars�

Both theorists were teachers to their 
nations’ naval officers, and both used 
historical examples to illustrate their 
theories� Especially in his early books, 
Mahan had a tendency to overlook 
historical minutiae and the “plurality of 
causes” of events, instead concentrating 
on larger-scale trends and events, which 
resulted in a deliberately selective 
interpretation to support his conclu-
sions better (p� 45)� Corbett wrote 
multiple historical works before delving 
into naval strategy� His introduction to 
Great Britain’s Navy Records Society 
by John Knox Laughton facilitated 
the deep dives into archival records 
that became the bedrock of Corbett’s 
subsequent writing� As the First World 
War loomed, both authors initially were 
more comfortable working on history 
than speculating on future events� 
Despite their different methodologies, 
Mahan and Corbett eventually arrived 
at many of the same strategic concepts, 
and much of the apparent divergence 
in their works makes sense given the 
different nations for which they wrote�

Mahan and Corbett both wrote toward 
the end of a long interval between large-
scale wars and at a time when rapid 
technological developments were about 
to change the face of naval warfare� 
We stand at a similar point today, with 
nearly eighty years having passed 
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since the end of World War II and a 
host of new technologies waiting to 
be proved in combat� The particular 
means of applying sea power have 
changed dramatically since the dawn 
of the twentieth century, but the 
underlying principles that Mahan and 
Corbett put forward remain sound� 
Examining and understanding how 
these theorists approached the naval 
problems of their day still can offer valid 
lessons to the modern reader� Mahan, 
Corbett, and the Foundations of Naval 
Strategic Thought provides an excellent 
accompaniment to such an effort�

MICHAEL ROMERO

The Avoidable War: The Dangers of a Catastrophic 
Conflict between the US and Xi Jinping’s China, by 
Kevin Rudd� New York: PublicAffairs, 2022� 420 
pages� $32�

Books by high-level former government 
officials can provide insights into 
strategic thinking and insider tidbits 
on policy decision-making� This book 
delivers that� Although the author is a 
former Australian prime minister and 
foreign minister, here Rudd focuses 
his attention on U�S�–People’s Republic 
of China relations, providing his 
exceptionally experienced and keen 
perspective on these two powerful states 
and their leaders� It is a volume that 
anyone interested in understanding 
U�S�-China relations will want to read�

One of the most challenging aspects 
of writing on contemporary China, 
however, is that by the time any book 
on the subject is published much of it 
is already out of date� Rudd’s volume 
indeed is subject to this challenge, given 
that much of the statistical and anecdotal 

substance soon will seem dated to future 
readers� The book, published in March 
2022, also does not address the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine just a month earlier, 
although that event is an essential factor 
in assessing modern China’s foreign 
policy and future international rela-
tions� Yet the book contributes to our 
understanding by putting current data 
and trends into historical context, ably 
knitting together near- and long-term 
dynamics to explain China’s current 
and potential future trajectories� Rudd 
is able to assess Sino-Russian relations 
clearly, concluding that “Xi and Putin 
have transformed what had been a bitter 
rivalry into a de facto political, eco-
nomic, and strategic alliance—notwith-
standing frequent official protestations 
to the contrary” (p� 182)� He thereby 
anticipates aptly what the world has 
observed in the Xi-Putin relationship 
since Russia’s invasion and the support 
thereof by the People’s Republic of China 
(PRC), as well as explaining why Beijing 
sees Putin’s more-aggressive actions as a 
strategic asset for China’s own ambitions�

As an experienced scholar and 
politician, Rudd avoids the mistake 
of making bold declarations about 
China’s future, yet he also is clear about 
the challenges he believes China faces 
under the leadership of Xi, of whom 
he is quite critical� Fluent in Mandarin 
and having met Xi in person, Rudd 
adds rare and valuable insights on Xi 
the man, politician, and leader, helping 
to bring into focus the still-murky 
picture of the person at the head of the 
world’s second-most-powerful state�

Rudd’s book makes it easy to under-
stand an impressively wide range of 
critical issues driving China’s current 
decision-making, explaining these 
from Beijing’s perspective, as well as 
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the logic underlying U�S� strategic and 
policy responses� He clearly lays out 
what China’s leader sees as concerns 
and opportunities, relating what this 
means for other global players� Rudd 
is proud of not using a single footnote 
in weaving his extensive narrative, 
which is laudable for the ease of reading 
but disappointing for those wishing 
to dig deeper into the sources of 
Rudd’s insights and information�

The book is clear-eyed in explaining 
China’s ambitions and recent shifts in 
policy under Xi’s leadership, hewing 
neither to hawkish nor to dovish 
arguments but simply analyzing PRC 
strategy and policy aims in the context 
of demonstrated and documented 
Chinese interests and behavior over 
time� This is as refreshing as it is uncom-
mon and should prove particularly 
useful for strategists and policy makers 
needing to decide how to address Xi’s 
more aggressive posture� Rudd applies 
a novel approach to making sense of a 
topic as grand as the rapidly changing 
modern China� He identifies a series of 
issues and interests and arranges them 
in concentric circles� While one could 
quibble with his ordering, the approach 
generally helps to organize and prioritize 
key issues worth exploring and under-
standing, from the PRC’s point of view�

A hallmark of good scholarship is 
simplifying what is highly complex—in 
this case, an understanding of modern 
China and U�S�-China relations� Rudd 
succeeds in doing so, providing a useful 
and easily digestible capsule of where 
China and its most critical relationship 
stand at present and why� Few authors 
are able to take on such a complicated 
and wide-ranging topic with such ease� 
The book, therefore, serves its purpose 
and will prove useful to academics, 

students, policy makers, historians, and 
anyone else seeking to understand better 
modern China and U�S�-China relations�

Amid a cacophony of opinions about 
China and what to do about it, Rudd’s 
volume provides something rare: a 
thoroughly reasoned, well-articulated, 
easy-to-read, and reasonably compre-
hensive assessment of China and its 
leader, Xi Jinping, in the twenty-first 
century� And, as the book’s title makes 
clear, understanding modern China 
and its leader is essential to avoiding 
catastrophic conflict� This reality is 
emphasized in the book’s introduc-
tion, which includes the observation 
that “for policy makers in Beijing 
and Washington, as well as in other 
capitals, the 2020s will be the decade 
of living dangerously” (p� 2)� Rudd’s 
volume ably explains how we got here, 
in what ways the 2020s are a “decisive 
decade,” and why U�S�-China relations 
likely are headed for rocky shores�

KATHLEEN “KATE” WALSH

On Dangerous Ground: America’s Century in the 
South China Sea, by Gregory B� Poling� New York: 
Oxford Univ� Press, 2022� 336 pages� $39�95�

The South China Sea (SCS) is one of 
the main theaters of current U�S�-China 
security competition, and correspond-
ingly is the subject of an ocean of 
commentary spewing from Washington 
and Beijing� On Dangerous Ground 
offers a valuable and timely corrective 
to the common tendency to view strife 
in this vital waterway solely in terms 
of the great powers� Greg Poling’s deep 
expertise as an analyst of Southeast 
Asia pays major dividends in his 
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powerful and well-informed study of 
the last century of geopolitical struggle 
in the maritime heart of the region�

The subtitle, America’s Century in the 
South China Sea, underplays the impres-
sive scope of Poling’s analysis� It is in fact 
a remarkable global history, with special 
focus on a particular geography, and it is 
informed by rich documentary evidence 
from the governments of all the inter-
ested states� Poling obviously delights in 
telling the story of the SCS from a vari-
ety of perspectives, presenting a series of 
sensible, well-articulated considerations 
and explanations of decisions under-
taken over the past century in Manila, 
Hanoi, Saigon, Jakarta, Singapore, and 
Tokyo� He paints vivid portraits of the 
leaders in those capitals, highlighting 
key domestic political dynamics as 
they navigated the shifting winds of 
the world wars and the Cold War, and 
tacked among European, Japanese, 
American, and Chinese regional powers�

By telling the story of the whole prior 
century, Poling also places the current 
maritime disputes in welcome historical 
context� Among important observations, 
he notes that the last time the Spratlys 
and other disputed islands were fully 
under the control of any power was 
the period 1941 to 1944, when the SCS 
was a “Japanese lake” (p� 26)� Japan’s 
surrender of the islands after the 
war—without specifying any rightful 
successor sovereign—set the stage for 
the conflicts of today, as each state has 
pressed its own version of the facts and 
the law� Decades of high-stakes drama 
come to life in details mined from 
intelligence memorandums, diplomatic 
cables, action reports from military 
commanders, and memoirs of statesper-
sons� We glimpse fascinating vignettes of 
some of the colorful characters involved 

in the SCS over the years, including 
some who busily were fabricating 
sovereign claims to islands and pursu-
ing speculative resource schemes in a 
remote and largely ungoverned area�

Appropriately, China is a central actor 
throughout this careful reconstruction 
of events in the SCS� Poling’s regional 
approach to geopolitics allows him to 
offer unique perspectives on Chinese 
activities and claims, casting them 
in terms of their reception among 
the littoral states and their impact on 
alliance relationships with Washington� 
This regionalized optic is refreshing 
and eschews the typical caricature of 
a rampaging, aggressive PRC� Instead, 
Poling portrays a self-interested China 
that is highly responsive to the changing 
regional security environment and 
capable of adjusting course in the face 
of resistance� Without downplaying the 
acute threats that China poses, Poling 
deftly portrays the choices Beijing has 
made and continues to make as being 
aimed at exploiting seams in American 
power, whether they come in the form 
of sometimes-tenuous alliances or 
varying levels of attention, resources, 
and commitment to this distant theater�

The discussions of U�S� alliance politics 
are especially well calibrated� The 
long-running bilateral negotiations over 
the nature and scope of U�S� commit-
ments to defend treaty allies in Japan 
and the Philippines are critical issues in 
U�S� defense and foreign policy in the 
region, and it is appropriate that they 
play a crucial role in this analysis� The 
interests and concerns of Manila, in 
particular, recast this story in a much 
more complex light—one that highlights 
America’s reticence to specify the 
precise conditions under which mutual 
defense might be triggered, rooted in 
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reluctance to license risk taking by the 
Philippines� Poling also is unsparing 
in his criticism of Southeast Asian 
leaders, showing evenhandedness and a 
canny grasp of the stakes at each given 
juncture rather than telling the familiar, 
overwrought story of unprovoked, 
undeterrable Chinese aggression�

The payoff from the book is a welcome 
reconsideration of the strategic stakes 
and diplomatic opportunities confront-
ing U�S� policy makers� Poling offers a 
clear articulation of the two “abiding 
interests” that have informed U�S� policy 
over the century: securing freedom of 
the seas and managing alliance com-
mitments (pp� 2–9)� However, these 
broad objectives do not determine a 
coherent foreign policy� We see that 
sometimes the two are at odds with 
each other, requiring us to balance 
competing priorities and seek com-
mon ground with allies and partners 
across a complex regional landscape�

The United States, as a global maritime 
power benefiting from the relative 
openness of the world’s oceans, will 
continue to pursue freedom of the seas 
as a core interest� Yet this fine principle 
too often has been pursued in its less 
inclusive incarnation: as a narrow 

freedom to conduct military activities� 
Such activities are the near-exclusive 
concern of forward-deployed U�S� forces, 
and as such they hold only limited 
appeal for other nations� This makes 
it easy to construe U�S� policy in the 
SCS as aggravating China solely for the 
sake of American military power rather 
than to deliver the benefits of a “free 
and open” region to U�S� partners�

The book helps us see Southeast Asian 
nations as being understandably more 
interested in the kind of “free sea” that 
permits them to exploit rich fisheries 
and productive oil and gas fields� To do 
so, they look to the United States to up-
hold an international law of the sea and 
wider maritime order that entitles them 
to exclusive economic zones and conti-
nental shelf areas that secure these rights 
to them under treaty� On Dangerous 
Ground should be a ready reference for 
those seeking to understand where and 
why the United States has come up short 
in the SCS� It opens the door to creative 
thinking about upholding American 
interests in the region by strengthening 
and supporting U�S� allies and partners 
on issues of common interest�

ISAAC B� KARDON

O U R  R E V I E W E R S

Jonathan Alexander, Lieutenant, USN, CHC, is assigned to Marine Special Operations Command�

George “Bud” Baker, EdD, is an associate professor in the College of Leadership and Ethics at the 
Naval War College (the College) and a retired USN captain and submariner�

Albion A. Bergstrom is a professor of joint military operations at the College� He was a career U�S� 
Army armor/cavalry officer who saw combat duty in Vietnam�

Joshua Hammond is a professor of strategy and policy at the College�

Isaac B. Kardon is a professor at the College�
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REFLECTIONS ON READING

A VIETNAM TAPESTRY

Professor John E. Jackson of the Naval War College is the Program Man-
ager for the Chief of Naval Operations Professional Reading Program.

 Our memories can be funny things� We tend to categorize them as recent 
memories, distant memories, and—in some cases—really distant memories� 

And anything recalled from a half century ago falls into a category that some 
consider ancient history� On 12 February 2023, the half-century mark was tal-
lied since the return of the first group of America’s Vietnam-era prisoners of war 
(POWs), who had been held—illegally and inhumanely—in North Vietnam for 
up to eight years�

On that overcast and windy Monday afternoon in February 1973, a group of 
returnees boarded a C-141 nicknamed “Freedom Bird” for the first leg of their 
return to the nation they had served so heroically� Aboard this flight, Lieutenant 
Commander Porter Alexander Halyburton, who had been held in captivity for 
2,675 days (nearly seven and a half years), flew east to return to the embrace of his 
wife, Marty, and their daughter Dabney—the child whom he had known for only 
five days before he deployed aboard USS Independence� Halyburton’s incredible 
and inspiring story now has been told in his new book, entitled Reflections on 
Captivity: A Tapestry of Stories by a Vietnam War POW. Through his skillful use 
of introspective prose and often heartrending poetry, he tells a story filled with 
the Navy’s core values of honor, courage, and commitment�

That story began on 17 October 1965, when naval flight officer Halyburton 
strapped into an F-4B Phantom fighter-bomber for his seventy-sixth combat 
mission over North Vietnam� He was part of a strike force of more than thirty 
aircraft that launched off Independence on that bright Sunday morning� During a 
low-altitude run forty miles north of Hanoi, the plane encountered heavy ground 
fire and took a direct hit in the cockpit from a 37 mm antiaircraft shell� Recog-
nizing that the plane had sustained critical damage and that the pilot, Lieutenant 
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Commander Stan Olmstead, had been killed, Halyburton ejected from the air-
craft� He hit the ground and slipped out of his parachute but quickly was captured 
by Vietnamese villagers and militia�

Thus, at the age of twenty-four, Halyburton became the fortieth American flier 
taken prisoner in North Vietnam� However, since no fellow aviators on the raid 
saw a parachute from his plane, it was assumed there were no survivors, and he 
was classified as killed in action�

Halyburton was transported to the Hoa Lo prison, which ultimately came to 
be known by the POWs as the “Hanoi Hilton�” It was the first of eight prisons 
in which he would be held during his long ordeal� While his new book does 
not dwell excessively on the conditions he and his fellow POWs faced, it does 
describe how the prisoners were kept in austere conditions, often shackled in leg 
irons and handcuffs for weeks and months at a time�

When not “locked down,” the captives were subjected to brutal treatment from 
abusive guards who took great pleasure in their suffering� Most vicious of all 
were the professional interrogators, to whom the prisoners gave pet names such 
as Rabbit and Elf� With total disregard for the provisions of the Geneva Conven-
tion, these interrogators used various forms of punishment and physical torture 
to force information and statements from the POWs� Many were forced to kneel 
on rocks and other sharp objects for hours, even days, on end� By far the most 
common method of torture was what the POWs came to call the “rope trick,” 
in which they were bound tightly in painful positions, which often pulled arms 
out of sockets and left many permanent injuries� For violations of camp rules, 
punishment routinely was applied, including beatings with rubber straps and 
countless painful hours in shackles�

Communication of any kind among prisoners was forbidden, but the re-
sourceful POWs maintained contact with one another by various clandestine 
methods� These included written notes on scraps of stolen paper, the now famous 
“tap code,” and a POW-devised “mute code” that was used whenever visual con-
tact could be made�

The richness of this small but impactful book comes from the personal stories 
Halyburton shares about hundreds of fellow prisoners, sixty-three of whom he 
mentions by name� Particularly touching is the story of his time with cell mate 
Fred Cherry� The prison officials placed Fred—an injured, African American, Air 
Force pilot—in a cramped cell with Porter—a white, southern, Navy officer—in 
the belief that racism would tear the two apart� In reality, the two became the best 
of friends, bonding through the abuse and neglect inflicted by their captors� The 
remarkable story of Halyburton and Cherry is told in greater detail in James S� 
Hirsch’s 2004 book, Two Souls Indivisible: The Friendship That Saved Two POWs 
in Vietnam� For many years this highly recommended book was included in the 
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CNO Professional Reading Program� In February 2016, Colonel Cherry passed 
away; he is interred in Arlington National Cemetery�

From 1964 through 1969, most prisoners were kept in solitary confinement or 
in very small groups, but over time increasing pressure to improve conditions was 
brought to bear by the U�S� government, as well as by individuals such as H� Ross 
Perot and by organizations such as the National League of Families of POWs and 
MIAs in Southeast Asia, which was founded by Sybil Stockdale, the wife of future 
Naval War College President James Bond Stockdale� Porter’s wife, Marty, was very 
active in the league, serving as the coordinator for the ten southern states� Several 
events, including the attempted rescue raid by U�S� forces on the Son Tay prison 
and the death of North Vietnam president Ho Chi Minh in September 1969, also 
contributed to significant improvement in the POWs’ treatment and conditions� 
From 1970 on, most prisoners were held in large cells (each holding up to forty 
men) in the Hanoi Hilton� Their conditions were still meager and crowded, but 
far better than before�

After over ten years of war and nearly five years of negotiations, the Paris 
Peace Accords finally were signed in January 1973� And so the POWs began to 
be released on that February date a half century ago�

After his return, Dr� Halyburton became a professor at the Naval War College, 
serving from 1979 until his retirement in 2006� He now holds professor emeritus 
status, and he lectures annually at the College to share the lessons learned from 
his experience�

In the closing pages of his book, Halyburton summarizes his captivity by not-
ing his method of dealing with the roller coaster of emotions he encountered over 
many years of confinement� He adopted what he called “long-term, nonspecific 
optimism�” He believed that he likely would be freed sometime, and that there-
after “I could survive and lead a meaningful life for at least ten more years, [so] I 
was prepared to spend the rest of my life in prison if necessary and still feel that 
my life was not a waste� Such is the power of human adaptation and the urge to 
find meaning in one’s life�”

Those who wear the cloth of the nation do so out of a sense of commitment 
to America’s ideals, and all are called upon to make sacrifices to defend those 
principles� I am convinced that all readers will find inspiration within the two 
hundred pages of Halyburton’s “tapestry,” which may help them find greater 
meaning in their own lives�

JOHN E� JACKSON
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